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President Taft Affixes His Signature to Document That Relieves New Mexico of Territorial

TELEPHONE CO. INCORPORATES

JANUARY

Working Like Governor Mills"! Commutes Both Are Seated Together in
Rear Row of Republi- His Sentence to Life
Beavers to Make Them
can Side
Imprisoment
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the White
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"
Every Person in Capital Should Manana," Friday, Statehood Committee Stenographers on
Call Issued for Meeting of Re' Alamogordo Lumber Company
Strike Because Reduction
Proclamation Will Be Signed
Greet First State
Mexico, the forty.
Case Had Caused the
Washington, D. C, Jan. ew
' by President.
in Pay Per Folio.
publican State Central
Executive
Delay.
seventh State to enter the Union, ceased to be a Territory
Comniittee
when President Taft signed the A'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXS X Governor Mills has commuted X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlrran
Territorial Supreme Court Clerk Jo at 1:35 p. m.
X This forenoon, the executive
W ashington, TJ. C., Jan. 8.
X
X
committee on inaugural viewed X X the sentence of James C. Ken- - X
Chairman Venceslap
Jara X se D. Sena received telegraphic orders Proclamation of Statehood.
New Mexico's first members of X
X nedy sentenced to hang at Eil- - X
General
from
last
Attorney
evening
X
X millo has called a
the
National
in
X
decorations
the
$
meeting
ReX
Congress, George Curry,
X
Wickersham to enter a
of error
6.-N-

X

X
X
K
X
X

of the Republican state cen- tral committee at Santa Fe on
January 25, at 10 a. m., to fix
a date and place for the con- vention that will select the

X
X
X

writ
the government In the case of
the United State vs. The Alamogordo
foi

This Mr. Sena did
Immediately and notified Attorney
QeneTal Wickersham of the fact by
telegraph thus clearing another, and
It Is to be hoped, the last obstacle
out of the way ot Statehood. Judge
K. R. Wright, recently at Santa
Fe,
sustained demurrers ot the Lumber
Company to the suit of the Government on the lands bought from the
Territory. The government gave notice of appeal but to date haj not filed
II n
transcript nor given orders to District Clerk Downs at Alamogordo to
prepare a transcript. In the meanwhile negoiaiona were in progress to
compromise the suit These negotiations are not cloBed, and tie government to save Its right of appeal ordered the entry of the writ of error
before the territorial supreme court
passes out of existence and the status
of territorial lands is changed by the
Statehood proclamation.
At a Dance,
Supreme Clerk Sena was at a dance
when the following telegram reached
him:
Washington D. C, January 5, 1912.
Clerk Supreme Court.
Issue at once writ of error to re
view judgment rendered by District
last
Court, Sixth Judicial District
month, dismissing bill of complaint U
cause Number 14, entitled United
States against the Alamogordo Lumber Company, a corporation. Absolutely necessary writ should Issue tonight to prevent delay In signing
proclamation for admission of New
Mexico as state. Answer tonight.
KNAEBEL, Acting Attorney General."
Last Stoned Rolled Away.
Of course, Cl rk Sena, hustled to
the Capitol, to roll awav,t.
stone
or obstacle in the road to Statehood
and In consequence, the proclamation was signed this afternoon.

X Lumber Company.

eight delegates to the Repub- - X
lican national convention . at X
Si Chicago on June 18. The com- - X
X mlttee will also take up the X
X matter of contests and recom- - X
mendatlons for various appoint- - X
X ive offices and other matters X
X including the establishing
of X
'X permanent state headquarters. X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Special Election.
On January 22, a special election
will be held In the Bioomflcld Irriga
tion district of San Juan county to
authorize the Issuance of $235,000 Irrigation bonds for the construction of
Irrigation works.
Notaries Public Appointed.
E, F. Miera, Beenham, Union county; Carl S. Turner, Portalea, Roosevelt, county; Hugh W. Morrow, Ros
well, Chaves county, were this morning appointed notaries public by Governor William J. Mills.
New Board of County Commissioners.
Esqulpula Jlron of Pojoaque, and
M. Klnsell of Santa Fe quali. George
fied this morning as members of the
new board of county commissioners
for Santa Fe county. Jose Ortiz y
Pino is the third member and will be
chairman.
Homestead Entries.
entries
The following homestead
were recorded yesterday in the local
land office:
William Couilon, Santa
Fe; Harley Z. Calhoun, East Las Ve
gas; John W. Meadlin, Willard; Will'
lam O. Jenkins, Mitchell, Neb.;
Thomas F. Butler, Levy; Robert Hick
man, Moriarty; Celestluo Ortiz, Es
tancla: Lon E. Jickson, Estancia:
Charles W. Ormsby, "Willard; Elmer
F Cotton. Estancia; Oscar B. Young-reen- ,
Nolan; Fitzhue N. McMillan,
Kingfisher, Okla.
Rejoicing In Capital.
Territorial Funds.
It was not quite noon when the New
The following sums of money were Mexican
telephoned, Governor Mills
received in the office of the treasur- and other officials ttat
President Taft
er this morning, R. J. Palen: A. S. had signed the Statehood
ProclamaBrookes, adjutant general, on account tion just a few minutes before. The
of militia fund, $2.90; Chris Raithel, New Mexican had
early in the morntreasurer of Luna county, $1743.40;
received advices from its corresCamllo Sanchez, treasurer of Guada- ing
pondent I. M. Bond, that the ceremony
lupe county, $2485.39; Thomas" P. Ga- would take
place at the White House
ble, game and fish warden, on ac- at 1 : 30
The New Mexican was
p. m.
count of game protection fund, S 1 .25.
the first to throw a large flag to the
Incorporation,
breezes to celebrate the event, the
The Luna County Telephone Asso- first flag to
fly from its new building.
ciation of Deming, Luna county, was The telephones kept ringing to In
Natha
charter
by
yesterday
granted
the truth of the report show
an Jaffa, secretary of New Mexico. quire
ing the general Interest in Statehood
The new company expects to build and gradually the Star and Stripes
and operate lines of communication were flung to the breezes at various
between towns, cities, villages and rupoints. Unfortunately, all the steam
ral communities of Luna county. The whistles in town were out of commis
names of the Incorporators, their ad- sion and the noise was
lacking in the
dresses and the amount of stock held patriotic demonstration.
by each are as follows: Hugh Ram-eeThanks
President.
Archbishop
shares; Frank
Deming, sixty-siA representative of the New Mexi
sixty-seveAlfred L. Taylor, Deming,
can had the pleasure of conveying the
Alfred L. Taylor, Deming, slxtey-seve- n
Joyous news to His Grace, the Most
is
Arthur
name
The
shares.
agent's
Rev. J. B. Pltaval, archbishop
of
office
at
an
with
Deming. Santa Fe, who expressed his great
A, Tempke,
The capital stock of the company is pleasure at the news. The archbish
$25,000, $2,000 of which will be paid op then sent the following congratu
up when the company begins .bus- latory telegram to President Taf t :
The stock Is worth at par,
iness.
Santa Fe, Jan. 6, 1912.
A certificate of
$10.00.
President Taft, Washington, D. C,
was filed with the papers of IncorporI rejoice with the people of New
ation.
Mexico
over your
proclamation.
Board of Equalization at the Capitol. Heartiest congratulations.
ARCHBISHOP X B. PITAVAL.
The Board of Equalization met this
morning at the Capitol and organized
BRYAN GIVES WILSON
for business after which an adjournCANDIDACY ANOTHER BOOST.
ment was token until 2 o'clock this
The board will probably
afternoon.
be lnj session two or three days more Ho Is Not In Favor of Third Party
Movement But Urges 8trong
before work of fixing values for asProgressive.
sessment on railroads, telegraph and
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 10. An evetelephone lines is completed. Some
of the representatives of large public ning newspaper quoteg Mr. Bryan on
utilities corporations are: James V. the Democratic presidential situation
a j follows:
"I have not yet decided
Berger, tax commissioner of the El
acI'aBO and Northeastern
R, R., head- on my candidate. I want a strong
progressive. Of the candidates
quarters at El Paso; Thomas J. New-Wri- t, tive
real estate and tax agent for the at present in the field. Governor
Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey,
Chicago and Rock Island lines, headI am
scemB the most
quarters at Chicago; James Correy, not In favor of anyprogressive.
third party moveTeal estate and tax agent for the Denver and Rio Grande R. R., with head- ment."
quarters at Denver; Charles F. Baa-ley- , REPUBLICANS UNITED IN
the New Mexico
representing
KANSAS SEVENTH DISTRICT.
Central R. R., Santa Fe; Judge H. L.
Waldo, representing the A, T. and S. However, Little Interest Is ManifestF. R. R., Las Vegas; F, E. Haner reped In Congressional
Election
resenting the Mountain Steites TeleToday.
phone and Telegraph Company, Den9.
Jan.
Voters
Hutchinson, Knns.,
ver; Mr. Taliaferro, tax agent of the ot the seventh district have ihown
A. T. and S. F. R, R., headquarters at little excitement over the CongresTopeka; William M. Atkinson, chair- sional campaign which will end with
man of the board of county commis- the election today ov a Buccesnor to
sioners of Chaves county.
the late B. H. Maddlson. The Repub
District Judges Qualify.
,
licans of the district are united in
David J. Leahy has qualified as dis their support of Judge F. L, Martin
District
at
Las
trict Judge
Vegas.
and the Democrats are standing by
Judge Herbert F. RaynoldB was to O. A. Neeley, who was the opponent
at
and
Albuquerque
today
of Maddlson at the last election.
qualify
Judge E. L. Medler at Las Cruces.
Committed to Insane Asylum,
Quay county, who labored undor the
One of the last official acts of Judge hallucination that her brother had
B. R. Wright was ,to commit to the been murdwred and who therefore
territorial asylum far the Insane at flourished knives and revolvers at ev- Lns Vegas, Elizabeth Hall of Plains, try one she suspected of the murder.

lt

Proclamation for Historical Society
Washington, D C, Jan. 6. Four
members ot the President's Cabinet,
from, New
the two Congressmen-elec- t
Mexico, George Curry and H. B. Fer
gusson, a dozen prominent citizens
from the new state, several . White
House employes and three photoa- phera witnessed the ceremony which
took place in the President's private
office. The proclamation was signed
In duplicate, one to be preserved
tn
the records ot the government, the
other to go to the New Mexico Historical Society.
Glad to Give Life to State.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 6 Presi
dent Taft today signed the statehood
proclamation at 1:35 p. m. The New
Mexicans present were Congressman
George Curry, Congressman H. B.
W. H. Andrews, District For
ester A. C. Rlngland, Mr. and Mrs. A.
McGaffey, Charles Curry and John
W. Roberts.
Four members of the
cabinet were present. A photograph
Taft said:
was taken.
President
Well, it is all over, I am glad to give
and added:
smiled
life."
Then
he
you
1 hope you will be healthy."
Gover
nor Curry thanked him on behalf of
the people of New Mexico. Andrews

on behalf of the Republican party, and
Fergusson on behalf of the opposition.
The New Mexicans here are Jubilant.
Yesterday when Curry found out about
the delay he went to the White House
to plead with President Taft for Immediate admission. Curry and Fer- giiBson will be sworn In on Monday
as Congressmen.
Another Account.
Special to the New Mexican.
. Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. Presi
dent Taft at 1:35 signed proclamation admitting New Mexico to sister
He also signed a
hood of states.
certified copy which, with valuable
gold pen, pearl handled, furnished by
Delegate W. K. Andrews, was given
to him. Delegate Andrews will file
the certified copy and gold pen with
the New Mexico Historical Society.
Representatives-elec- t
Curry and Fergusson, thanked the President. Ira M.
Bond, In behalf of part ot the press
of New Mexico, thanked the President
for signing the proclamation. The
President Bald he highly appreciated
the thanks of the press of New Mexico
Postmaster General Hitchcock,
and
Secretary Fisher, other .officials
persons were present. Andrews will
file pictures taken with all the state
institutions and in each county court
house.

CLUB
CARLSBAD COMMERCIAL
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING.

MENINGITIS PANIC IN
SEVERAL TEXAS

Retiring President McLenathan Made
a Pointed Address Which
Is Applicable In Santa Fe,
Carlsbad, N. M. Jan. 9. The Commercial Club held its annual meeting
and elected the Mowing officers for
the ensuing year: President, S. I.
Roberts; vice president, A. N. Pratt;
C. M. Richards, treasurer; directors,
W. A. Craig, T. E. Williams, Harry
Trader and Scott Etter. Directors R.
M. Thome, C. M. Richards, and W. A.
Flnlay hold over. The secretary Is
appointed by the board. The retiring
president, C. H. McLenathan, made a
very pointed speech about the work
of the clib. Its usefulness depended
on the support of the businessmen and
The purpose
the citizens generally.
of the club was to further the Inter
ests of the town and the territory trib
utary to It. To accomplish this the
businessmen must back up the club.
Important business concerns were not
taking any part in the work of the
club. He said that the first thing far
the new board was getting overy one
into the work. A rather warm discusIt was finally decided
sion followed.
that the month of January should be
given to increasing the membership ot
the club, so that when the new offi
cers took office February 1st, the
work of building 'jp the town could
start at once. The Commercial Club
is willing to do its share in building
up the new state. A vigorous campaign will no doubt be organized to
bring In people and Interest capital
that Carlsbad and the Carlsbad Project may 'keep pace with the general

THE INAUGURATION
In some unknown manner a
report has gained circulation
that the inauguration date has
again been postponed, and
executive
members of the
committee have been busy all
day denying it. The date haa
not been changed. It will oc- cur on Monday, January 15, as
X previously announced, so make
to attend
X your prep: rations
X with ihat date in mind. The
X date has now been pretty well
X scattered over the territory, all
X the daily and weekly papers
X having received word that It
X will be held on the 15th, and it
X could not be changed now
X without endless confusion.
Another feature of the lnau- X
X guratlon which has not been
Is that
X generally understood
X from 8 to 10 there will be a re- X ceptlon which will be open to
X the public. This will be hold
X in the Palace of the Governors,
X and everyone Interested Is in- X vited to attend.
X
Commencing at 11 o'clock
X there will be dancing for those
X holding tickets to the Inaugur- X al ball, and because it starts
X late it will continue until about
The refreshment
X 2 o'clock.
X room also will be open from 11
X to 2, and good things to eat
X will be on hand in plenty.
committee
The executive
X
X and the chairman, and vice
'
X chairman of all the other com- X mlttoes will meet at 4 o'clock
X this arternoon for the purpose
X ot completing all arrangements
for the big affair.
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X
X
X
X
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X
X
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X
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CITIES.

Refugee Families Have Reached Austin and San Antonio Shreve .
port Declares Quarantine.

Austin, Texas, Jan. 10. Fifty families, mostly women and children,
seeking a haven from the meningitis
epidemic, arrived here today from
North Texas points. A'lurge number
of families Is said to have passed
through enroute to San Antonio,
where the disease has not appeared.
High Death Rate.
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 10. Investigation of the meningitis epidemic In
north and east Texas, which threatens to spread further, Is under way
here today by the state board of
health. Over 300 cases of the disease,
with a high death rate, have been officially reported from Beveral Texas
cities. It is said here today that
Shreveport, La., which set up quarantine agalnBt Fort Worth and Dallas
several days ago, has raised the embargo. It is not believed that the epi
demic has spread to Louisiana cities.
Serum has been sent for from New
Ycrk. The disease Is said ro bo
spreading most rapidly among negroes
now.

Hero Sticks to His Post.
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 10. While the
state board of health outlined Its
campaign, Dr. Abraham Sophian, a
New York specialist,
advising the
board, received a telegram from New
York, staling that his mother was dy
ing. "I'll remain in Texas to combat
this epidemic," said Dr. Sophian.
Twelve New Cases,
Twelve new cases of the disease
and five deaths were reported here
today. The health board's first step
today was to appeal ior meningitlB
nurses.
SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS
INTERSTATE COMMISSION.
Rates on
Railroads Must Reduce
Lumber From the Northwest
to Mississippi Valley.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. The
orders of the Interstate Commerce
Commission restoring and reducing
the rates on lumber from the northwestern states to the Mississippi valley and east to what they were before
November 1, 1907, were approved and
upheld today by the supreme court of
the United States. The United States
circuit court for Minnesota had
enforcement of the ordets.
JOHNSON CHOOSES
SANTRY

EDDIE
FOR REFEREE.

Former Feather Weight Champion to
Officiate In Fight With Flynn
In July.
Chicago, 111., .Ian. 10. Champion
Jnck Johnson haa expressed a desire
to hava Eddie Santry, former feather
weight champion, referee the match
between himself and Jim Flynn, next
July. At the meeting between Flynn
were
articles
and Johnson, when
signed, no mention was made of the
selection of an arbiter,
THOUSANDS OF BRITISH
COAL

MINERS

PLAN

8TRIKE.

of
London, Jan. 10. Thousands
ccal miners are now voting whether
there shall be a national stoppage of
the conl mines In the United Kingdom. The ballot will occupy three
days and the result probably will be
announced January 18,

X
X
X
V
X
X
X

X
V

Guard Armory for the lnaugu- ral ball. They are the most
ambitious attempt at decent- ing ever undertaken at Santa
Fe and the ball room looks like
Dreamland. Important action
was taken at this meeting as
well as at a meeting with
n
and
chairmen
held yesterday afternoon In the
New Mexican editorial rooms
with Mayor Arthur Seligman
presiding. It is found that there
are applications for 2,000 seatsIn the Hall of Representatives
for the Inauguration and the
seating capacity is only 800. If
the weather is as pleasant as
It is today, the inauguration
will take place on the capltol
steps, where former inaugura- tions were enacted. It Is only
if the weather is disagreeable
that the Hall of Representa- tlves will be used and for that
purpose cards of admission
will be distributed as already
arranged. Scores of letters re- celved from outside points In- dicate that Santa Fe will be
filled to overflowing with dls- tlnguished visitors on inaugur- atlon day and that admission
to the inaugural ball will be at
a premium.

ver

City
by Judge Parker,
which sentence was affirmed by
the supreme court this week,
to life imprisonment, upon rec-ommendation of Judge Parker
and the members of the Jury
X who believe that Kennedy Is of
X X feeble Intellect. The commuta- X X tion carries with It the request
IS X that future governors do not
X X pardon Kennedy.
X

X

X X
Si X
X
X X

X

sxsixsxsxsxxxsxxs

X!
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

publican; and H. B. Fergusson,
Democrat, were sworn in as
members of the House today
amid generouB applause. They
were presented by Mr. Sulzer,
of New York.
SENATE.

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

In session at 2 p. m.
Pension committee deferred
consideration of general bills
pending pension bureau esti- X
mates of cost.
X
HOUSE.
X
noon.
Met at
Speaker Clark X
X
was
sufferpresided but still
X
ing with a severe cold.
New Mexico's new represen X
tatives sworn In.
X
Andrew Carnegie's appear X
ance before "Steel Trust" com- X
mittee Wednesday positively X
announced by Chairman Stan- X
ley.
X
Extra committee stenoera- - X
phers struck because of reduc X
ed pay.
X
"Sugar Trust" Investigation X
committee hearing postponed X
until tomorrow.
X
New members of committees X
chosen by caucus, elected by X

uovernor Mills this noon received a
telegram from Congressman George
Curry, telling of the fact that Presi
dent Taft has arranged to sign the
statehood
tomorrow
proclamation
forenoon at ten o'clock.
S
Small Account Book Disappears.
X
' The
penitentiary authorities ar? puzX
zled over the
disappearance of a
X
X
small account book of the convicts'
X
X
book is of no value or
X
X earnings. The
to any one but evidently
X consequence
X
has been stolen.
X
X
Good Roads Pay.
X
X
The Territorial Good Roads ComX
X
mission has completed the Montoya
X
X
X Road, Quay county, and the Chamber
X
X of Commerce, of Montoya has named
X
s
Prosperity
X it the "Montoya-PlalnX
House- X
X Highway." While the road was built
X
attacked X
Sherwood, Ohio,
small'
at
Benefit
what
cost,
very
yet
X
X
Secretary Fisher's estimate of X
it is to the people is manifest from
X
X
$75,000,000 cost of Sherwood X
the declaration of a farmer that bepension bill as $25,000,000 too X
fore the road was built he could only
X
high.
As a concession to the popular trend haul 500 pounds with his team but
now he can take four times as much,
of sentiment the executive committee
Given Rear Seats.
or two thousand pounds to market. It
having in charge the inaugural cere- is but a trifling .Incident that is Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 8. A 12.04
monies decided td eliminate the serv- fraught with big significance.
;
p. m., Sulzer,
Democrat, of New
Homestead Entries.
ing of champagne or other intoxicants
The following two homestead en- York, addressed Speaker Clark and
at any place designated for the intries were recorded yesterday In the said: "Mr. Speaker, I have the honauguration festivities, be It at the cap-iro- local land office: Enoarnaclon Suazo, or to present to the House Representatives-elect
Governor-elecMcDonald We
George Curry and H. B.
t
where
gon Mound ; Juan M. Sandoval, Jr.,
Mexico."
from
New
Fergusson,
will take the oath of office at high Sandoval.
Cheers on both sides of the House.
noon at Monday; or at the Palace of
District Court
Estancia.
Escorted by Sulzer tJpy were taken
the Governors where the reception
The adjourned December term of to the front,
sworn in by Speaker
will take place; or at the National
the District Court for Torrance county Clark, and were
assigned desks in the
Guard Armory wliere the Inaugural
convene January 15, at Estan- rear row of seats
will
on the Republican
ball takes place. This is setting aside
E. side.
At
cia.
the
session,
Judge
coming
Again cheers on both sides of
all previous precedents and in Itself L.
H. the
the
will
Medler
bench,
ccupy
House.
Former
of
13 a noteworthy
the first
Delegate Anfeature
at drews witnessed the swearing
B. Hamilton will be the district
in of
state inaugural.
torney, and Manuel S. Sanchez, clerk, the first two, representatives from the
Committee Badges Ready.
to
the
elected
all of whom are newly
h
state, who owe their
Chairmen of the
offices they occupy. The docket for honor to his efforts for statehood.
are asked to call on Committeeman the
be
a
session
will
very Congressional Stenographers on
coming
at
Charles M. Stauffer on Saturday
indictments
heavy one as twenty-fou- r
Strike.
the New Mexican business office for were
over
from
last
held
the
sitting.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 8. For the
the allotment of badges for their
Service
Star
Change.
first time In the history of the gov
committee. The badges are striking
The following change in the star ernment a labor strike held up the
souvenirs of the occasion.
for New Mexico is recorded
service
machinery of Congressional legislaTickets for Inaugural Exercises.
in the postoffice bulletin: Sedan to tion
today. The House committee
Tickets to the ceremonies In the
s
Vance. From Nov. 10, 1911,
lpply stenographers refused to work behall of the House of Representatives Vance at
sight authorized June IS, cause the accounts committee reducat noon, may be obtained from Land
1910, increasing .50 m.
ed their compensation from 25 to 15
Commissioner R. P. Ervlen on SaturThe Sugar Trust Incents a folio.
day, and no one who has not a ticket
vestigating committee had to adjourn
will be admitted. The doors will be INSANE NEGRO RUNS
AMUCK
IN
ROCHESTER. until tomorrow.
the
open in plenty of time before
Three Postmasters for New Mexico.
hour when Governor McDonald will
His
Shot Down Special to the New Mexican.
and
Killed
Father
be sworn in, and when the ceremonDeputy Sheriff, One of Posse
Washington, D. C, Jan. 8. Presi
ies start, the doors will be closed.
dential nominations: Postmaster, Ar- to Arrest Him.
No Admission Card Needed to Reception.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 10. An. In lesla, J. Frank Newkirk; Santa Rosa,
The citizens of Santa Fe are ex- sane negro ran amuck at Scottville, Bonifacio Lucero; Hagerrnan, Frank
B. Piatt.
pected to take full advantage of the near Rocuester today, killed his fathA. A. Jones, national
Democratic
reception from 8 to 10 in the evening er and barricaded himself in a house.
New Mexico,
in the Palace of Governors. This will A telephone message says deputy Bir committeeman from
Owen
of
to
Senator
be the only function of the entire mingham, one of a posse sent from sent his proxy
Inauguration which does not require Rochester, has been shot by the ne- Oklahoma.
an admission card. It is hoped that gro.
IT COST HUNT $1,084 TO
the capital city's reputation for hosNational Guard Called Out.
at
GOVERNOR.
BE ELECTED
pitality will be amply sustained
Rochester, N. Y Jan. 10. A later
this reception, and that all will turn report says Bermlngham is dead and
out to welcome the incoming govern- that Deputies Herbert M. Abbott and First State Executive Files Detailed
Statement of His Expenses
or.
William Vogt have been wounded by
Will Be Here.
During Campaign.
William P. Wiman, the negro who is
At the meeting of the executive holding off the posae with a revolver.
It cost Geo.
Globe, Ariz., Jan. 9
committee last night it was decided Dermlngham'g body Is said to be lying
to add the name of
within fifty feet of the house. A posse W. Hunt $1,084 to be elected governto
new
of
or
state
Arizona, acof the
of National Guardsmen and police has
George Curry and H. J. Hagerrnan
committee. left for the scene.
the honorary reception
cording to a statement which Mr.
Hunt forwarded today to the territoThis places all of New Mexico's forPosse Surrounds House.
Contribumer governors on the committee, the
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 10. Barri rial secretary at Phoenix.
L. Bradford
the others,
house at Scotts-vill- tions to the Democratic campaign
in a two-storcaded
anothPrince, being already on that commit12 miles south, and armed with committee accounted for $400;
restau
tee and Governor Milts and
a revolver and plenty of cartridges, er $200 went to hotels and
Thornreceived $180
M. A. Otero and W. T.
William Twiman, a negro, is holding rants. The railroads
ton being on the executive committee. off a poBse of deputy sheriffs from for fares and newspapers $134 for
subscriptions.
Rochester who hurried there on
W. MORGAN 8HUSTER
information that Twiman had
PROGRESSIVE MINISTER IS
SHAH.
TO
GIVES FAREWELL
gone insane and bonsted of killing his
PRESIDENT OF CONVENTION.
Shus-te- r
Teheran, Jan. 10. W, Morgan
whose body is supposed to oe
father,
was received today In farewell, in the house.
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 9. Rev. Her
audience by the Shah and by the ReThe posse attempted to take the ne
who
gent, Noslr-E- l Mulk. With his family gro and he opened fire, killing Deputy bert S. Bigelow of Cincinnati,
and made his campaign for office chiefly
ho will leave tomorrow for.Enzeli in Sheriff
Simon Bermlngham,
on his endorsement of the Initiative,
the Regent's automobile.
wounding Deputies Herbert M. Abbott,
was elected
William Vokes, and Edward A. Jen- eferendum and recall,
Constitutional
.of the Ohio
kins, all of Rochester. Abbott is said president
Convention on the eleventh ballot
8AMUEL D. SAMPLE
to be fatally hurt.
DEAD AT INTERLAKEN.
A cordon of men l's strung about here today.
Mr. Bigelow's victory is expected to
the house and the escape of the negro
Insure the adoption Into the new conWas Assistant Superintendent
Is impossible.
stitution of the Initiative, referendum
of Territorial Penltentl.
Will Bombard Negro.
uirect pruimiB aim
3 ana recall,
ary In This City.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 10
an order was obtained from er policies advocated Dy ine
o'clock
Interlnken, N. Y Jan. 6.
Supreme ourt Justice Benson for a Progressives.
Samuel D. Sample, aged 53
gun from the state armory
years, for fifteen years prlncipnl
to be taken to Scottsville to bombard WALKS 4,531 MILES
IN JUST 138 DAYS.
keeper at the Elmlra reformathe House in which Twiman is barrl- tory and later employed In a
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan.
cuded.
United
tho
like capacity at
Pitstachlo concluded a walk
Twiman Surrenders.
States prison at I.eavenworth,
to Los AngeRochester, N. Y., Jan. 10. At 4 p. from Providence, R. I.,
assistant
as
and
Kansas,
covered 4,5.l
., Twiman walked out of the barri les yesterday, having
in
at the prison
with his hands above his miles in 138 days. He started withSimla Fe, New Mexico, during X caded house
He was placed out a cent and when he arrived here
V head and surrendered.
Is dead at this place.
Pistachio made
X in an automobile to be taken to Rock he had eight tents.
7
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ONE OF 8ANTA FE'S ASSETS.
IN WEALTH.
GROWING
DELINQUENT TAXES.
advancing rapidly on the 80,000 figure, been growing in the more progressive
Under the above title, the ho An-- but lias the aspecs of a 60,000 city. states, especially In rural communities
That one of the biggest assets of Almost half e. million dollars are
of
Santa Fe Is the New Mexico Museum, declared to be owing the county of
geles Times, which last Sunday gave Only two towns had more than 6000 of consolidating a large number
Fe "n delinquent taxes, and
a page to adverting New Mexico, people, according to the census, Ros- - weak schools in a given district into
School of American Archaeology Saf
(he
A
the county Is down to rock bot-a.- d
edition of this week, well and Santa Fe, allhough the two a smaller number of strong ones.
In Its
is
lllus.
Clllf
the
Dwellings,
again
have pastom financially. District
Attorney
again gave extended apace to New towns of Las Vegas togollier showed number of state legislatures
in Alexander Read should make it ihu
In 1911 which directly trated by a well written article
sed laws
Mexico and Its prospects, just as the 7000 and should be counted as one
ad
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
facilitate
Thus,
this practice.
Denver Republican, In Its annual num- - Raton, Clovis, and I,as Cnioes were
Harper's Magazine for January, the especial and immediate business to
FRANK &TUSGES,
PAUL A. P .WALTER
ber this week, gave the new state an nearlng the 6000 mark and a rait of dltlonal provision was made during essay being from the pen of Ellsworth collect the delinquent taxes in tills
Vic President
Editor and Pretdent
free
for
the
the
transportation
year
send-off- ,
1,1 Ul
oU" counties of the
both the Los Ange- new towns that sprang up during the
extensive
of a
CHA8. M. 8TAUFFER,
at a distance from the Huntington of the Department
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
lea Times and the Republican articles past decade or two showed popu- - of pupils living
""ut,r w Brate regime,
Yale
of
The,"""""'University.
Secretary-TreasureDnkota
General Manager.
South
school.
consolidated
the
to
be
will
2500
and
needed. Officials
money
belng written by the editor of the hi Hon figures of from 1000
to pay a child's own parents article is well Illustrated and opens are to
be on a straight salary basw
New Mexican and the pictures furnish modern Improvonvnts and faculties voted
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe PoBtofftoe.
for bringing him to school, the amount with good natured raillery at lack of and will draw more
ed by H. 11. Henlng of the Bureau of that would be a credit to cities many
directly from the
of this comiensatlon
varying from knowledge, or lack of Interest, that
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Maps that twenty ten cents to forty-fivImmigration, who haa also word from times as nmuilous.
centB per day the people of this Immediate vicinity, county treasury than they did under
.25
$
six
mall
$2.50
the
Dally,
fee
carrier
months,
by
To
white
of
who
by
a
week,
the
system.
Moreeau
great
per
had
only
Outlook,
years ago
Dally,
Hargor
permit delinIn Minnesota manifest in the prehistoric ruins of
of actual attendance.
1.00 was here
76 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier
during the Constitutional space over the eastern portion' of New the school board of a consolidated dis- this section. He speaks of the signif- quent taxes to be owing the county
66 Weekly, per year
100 Convention, that Hargar Is preparing Mexico are now studdedwlth town and
for years and years, and then
Dally, per month, by mail
trict was authorized to pay a reason icance of the designs of the pottery
7.00 Weekly, per Quarter.
.60 a series of articles tor vurlous mnga- them fifty cents on the dolDally, per year, by mail
village and postofflce names. This able amount for board and lodging In that is found on the Bites of prehistorsines on the School of American growth has been so quiet, so even, that lieu of transportation.
Other States ic communal dwellings, thus demon- lar, puts a premium on. tax dodging
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
for January there are people In parts of New Mex- granting transportation aid Include strating the Influence over him of the and makes the prompt tax payer weary
Archaeology. Harpers
of lco who have not yet realized its mag Icwa, California, Kansas, Missouri, theories of Kenneth M. Cbapmun of of being .prompt, for the prompt
also contain a fine write-uThe New Mexican It the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is tent to will
too might be able to use
that nitude or Its significance.
the School, thus demonstrating
the Museum, of whom the writer enhis
New Hampshire and Pennsylvania.
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation Santa Fe is
The old is passing away, or at least,
being advertised widely
of the tertains a very high opinion. He says: money In his business and await the
With the centralization
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
de- time when the county Is willing to
and very attractively without Santa Fe Is being crowded mto obscurity. Those school district has gone a correspond "From potBherd after potsherd
businessmen being asked to pay for who love romance, who cling to the ing centralization of school manage rived from ruins In all parts of the take any old fraction of the sum due
1 in order to
Mex!-of
northern
New
H, or any organization
get in some money. There
making any landmarks, are filled with regret. But ment, as was evidenced by a law pas plateau region
special effort to obtain the advertising. the young and energetic state builders sed In Oklahoma, creating one state co Mr, Chapman has patiently gath-- U another phase of the proposition
The Los Angeles Times article is) are buoyant with pride, with enthu- education board to take the place of eted Innumerable designs, and has that should appeal to the property
a resume of the progress end pros- siasm, with resolve to make New Mex no less than fourteen other bodies classified them as only an artist can. owner. ThlB week, in Albuquerque, a
A FORMIDABLE PROBLEM.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE TOWN
In line with the same Thus he has obtained several series ot property was sold and four fifths ot
pects of the entire commonwealth and lco one of the wealthy, one of the then existing.
BOOSTER.
The question of revenue and econo- Is especially fitting of reproduction great States of the Union.
tendency, the proportion of Bchool ex- from ten to thirty or forty stages each, the proceeds went to pay delinquent
and my will be the most pressing one for today, the day of Statehood. It says:
Direction: Read this slowly,
Characteristic of the great advance pense borne by the state tends to which show how the ancient Amerl-- j taxes. Every once In a while, a
digest each paragraph; there is plenty the McDonald administration to solve.
'For ten years New Mexico has been in culture and education that haa been steadily increase, and the authority cans drew from nature at first, but pending sale is frustrated because
of time to read the
whole paper. The constitution limits the tax rate
guessing as to its wealth. Its growth. made is the creation of the School of to certify the competence of teachers little by little departed from the, upon looking up the records, the in-Then cut out-- these resolutions
and to ten mills on the dollar but makes its
purchaser finds that taxes
progress. It is true, it has Its own American Archaeology and of the New Is gradually being transferred from original models until finally the
file them with your papers somewhere no
provision for Increasing the as annual assessment reports, its own Mexico Museum at Santa Fa Housed the local authorities to those appoint- treme of conventionality was the rule.'ujave not been paid and there is no
so that they will turn up about April sessment
or reducing expenditures. annual school census, the registration in the ancient Palace of the Govern ed by the state.
As another Indicaas deubt that many properties, other-thos- e
He continues:
"Such studies
1 or July 1; your vault is none too The tax rate of the
this and election returns, on which to base ors, it has become the Mecca of scien tion of the growing sentiment to cenof Mr. Chapman are not of value wise valuable, are unsalable because
territory
good. Read them again then.
centers
both
and
education
tralize
year, for the first time in many year, some sort of an estimate,
to
or
the artist, They of the cloud created by delinquent
only
but the tists not only om all parts of the
chiefly
Mr. Boykln notes belong to all who are interejted in taxes, tax
In the year 1912 I will be true to is as low as ten mills, but the reduc claims it
judgments and tax sales
put forth lacked the stamp I'nlted States, but also from other con their management,
myself and I will remember that my tion to that rate was made possible of official certitude such as Is given tinents. Its mural paintings by mas that "the former Inclination to mul the Btudy of the development of the which appear against the property
normal
best self Is really me. I want to be only by the surplus from former this
of
state
the
number
human
mind."
tiply
ter
even
and which
though settled, scare
hand, depicting the early prehis
year by the published returns of
a broadmlnded man and will remem- years when the rate ran up to almost the Federal census.
The narrative continues in Interest, off the timid buyer. It is true, New
And the revela- toric culture of the 20,000 cliff and schools has waned perceptibly," only
two new ones being established In
ber that being true to myself does 15 mills, and because of the tact that
manner
of
in
the
vernacular
and
tax
Mexico's
laws are a Jumble of ining
tions made by these census figures communal dwellings within twenty
one in Maine and one the driver who was
not mean working for myself alone. there was no legislative session in are
miles of Santa Fe; its treasures 6f 1911, Jiamely,
marvelous. They show:
taking the writer effective statutes but the fact that
1911.
a
With
of
in
California.
ninety
legislature
I want people to say good rather
over the ground.
even Sandoval county, and San MiThat New Mexico has increased prehistoric
handiwork taken from
than evil of me, so I will do it first, days on hand, with salaries to pay more than 67 per cent in population those mysterious and
cities
The speculations In which the driv guel county and Socorro county, have
impressive
officials
were
who
1
by
formerly
paid
and always think twice before pass
RETAIN AN EFFICIENT PUBLIC er indulged as to the prehistoric peo- lately gathered in vast sums from
ot prehistoric America; its work ex
during the past decade.
an adverse criticism on my neighbor. Uncle Sam, it Is certain that at least That In those
8EHVANT.
ten years it more than tending from Alaska to Guatemala,
pie are not new, but as the author delinquent taxes should prove that the
or my town. If tnere are things in two mills will be needed to meet the
Mayor Arthur Sellgman before the says: "They demonstrate how Inter same should be possible in Santa Fe
tripled the area It has under cultlvar are all indications that New Mexico
extra
statethat
necessary
expenses
need
be
which
town
to
chinged,
my
tlon and more than quadrupled farm is keeping step with her younger and city council on Tuesday evening out- esting American Archaeology Is even county.
I will try to do It. and not talk about hood has brought. Eight mills re values.
yet older sister, California, In
the lined a comprehensive and practical to the men without education."
the defects tor the mere sake of talk- main, providing the maximum levy is
ARE TEACHERS POLICEMEN?
That its live stock is worth more matters of the higher culture.
'I Bpent a few days as a guest at
plan for the systematic Improvement
ing. I will look for the silver lining made, to pay for bills that it takes than $43,000,000.
f Santa Fe. While four members of tbe Museum which has lately been esA recent incident of Insubordination
and tell others of the good our town fully ten mills at present to meet. But
the city council may end their servi- tablished. Even the archaeologists In the Santa Fe High School has arou
THAT'S WHAT AILS RUSSIA.
That its staple field crops in the
is doing. If I must denounce its de- there will be many Insistent demands
The Russian Government has decid ces this spring, four remain and can themselves have been slow to realize sed local discussion over the question
and terrible drouth year of 1909 were
fects I will first get a knocker's li- for Increased appropriations
This
$10,000,000.
year, the ed that the Salvation Arftty shall not help to carry through the work so that American archaeology Is as inter- whether it is the duty of public
cense a membership in the liveliest there are new needs too, that growth worth
well begun and which promises much esting and as full of problems as is school teachers to act as policemen In
do business" in Russia.
and progress make inevitable, which products of fields, orchards and gard
boosting organization I know.
for the future of the ctty. Mayor Se- that of any other country."
addition to their other duties. How
Inasmuch as there Is one world-wid- e
will require additional revenue. The ens exceeded $25,000,000 in value.
My city has many things of which
the total wealth of this new head for the organization In question, llgman has not only freely given his
That
Mr. Huntington describes delight- school authorities in Georgia regard
is
there
te
only
limited,
being
I have a right to be proud. This year,'"
and
much
also
one-thirbut
time
State is worth
study fully a trip to the Pajarito Park, only this question is evident from the folthought
of a billion and that Its practices and aims are
I will learn more of these things and'one wa out ' a de"c1 and th,e J";
of dollars, the physical valuation
of the same everywhere, the decision to civic problems. With less than twenty miles west of Santa Fe and lowing newspaper clipping:
tell others about them. I will study!1" UP of new bonded ,debt, and thats
Albu- marvels at the evidences so abund
Income
annual
of
one
rev-hathe
w
Just
se
we thought-outannounced may fairly be accep
eighth
the railroads within the State, ac
"That the schools of Fulton county
my city and learn what advantages lt'' t0 f3
Iaws- - law" tnat wl
being ted as throwing still another
light querque, and less than one fourth of ant of the early civilization that se are not operated for the purpose of
b,rluJF the cording to the Census Bureau,
over its neighbors. But in talk-mi- e
of
one
and
of
Roswell
that
halt
the
to
8.
upon
reasonable
wonders
more
ot
condition
iron
and
without
V.
Geo
the
only
assessment
than
a
benighted
$100,000,000. The
figure.
up
complished
Instructing children to behave, but
Ing of these I will also remember that
that of East Las Vegas or Raton, the the implements and other facilities for the purpose of giving the children
that will reach property and logical Survc at the same time decla Russian official mind.
hurt, more thin H
nverttpm
The Salvation Army Is perhaps as present city administration has ac- that the modern day puts into the of school age in the county an educa- wealth that now unjustly escape tax- res that the value of the coal in sight
helps, so I will temper my enthusiasm
delin- in the more than 10,000 square miles free from political undercurrents
of complished what under the circumhands of artisans. He tells graphical-- ! tlon." is (the sense of a very positive
atlon, laws that will compel
with reason.
!n the stances might almost be considered ly of the surprise at the marvelous 'resolution in regard to discipline which
to pay the taxes they owe. of surveyed coal fields exceeds five motive as any organization
As my town can be better only as quents
world.
Its purpose is solely that of miracles In the way of , permanent, beauty of the RIto de los Frtjoles wag passed bv the countv board of
Such laws are not the work of the billion dollars.
Twenty years ego the Territorial helping the very poor, without going systematic street and other munici- canon: "Unhitching the horses, we education.
be a better citizen myself. I win try b(j drafted
impertinently into the question of pal improvements. The purchase of the turned them toward the head of the
bjf those wn0 have made Legislature had an expert hydrograph
The resolution further says:
Its demands upon the sup- - stone crusher and stone quarry, of a steep, winding trail which zigzags
a study of the subject, who know Ic survey made, under the supervision deserts.
"That the teacher can not take the
snow from my walks In winter and
of
of
less
shouldthe
down
the
and
face
the
are
New Mexico conditions
port
cliffs,
Insistent, steam road roller, the paving of Son
public
of a competent engineer, now a resid
obligation from the parents of the
cut the grass In summer. I will help
McDonaId
should be very ent of California. This survey found perhaps, than those of any other or Francisco street, Palace and Monte- ering our light baggage, we followed behavior of the
children; that disciu Bpprarauce
, therefor(, ,
m, vu,u u,
hl8
had
them.
not
far
when
It
We
I
ganization
chooslng
gone
prospers
anywhere.
zuma
Avenues and part of the Plaza,
that there were in cultivation in New
pline Is an incident to teaching, and
ing my house painted. I will
to the gen alone would
an
because
uttered
It
exclamation
fiscal officers, such as a traveling au Mexico not
of
mainly
appeals
involuntary
admisignalize any city
quite a quarter million
only necessary for preserving order;
with the agencies working for
ditor, who would prepare the mate acres; that there was water sufficient erous Impulses of all kinds and con- nistration as noteworthy. The New delight. I knew that we were to visit that children must be obedient and
a better town and take an Intelligent rial
ditions of men.
one
the
of
on which such legislation Is bas in
most
ruins
of
Interesting
believes
Mexican
that the property
to their teachers; that childInterest in the government of the city ed Nor
sight to Irrigate not quite half
Those who complain that the meth owners and businessmen of Santa Fe, the Pajarito Plateau but I had no idea respectful
ghoud ne d,8dain t draw million acres.
ren are presumed to be taught beas
ods of the "army" are crude have
of finding It in so picturesque a canon.
Into consultation such authorities
of
or
party
irrespective
personalty
havior at home, and the parents will
will try to see If the officers I helped ,
-v Today half a million acres are un failed to note the amazing crudeness should
Insist that Mayor Arthur Se- I bad still less expectation of sudden- be held responsible tor the conduct
der cultivation by irrigation, 2,000,000 that Btlll
elect are spending the money I pay
exists In human nature,
bank CTam,ner
ly seeing far below us on a small lev
'
office
in
continue
another
as lam. tn . 11 hag, nrioantnm
term
in
acres
llgman
dry farms, and the Territorial While the sons of Mary may feel the
el space at the base of the precipice, ol their children at school; that in
,Jolin joern8 Auditor W. G. Sargent
The fact that I live in the town that M Tell ai Mavor Arthur Sellgman, Engineer has just announced that
a structure which at first sight sug- case of a failure ly children to obey
spell of stained glass and softly modu
Is
stream
mea
of
Council
careful
series
of
flow
The
City
I do gives me certain privileges, and and ,ucn members of the present
Alftuquerque,
lated figures, the sons of Martha, in
gested a Roman amphitheater. It was their teacher and abide by the rules
this year I will remember that there Doard of ,qUaIatlon who know where surements over an extended period far greater numbers, demand simpler on tbe right track. It will not permit the village of Tuyoni, excavated by of the schools, it shall be the duty
are no rights without duties. I will (he Bnoe pnche, Bnd what ought to be show that there is water enough to and more rudimentary proofs of the the serving of intoxicants In houses the School of American Archaeology of the teacher promptly to notify the
find those duties and to the best ef doM tn relieve the pressure. It is to irrigate 5,000 000 acres; that the flow
parents of such children of their misfact that there are organized move kept by women, or in which women In 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911."
my ability try to fulfill them.
It is an article that should be rend behavior, and on continued failure of
the interests of both the Democratic ing waters could yield half a million ments for their spiritual betterment. are kept. This ordinance consistently
I know that the Southwest is grow- - Governor and the Republican ieglsla-in- horse power entirely unutilized at pre
It would be absurd to believe that enforced will do more to stamp out aloud In the grammar and high schools such children to abide by the rules
and that as my town grows, I ture to provide sufficient revenue to sent and that fully 10,000,000 acres are the Russian people, as a people, are the red light than almost any other next week, as wejl as in the homes of the schools, and be respectful and
be essentially different from any other remedial measure. Without fcooze, of Santa Fe, if for no other reason obey their teachers, such children
shall grow and my business expand, meet necessary expenses and to econ- adapted to dry farming. It may
If they cannot be Intrusted disorderly houses could not exist. No than to teach how highly the outside shall be suspended or expelled from
If I have recently joined a commercial omlze wherever economy Is practlc-- added that Is only as to known fac people.
assoclation I will take an Interest In able.
tors; the unknown factors ere per with the simple helps which other na sensible man, unless befuddled with world regards those things which we the schools of the county, as
the
;
its affairs, attend its meetings and,
haps as great in proportion to the tions have found in the work of the liquor, would visit such a place and have passed over lightly in years exigencies of the case may demand;
statute
territorial
is
the
the
that
plain
work on Its committees, for I knowj 8AN JUAN COUNTY'S FUTURE,
gone by, although they are wonders that children must be made to beknown, as the present development Salvation Army, no clearer proof can
women to en- ac our door
that draw hither have, but that the board does not em
that through organization much more! Great credlt belong8 t0 the depart-ca- Is to the krown factors of twenty be forthcoming that Russia's ills are lawmakers did not wish
semi-publi- c
or
ter
any
public
place
to
be done than through individuals. ment o ,ne tectorial engineer for years ago.
due solely to Russia's officials, and
thoughtful men and women from as ploy teachers primarily to teach child
sold. Even, if for no far as
is
where
liquor
I know that as the organization boosts
and
form
of
the
Russian
the Orient.
government.
Europe
ren to behave; that is a duty of the
the (angle m wnlch rival
This, then, Is a brier survey of what
other reason than that the serving of
the town, It Is boosting me, for I am unraTeIlng
, ,h. .hrt,.nt waters nf San New Mexico has wrought along these
parents and can not be shifted to the
in disorderly houses Is a rank
liquor
town.
of
i
the
part
CLUBS.
Juan county have been fcr some lines In ten years. It now produces
Progressive Governor Osborn did shoulders of the teacher; that it is
to the saloons, who in places
Injustice
This year, God helping me, I will be yearJ Tni, raar nad prevented
D,000,000
The announcement of a representa like Santa Fe, pay one half the reve- not make much of a hit In New Mexi the desire of the board that every
jont o' coal, a year. It yields
man among manly men, glad for yelonment work and retarded
the gold, silver, copper, Iron, lead, zinc, tive business man in St. Louis, to the nues of the municipality, the perni co when he suggested that Senator child of school age should be In atthe opportunities I have, and ready to
gypsum, effect that he meant to give up all his cious practice of serving intoxicants Beverldge is the man for the presi tendance upon the school, but that tt
growtn of that section to a far greater marble, lime, meerschaum,
sacrifice to pay1 for them with my
maDJ ,had supposed. The cement, building ston", clay and other club affiliations and devote himself
degree
homes should be stamp dency of the United States. Nor did is not fair to the remaining children,
time and attention. I am proud I Ilve( New Mexlcan now ees every Indica-her- e minerals to the value of more than strictly to business," as the saying at disorderly
ed out, although best ot all, the Senator LaFollette notice any hutrahs nor to the teacher, nor to the system
and will let others know it.
,
of
between Raton and El Paso when he of schools, that dlsobedleAt and disdeal
reflection
cause
a good
tlon mt this long neglected field for $.1,000,000 annually, but only a token Is, may
homes too should be eliminated.
asserted academically yesterday, that respectful children should remain in
capital end enterprise is about to of the possibilities. The Chino Cop- among other representative business
Uncle Sam should not have permitted school, hampering the work of the
professor Frederick
Starr, well- - come Into its own, for In another per Company is developing extensive men.
The sheriff of Sierra county has the the
free use of the public lands but other children and the teachers."
The club Is almost the only recreaknown in Santa Fe and who has a twelve months, the whistle of locomo-habl- t workings In Grant county that alone
idea about bringing to Justice
right
of breaking into the limelight tlves of the Southern Pacific Is likely will, from next year on, produce an- tion within the reach of the average the gun toter and the fellow who should have leased them from the
TAFT IS THE MAN.
at Tegular Intervals with some theory to be heard in Farmington and Aztec, nually as much copper as the total man in the city. It does not matter deems It the greatest fun In life to start and ought to be gathering
more fantastic than new. Is going to and large Irrigation enterprises are mineral production of the entire State greatly what kind of a club It Is, so raise a public disturbance. The Sier- onough revenue, that is a billion dolThe Republican party continues to
Korea to look at several monument apt to be under way that will draw this year. Other companies are doing long as it is a place where congenial ra County Advocate has been author- lars a year, from them now, to run have only one presidential candidate;
the government, the greater part of
The home life is a thing to be treas- ized
that he declares resemble those of thousands of new settlers. The coal work of this character and almost as
possibly for the reason that one is
by the sheriff to announce that
tlio Mayan civilization In Yucatan.! fields too, will then give employment great extent. The smelter te Cerri ured and Jealously guarded, of course; from now on any person or persons that billion, of course, coming out of sufficient.
Is
of
the
the
stock
in
life,
tte
but
also
there
pockets
growers
community
Others before Starr, have noted Buch,
The entrance Into the big arena of
a iarge Bost. with growth will al- - llos Is to resume In a few weeks; the
who Indulge lc the use of Indecent the first
from Senator'LaFolIctte
instance, but
resemblances and a plausible theory so come broadening of Ideas so that works at Socorro, idle for many years, which Is no small thing itself, A man
has never created
or any person who Indulges the consumers of meateventually
language,
means
wearof
and
the
loses
comparison
as to the Mongolian
origin of the San Juan will no longer be predomi- are being prepared for production; speedily
In fast riding on the streets will be ers
any feeling teeper than amusement.
of
off
the
from
It
himself
when
he
shuts
clothing.
merely
emphasizes
.dayas and other early occupants of nantly Democratic and Socialistic, mining camps that had been sleeping
The Wisconsin statesman undoubtedly
affairs even the social affairs of promptly arrested. The gun toter will tho wide divergence of views that
Central America and Mexico, had been but will fall into the Republican col- the past oecade are
virtues of a high order; inexperiencing the other men.
This Is one of the ad- also be a mark for the strong arm of may hide under the name of Progres- possesses
advanced as long ago as Humboldt, umn where all
deed, he Is even now describing these
thriving Industrial thrill of a new life, now that Statehood vantages of llvln" in the great "Melt- the law, It is the duty of every good sive, for it is evident
that
In (act, as long ago as Columbus. It
communities belong. It Is not mak- and the prospect of a stable governcitizen to extend their moral support there is greater difference between virtues over his own signature in one
was brought out In lectures at the
ing Pot," as the United States has to
a wild prophesy at all to predict ment have reassured outside-capita- l.
Sheriff Kendall In his endeavor to the men who call themselves Progres of the popular magazines. UnfortuEach life is a sermon
been called.
summer school of American. Archae ing In
counBut after all, mining is only a minor from an
out such nuisances that in the sives in New Mexico and those who nately, however, he strikes the aver
that
another decade San Juan
original text, here In Ameri- stamp
"
ology in this city, a few months ago, ty will have 60,000
people and as industry when compared with agricul ca; and In every sermon there are paBt have been too numerous. At the go under that name in Wisconsin and age man as being captious, rather
that mr.ny civilizations far apart in much wealth as the entire
The govern ideas and Ideals which are worth con Elephant Butte Dam the peace officers Michigan, tban there is between Re than heroic.
Territory ture and horticulture.
location resemble each other at cerThe move which is being made on
ment is today building in the Rio
its tax rolls.
are waging a war on the gum, artists publicans and Democrats at Washing
sidering.
tain stages of their existence al has today upon
Grande yalley irrigation works that
It is to be hoped that the habit of and more than $200 has been turned ton. Among the Socialistic Progres- behalf of Colonel Roosevelt can have
tlir.l frit IhaV mav naiu, h.itn lu,an In
no
are
recto
other result than to prove that
to cost eight million dollars and affiliating with the clubs will not be- Into the county funds In the way of sives of San Francisco, a New Mexico
... The New Mexican Is pleased
i.t,
i i.
R'
that will reclaim 200,000 acres. It has come unpopular.
ord that the DenveJ'
Late hours are as fines lately. Let the good work go on. Progressive would be considered a re Roosevelt has lost his grip. Vast
1Jnd
exemplification of the old adago that
crowds
admired the buckskin manner
railroad
has
on
the Rio bad today as they were in Benjamin
management
completed great projects
actionary of the deepest dye.
human nntnre . th
th wnrirt
of his diplomacy, the naive quality ot
Albuquerque records the first
over, and that a white man
np.rn tu I'"' iaU et!txt the draaUc reduction Hondo and on the lower Pecos in Franklin's time. The candle cannot
of the new year in 1912, a mur
Santa Fe and Farmington do not his personality. But when it became
county. Private
Still, the
capital is be burned at both ends.
and an Indian, placed In the same In train service which It had an- Eddy
Irrigation man who cannot find time occasional der evidently caused by strong drink like one bit the treatment that the apparent that he was willing to admit
place under Identically the same cir- nounced to begin today. The Denver spending $10,000,000 on
Rio Grande has a veritable empire works on the San Juan, the Las Anily for a little "mixing" will be the and the habit of carrying a gun. Un Denver & Rio Grande railroad is diBh that he was capable of running the
cumstances
without any previous
fortunately, before the year is ended ing out to them. The service thus far whole universe, there was nothing left
training, are apt to think the same and tributary to it west of the Sangre de mas, the Canadian, the Rio Grande, loser, and so will the community.
there will be probably a hundred has not been any too good but now it for bis friends to claim-- They have
act the same. The fact that monu- Crista Range, an empire that Includes the Pecos, the Gila and their many
more violent killings In New Mexico. is proposed to run only three trains now censed making any claims for
CENTRAL 8CHOOL BUILDING.
of the area of New tributaries. What a prosieot
for
ments In Korea resemble monuments almost one-fiftThe people of a certain part of The New Mexican will keep syste- every seven days. From the mail him.
la Yucatan Is by no means conclusive Mexico end some of its best lands and homes and for increased production
matic
track of each case to see how standpoint alone this is highly objecGlorieta precinct, Santa Fe county,
Mr. Taft has not succeeded In imThere Is of field, farm and orchard!
evidence that Mayas and Koreans richest mineral regions.
For the past five years there have have asked for a new school district many of the assassins are caught, how tionable and the postofflce department pressing the machine men of his party
came from the same stock or are of thus far no rival to It for the control
are
a
are
to
automo
and
how
see
should
that
own
their
it
have
so
many
many
tried,
that they might
dally
with his political cunning, but he is
of that magnificent province, and it been 20,000fllings annually in, the six
the same race.
In days gone by, adequately punished. Thus far there bile service is installed between San- much liked for the enemies he has
seems that if the new management of land offices of New Mexico and still ohool building.
too
ta
much
has
been
and
between
and
Fe
Taos
commendable
laxity,
was
a
entirely
Durango
ambition,
that
made. The charge that he Is not a
Coventor Harmon, one of the lead- the Denver & Rio Grande is seeking there ere 35,000,000 acres of public
Retrenchment and politician Is hie strongest asset. The
both in the. prevention and In the and Farmington.
ing Democratic candidates for the new fields to develop, here exists the land remaining. There are 10,000,000 but In these days of better schools,
too much economy are good enough In railroad country is
acres of national forests, several mil- longer terms, higher salaried teachers. punishment of murders,
getting tired of politicians.
presidential nomination, declares that opportunity.
should not maudlin sentimentality In finding ex management but there Is certain it has an idea that
LaFollette is not hurting the chances
lion acres In Indian reservations and precincts like Glorieta
things are progresand exonerating consideration due the public. It the sing quite
One of the doubtful blessings that Pueblo Indian grants, several million split up into several school districts. cuses for killing
Govof President Taft for
satisfactorily under a Preis those who were quick to pull a gun railroad cannot give dally mall serv- sident who is not
a
ernor Harmon Is In position to gauge statehood has brought New Mexico Is acres In private timber tracts. Does The taxable property of Glorieta
politician.
sufficient to mnln-tal- to snuff out a fellowman's life under ice so essential to local business Inpublic sentiment quite accurately, In the revival of prizefighting. There Is that give you any luea of the extent very small; hardly
It must be remembered" that
terests, then some other arrangements
one good school, and certainly one pro.ext or another.
New Mexico, at least, the mention of no adequate statute to cover the mat- and of the possibilities of this new
the canvassing bonrdi
must be made for It. The Denver &
con- All over Now Mexico, the
not two.
IjflFoIlette's name awakens nothing ter, and the federal law against prize- State of the Union?
First Senator LaFollette missed his Rio Grande certainly is not doing, slating of three stalwart Republican
creation of new school districts Is
that can be mistaken for enthusiasm. fighting In the territories, of course,
In population New Mexico is rapidmuch to build up the country which officials, decided every Important law
rather by the train; then he was prostrated by
very often furthered
no longer holds good. However, an ly advancing to the
mark.
to obtain the little honor, prespoisoning and thirdly, he stum Is entirely tributary to It in New Mex- point raised In fnvor of the DemoTexas has more than twice the area, energetic district attorney and a faith- It is a rural commonwealth, however, desire
that go to u new bled and foil while entering an Illi ico. It ought to be sound policy to In crats, the board could not go Into the
ten times the population and possibly ful district judge can prevent their and has not yet developed any cltlee tige and patronnge for
tbe welfare of nois depot. And still there are some crease rallrond revenues by serving question of Irauds of which abund- ten times the wealth of New Mexico, districts from being wide open to the of great size. Which of the towns school board, than
Much better fur the people who pretend that rrovldence well the Interests of the tributary! ant evidence was offered. In conse- the children.
hut that does not explain why the tax- plug uglles. A prize fight, after all, Is will some day be the lys Angeles of
region,
iquence, there will be many contests
people of Glorieta to have one modern never sends warnings to
able assessment of Texas this year nothing more than a public nuisance, New Mexico, fate has not yet revealed. school
in the courts and1 there will be tur- human beings.
building with two rooms and
is forty times as great as that of New or a riot or flagrant assault and bat The census found only one city With two
moll and uncertainty for some time
Arizona will he the
teachers than two adobe buildtotal
be
Mexico, 'he
being $2,515,032,745 tery, and can
stopped by authori- more than 10,000 people and that was ings with one teacher each and only
Those timber land cases have made 'star In the flag if New Mexico meets to come, before the new state can
as against a round (00,000,000 for this ties If the authorities are Inclined to Albuquerque, which with its suburbs three
more trouble than all the public lands! a few more delays on the road to settle down to quiet enjoyment of
months a year school.
state.
decency.
has reached the 15,000 mark and is
has of the Territory are worth.
statehood.
.its newly acquired status.
For some time the practice
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(Now York Sun).
Some thirty-fiv- e
years ago L. Bradford Prince was looked upon as a coming man in New York politics. He
had been a member, of the Assembly
"
'
J-'
A
for four years, during which time he
was chairman of the Judiciary Committee, having charge of the Impeachment of Tweed JudgeB, and had
amendfathered the constitutional
He had served In
ments of 1874.
the State Senate one term and had
been a member of two national ReYet, when at
publican conventions.
the suggestion of William M. Evarts,
the Chief Justiceship of New Mexico
was offered to blm in 1898, he accep
.a?. .:
A,
. .1- .
..
A
ted and went out there and has grown
In 1889 Presi
up with the new state.
0. L. O WEN,
dent Harrison made him Governor of
Who Will Contest for Ona of the Corporation Commlsslonershlpe.
the Territory, as it was then, and
though he has paid frequent visits to
New York since and retains a sum
XXXXXXXXXXXXSXXX Ttest for the office,Vanand It Is understood
on Long Island he has
X
that George H.
Age 35 "ears.
Stone, who ran on mer home
with New
Born at Oskaloosa, Iowa.
X the same ticket with him and who re- been thoroughly identified
ceived the certificate, will not resist Mexico.
Raised on a Kansas farm.
Governor Prince has neen In New
X the contest.
Attended public schools.
X
Mr. Owen was bom
at Oslcaloosa, York recently but cut short his visit
Graduated from Central Nor- X
X Iowa, on October 1, 1876. He was the other day to hurry home tor the
X mal College.
on New
X three years old when his parents Inauguration of the new State
X
Taught school.
Mrs. Prince, however,
Si moved with him to Kansas.
He grew Year's Day.
X
Bookkeeper.
While she could
con- - X up on the farm and was educated in remained behind.
X
Railroader, engineer,
her husband's views
V atruction disbursing agent.
the public schools and at the Central not exactly give
matters out there, she told some
Real estate business, fruit X Normal College at Great Bend, Kan- on
X
her
of
early experiences in the TerIn
sas.
1896
Lane
He
in
X
X and produce business, lumber,
taught school
to which she went as a bride
X newspaper and banking busl- - X county, Kaasas. The year 1898 found ritory,
thirty years ago, expecting to remain
X him bookkeeper for a drug firm at
X ness.
there only six months. Mrs. Prince
X
In 1899, he entered the employ
X
City treasurer.
said her husband has told her that
of the Santa Pe railway company In
he was about the first man in the
the construction of the Bartlesville United
States to use the referendum
It was through a clerical error, over branch and remained as office engi- because after each term of the
which he had no control, that O. L. neer until 1908.
and tell
In 1908, Mr. Owen,
Owen of Clovls, was deprived of one
resigned and
of the corporation commissionerships. went into the real estate business at mond, who were hlB constituents. Just
There Is no doubt, that while 1032 vo- Clovis and later In the wholesale fruit what had been happening up in Alters cast their ballots for Sol Owen and produce business. He helped to bany and find out whether they apIn four counties, McKInley, Luna, San-t- a organize the Clovis Lumber Company, proved or not.
Fe and Sandoval, their Intention the Clovis Journal Publishing ComThe Princes live In an adobe house
was that these ballots should have pany and the First National Banks at In Santa Fe that was built in 1740 and
Clovis.
Owen.
Melrose
was
L.
He
O.
Mr.
counted
been
for
and
city It has a frontage of 148 feet, though
Owen, It Is declared, will bring a con- - treasurer In 1909 and 1910.
it is only one story high. When Lew
Wallace was Governor of New Mexico,
Chief Justice Prince had an office in
C. F. SPADER AND J, W.
MOUNTED POLICEMAN RUSK
the old Spanish Palace that Wallace
8ULLIVAN
TO PNEUMONIA.
SUCCUMBS
ENJOINED.
occupied, and in that building the lat
ter wrote the greater part of "Ben
Dies at Hospital at Alamosa, Colo, of Claimed Waters of La Huertas Arroyo Hur." Mrs. Prince has heard that It
Illness Contracted Recently
Between Hagan and Algodones,
was from Garfield's reading that book
in Denver,
Sandoval County,
that the author was sent as Minister
The injunctions applied for by C. to Turkey.
J. B. Rusk, the well known and eff- F Spader and John W. Sullivan In
Some things were rather primitive
icient territorial mounted policeman, the district court of Sandoval county in New Mexico when I went out
Tru-JillDavid
Iied at 6 o'clock yesterday afternoon against Joaquin Trujlllo,
"That was
there." says Mrs. Prince.
e
Abel Montoya and Nicolas
the day before tarred paper and tin
in a hospital in Alamosa, Colorado, of
on March 10, 1910, to prevent
roofing had come Into use. The walls
Death was nnexiiected them
pneumonia.
from using the water of La of our house were four feet thick, and
although Mr. Rusk had been ill for Huertas
eppro-priate- d
otherwise
not
Arroyo
I can remember getting up at night
alinoBt a week. He contracted' the illdefendants for their and
walking through the rooms, carness while on a trip to Denver where use, wasby the
yesterday denied by Judge rying an umbrella and rolling up the
he presented requisition papers to Abbott Bitting
an
in
and.
blankets and putting thorn In the em
the governor of Colorado for the per- injunction against chambers,
Spa brasures of the windows on the sill3
son of J. W. King, city marshal of der and Sullivan the aplaintiffs
cross
action
upon
In order to conto keep them dry.
Antonlto. The sheriff of Rio Arriba filed
by the defendants was made per centrate the flow of water upon one
Roibal, met Mr. manent and
county, Sllvlano
and Sullivan were
Spader
one would take a shoe, put a
Rusk at Antonlto and tgok the pris- enjoined
from using the spot
stone into It, and then hang it on a
oner in charge and he Is now held water of permanently
on the grounds
the
arroyo
and the wapending action on a charge of larceny. that there is no excess water in the string by a bent hairpin,
would follow this down from the
ter
Mr. Rusk was taken to the hospital
arroyo and all other water belongs
I have seen two men kept
ceiling.
at Alamosa where he died.
to Trujlllo, et al., by reason of prior
in wash tubs
Mounted Policeman Rusk was about appropriation for Irrigation purposes, busy removing the waterfull when
they
one of which would be
4(t years old, a native of Kansas and
Further than this the court found
the other.
a member of the territorial mounted that there was no unappropriated wa came back from emptyingconservation
"We had no laws of
police force eince April 1, 1907. He ter In the arroyo even when the plain
then and the Indians were allowed to
was considered by his superiors and tiffs
made
and
Sullivan
applt
Spader
they wiihed. I
hy his associates to be one of the cation to the territorial engineer on fish and shoot where
awakened one mornmost efficient and fearleBS upholders
to remember being
1909 for permission
24,
February
of the law In the sparsely settled dis- build a dam to store the flood and un ing by a window opening at rnr bedside and beholding the horribly painttricts of nortehrn New Mexico. There appropriated waters.
ed face of an Indian peering in. He
were few offenders In that section
final
to
was
taken
the
'Compra las
that one time or another had not felt Exceptionof Judge Abbott in open held up a string of flsh,
trucha, senora,' he said. He only
the strong arm of the law through judgment an
and
appeal to the supreme meant 'Will you buy the trout, madam'
the agency of the indomitable officer. court
be taken.
but I was frightened, and bade him
Tie made his headquarters at Chama, court will
go away.
Rio Arriba county.
When you want a reliable medicine
"Once Mr. Prince went to Pueblo
There Is mourlng among the boys
in the mounted police office who val- tor a cough or cold take Chamber- Lacuna and visited an old church,
ued him for his friendship as well as lain's Cough Remedy. It can always where he tried to photograph the alfor his efficiency as an officer of the be depended upon and is pleasant and tar. In the building was an Indian
safe to take. For sale by all dealers. maiden in brilliant blanket and moclaw.
casins, her arms weighted with silver
bracelets.
Imagine my husband's as
tonishment when in purest English a
voice said, 'I think, sir, that will need
a time exposure.' It turned out that
the Indian maiden had spent four
years at Carlisle, but like most of her
race when she went back to nor peo
cos
ple she had returned to native

vt

'

AK3

applicants for licenses
to practice medicine In New Mexico,
are being examined today at the capi tol by the Territorial Board of Health
and Medical Examiners. The examlnations will be finished tomorrow. The
officers of the board are: Dr. J. F
Dr.
Pcarce, president, Albuquerque;
W. E Kaser vice president.
East
Las Vegas' Dr. j. A. Massie, secre tnry, Santa Fe; Dr. W. D. Radciiffe,
treasurer, Belen, and they are all
present.
Insurance Examination,

To the New Mexic an, Santa Fe, N. M.
Wlllurd, N. M., January 6.
The Atchison, Toieka and Santa Fe

Twenty-si- x

if

L,.

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

has staked the ground plans for Its
additional reservoirs, ordered the in
creased engine and compressor power; and expects work to begin as soon
'
as the weather becomes warmer. It
now
ves employment to two thlfts
!0' men- bo,h at the nower Plant and
,lle coal c0l,,es- - Thi" forc maJr be
increased, or at least given more
after the Insteady employment,
creased power and storage capacity
hfi hpen Inftlnllefl Tt in ppnei-Hll"uiaucB ue- - known U)at the ,.San(a Fg Cut.0(r
expnrtment has just completed an
t
hna nno n, ...
aminntlon of the Aegis Life Insutance wmard. A tw0
story concrete struc- m
ot
wnicn
,., w,.h ,
company
Denver, coio.,
roof wlth
rnnm8.
the Insurance department of Colo- - offlccs fre,ght an bag(!age roomB De.
rndo participated at the invitation of ow and
agenU re6idenc1 above- Peter Lienau, deputy superintendent
Improvements By Central.
of the New Mexico department
of
T.
Insurance.
I.
,
.A numDer oi matters inconsistent TeB!.lr work on
,n.
with good business management were a3 replacing old ties with new,
The opinion states, however. lng and
reaurfacng lts roadbed and
that this condition was due more to olner worK ,or tne Dett(,rment of lts
of the munngers road
the inexperience
u haB put , a ncw and com.
than to any desire wantonly to waste mo(1ioug Btock ard up town near tne
om.
or
ne
runas
t
tne
tne company,
mi, t .
of ithe company are making ev- ,
n.h it. f,ihf,
,
ery e(fort at a readjustment tending
hoa
j
to a more economical management oi
during tne past year. During the
the affairs of the concern. Many of montn of November It handled be-tbe suggestions of Mr. Lienau have tveen Torrance and Willard about;
already been adopted. A closer con- - 400 carBi most ot whIch were received
centration in the office is making for rom and delivered to the Santa Fe
The at ,nB pont, and this business is
a more efficient management.
resignation of the general manager, steadny increasing and it is expected
Jessie K. Moier, nas Doen acceptea. . B00n t0 Bee reguiar freight trains
Homestead Entries.
running between Willard and Tor- The following homestead entries ranee. So It would appear, to one
"cortei Saturday last In the from the outside, that the . balance is
o
nuiou uuiiu.
iaiiu uiin-c- ,
ton Chlco; Thomas B. Pigg, Cuervo; the ledger and when the Central gets
- a direct connection with Roswell, and,
BaCharles
B.
Thomas
Plgg, Cuervo;
thence to the Gulf coast, it will un
ker, Gallup; Pedro Lugo, Moriarty.
doubtedly be one of the best Hues In
Treasurer's Receipts,
the west. W'lllardltea exDect to se- The following sums or money were cure much Deneflt from ,tg lmprove.
received Saturday in the office of the m(.nt and extenslon and it )8
R. J. Palen:
Eugenio Ro- - 1Ieved win not
long untii tnelr
treasurer of San Miguel county, pectati0ns will be realized.
sio.Uu; Jose a. Torres, treasurer oi
Editor's Sad Bereavement,
Socorro county, $1876.28; Thomas P.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Burwell, the
Gable, game and fish warden, on ac new editors and publishers of the Wil
count of game protection fund, $4 00 lard Record lost an Infant child on
of chratmas
Cleofes
Romero, superintendent
day. They have the sym- the penitentiary, on account of con pathy and are offered the condolence
victs' earnings, $395.77, current ex- of all of the good people of Willard
penses, $3.90.
and vicinity. They are comparative
4 ., ,
Forest Reserve Earnings Paid.
strangers here, having only been here
A warrant was received this morn- - a few weekB. What makes it more to
lng in the office of It. J. Palen, terri- - be lamented, it was their first born
torial treasurer, from the United and the mother seemed to be
States treasury, for $32,000 In pay- - proud of its coming; and they are
ment of the twenty-fiv- e
per cent of sorely grieved at Its loss.
a Sermon on Race Suicide.
thej earnings of the forest reserves!
So much is
motherhood avoided
This money will be
of New Mexico.
counIt
Is probablo, that If It were not
several
that
apportioned among the
located
reserves
for
are
increase
the
the
of, and among what
ties In which
and will be expended on the roads we call our foreign population, that
the annual death rate would excede
and schools of those counties.
the birth rate.
Sheriff Qualified.
We glory in the beauty of the rose,
Ellas Garcia qualified as the
sheriff of Rio Arriba county this with its gorgeous hues, and its odors
morning at the capitol. He was the and perfumes so pleasant to the sense
the Democratic of smell. We admire the beauty of
only candidate on
ticket of his county to be elected. He geraniums, chrysanthemums and oth-takthe place of Sheriff Sllvlano ers that are nurtured with such care.
'
Roibal.
Dally they are watered, bathed and
j
Board of Equalization.
sprayed. They are moved in the mornThe territorial board of equalization ing sun here; in the afternoon sun
met at 2 o'clock this afternoon at the there; at night they are carefully
capitol. The matter of valuations of placed in a frost proof box especially
the public utilities for the coming prepared for their safety. All this
year will come before the hoard at care and labor for the purpose of Se
this session. The officers of the board curing a few beautiful flowers wnicn
.
Hinicie,
James
are;
presiaent, last out a lew aays ana witner away.
Albu- - yet they are beautiful, and satisfy- Iioswell; B. Spitz, secretary,
ana grauiymg to our sense ut
i ing
querque.
'beauty and smell, but to my mind tne
Notary Public Appointed.
Hugh W. Morrow of Roswell, Chav- most beautiful thing In all nature,
a notary more beautiful than anything ait has
eg county, was appointed
public on Saturday by Governor Wil- been able to produce, is tne young
mother with her young child, her first
liam J. Mills.
born.
I am constrained to Deneve
Here is a remedy that will cure that there are many thousand like me
vour cold.
Why waste time and and that the thought is approved by
as an
money experimenting when you can our God, Creator and Preserver,
get a preparation that has won a Holy one.
world-wid- e
reputation by its cures of
Holiday Trouble.
. . nolldava Bassed off very
this disease and can always be de- Wn
It is known every- q(let and orderlyi tne festivities fur- pended upon?
L namoenain a
where as
nlshed some business for our Justice
Remeds, and Is a medicine of real CQurt and two yo,mg men were taxed
merit. For saie Dy an uuaiero.
to remind them that
$F and trimmings
two young men cannot dance with the
FOR
ARRESTED
CLIFFORD
same girl at the same time without
DESERTING WIFE AND CHILD. unsatisfactory results.
Three Emigrant Cars.
Had Gone to Fort Bayard to Recover
Three emigrant cars, with emiprants
His Health and Declares She
here last
and their goods unloaded
Would Not Accompany Him.
week, and the new comers are pleas- -

m"

ft

f

;

-
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"Of course few of the old houses are
left In Santa Fe. The military rescovered seventeen
ervation, which
acres in the heart of the city and
whleh was given up several years ago
of
by the government to the board
education, now contains a fine high
school.
The other lots were sold off,
and have been built on, but unfortunately several brick houses have been
erected. However, there is now a
to go back to more distinctive
architecture of former times. People
who live in the east never see the sun
or moon or the stars as we see ttiem
in New Mexico. That is ono of the
charms of that country. Then Ihere
tnat
is something In tho mountains
I
keeps calling you back, and that,
sunnose. is one reason why wo have
elected to remain out there."
AND

FOLEY'S HONEY
POUND "CURES
CASE."

IN

TAR

COM-

EVERY

Mgr. of the
Mr. Jas. McCaffory,
Schlllz
Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because It cures in every case,
"I have tiBed It myself and I have rec
ommended it to many others who
have since told me of Its groat cura
tive nower In diseases of the throat

REPRESENTATIVE R. L. BACA.

and lungB." For all coughs and colds
it Is speedily effective. For saie e"
all druggists,
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JUDGE 0. T. TOOMBS,
Member of the House from Union County,
a resident of New Mexico the past
seventeen years, was born in Yazoo
7.
County, Mississippi on January
1862, and is the descendant of an old
'
Southern family and a relative ot
Commodore
and Senator
Perry
Toombs.
His father died in the service of the Confederate army, and
his mother also died when the boy
was thirteen years old and early in
life he had to make his own way.
Judge Toombs attended the country
school sand when thirteen years old
went to work on a farm In southern
Texas, working at first for hie board.
He spent live years of his life there
and then obtained a clerkship in a
store, using his few spare momenta
in the study of law. He was 27
when he was Anally admitted to the
bar at Greenville, Texas. He was
elected Judge of Dallam County, Texas, but in 1S94 moved to Clayton
where he opened a law office. Judge
Toombs was married in 1888 to Miss
Julia Priest, a native of Alabama.
Judge Toombs is the district attorHe Is an elo
ney for Union county.
quent speaker and one of the most
entertaining of conversationalists
and a literary student who can quota
Shakespeare and the other poets by
He will be heard from
the "yard."
In the legislature.

Age 50 years.

Born in Mississippi.
Worked on the farm In

V

boy-

-

X

hood.

Attended country schools.
Clerked In store.
Admitted to Bar in Texas in
X

18S9.

Judge of Dallam County,

Tex- -

as.

V

Came to 'Clayton in 1894.
X;
District Attorney.
For Normal School at Clay- X ton.
t
For a good Primary law.
X
For a Corrupt Practice Act.
For the renovation of our
X
X present school laws.
For an effective impeach- X
X ment statute failing which:
For the Recall.
X
For Governor Mills for one
X
X of the U. 8. Senators.
X
Against the Initiative.
X
Against the Referendum. .
X
Against unseating any Demo- X crat fairly elected.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

X,

V
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The above platform Is characteristic
of the man.
Stralghforward, to the
point, thoughtful. Judge O. T. Toombs

SENATOR

D. & R. G. RAILROAD
SURVEYING AN EXTENSION.
Lul
Southern
Line
With Santa
at Servllleta.
(San Luis Valley News.f
A corps of surveyors and engineers
are In the reerion between Jaroso. Col
orado, and Santa Fe, New Mexico,
searching out a route for the San
T,ul
Southern railroad. Two weeks
ago this party started on the work of
going over a former preliminary survey made one year ago. This prelimput
inary survey of the Southern
New Mexico on the railroad man. but
the route beyond that point has never
been announced. There Is a doubt expressed as to whether the extension
from Questa will be toward the South
or West. An effort Is being made by
Taos to secure the Southern, but
those familiar with the topography of
the country between Questa and Taos,
say that route is unpractical. It Is
known that in the summer of 1910 the
railroad company had a corps of engineers in the country to the west of
Questa, and it wag then rumored that
the Southern, would deflect to the
WeBt at Questa and form a Junction
with the Rio Grande at Servilletta N.
Mexico, and the Rio Grande would be
changed into a standard gauge from
Serviletta to Santa Fe and a traffic
agreement made between the Southern and Rio Grande whereby the traffic ot the Rio Grande would be routed over the Southern, and practically
abandoning the narrow gauge south
from Alamosa, except for the line to
Durango.
It Is to Connect San

I

'

MABRY HURT
IN WRECK.
PAINFULLY

State Senator T. J. Mabry of Clovis,
had a close call from death in a
wreck near El Reno, Okla., Wednes-- I
day, when a train on which he was
the "Fire-- 1
a passenger met head-o- n
fly" the crack Rock Islana Kansas
City to Memphis train. One was killed and forty were injured in the collision which was caused by a frozen
witch which nrevented the working
of an automatic block which put both
trains on the same track.
At the time of the
accident the
trains were running at full speed.
Boih engines were reduced to scrap
lion and the baggage cars were telescoped by the mall cars. The impact
threw the passengers from their seats
and scarcely one escaped Injury.
Senator Mabry was en route home
at the time of the accident. His
was a palnfnlly bruised leg. Af-ttreatment by the Rock Island surto
geons at El Reno, he was able
continue hla journey.
1
Engineer J. J. Potter, of ten irefly
He was
was the only man killed.
known as "Lucky" Potter because he
had been in more wrecks than any
His
ctlier Rock Island
engineer.
home was at Chlrkasha.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR

w"

Robert 0. Clifford for some time
past a patient at the U. S. Army sanltarluin at Fort Bayard near Silver
City, was arrested there yesterday by
United Stntes Marshal C. M. Foraker
and brought to Albuquerque on a
warrant issued out of the su- of Colum- pieme court of the District
of
hia che.rgln? him with desertion
t(is wife and two yenr old non.
jungo
Clifford was (alien Dorore
Abbott vestcrday morning and after a
hearing ordered removed to Washington lor trial. Cliftord is a .oung
man ;13 years old, who came lo New
Mexico for the purpose of regaining
his health. After being an Inmate of
the Fort Bayard hospital for sour? time
he obtained some llht employment,
believing that ho would recover more '
qu.ek.y If employed.
.
Clifford himself is very wining to
1,0
go Dack to wasrim&iuu, .t,i.n..u
claims that his desertion of his wife
and child is a mistake. He says be
has tried to get his wife to come out
and live but she will not do it,
has brought these charges against
h.iinvo. that thev will bo
quickly straightened out when he gets
,
to Washington.

u 6

'

Business Change,
The Willard Mercantile Company
has just completed Its annual stock
taking. Current rumor says that Mr.
B. S. Jackson, who has been the
ager of the Mercantile Company at
willard since its establishment here
will retire at the annual mooting and
a new manager will take his place.
Mr. jaeKson s piaee win ue nm-- iu un.
He has been a faithful man in the
employ of tha company he represents.
The Co!d 8pe, W0Rlner stm continues,
N?ar wro
.
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when
she beimn
flv vonrs.
"
"
"
She
taking Chamberlain s Tablets.
has taken two bottles of them and
Sick head-her- e
they have cured her.
ache is caused by a disordered stom-an- d
ach for which these tablets are es-u- ,.
liecially intended. Try them, get well
and stay well. For sale by all deal- fnr aimnt

'

relnv- nf
of tMs oold
B UNDERWOOD.

m ngon
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COM-

POUND.
Give it
Is a reliable family medicine.
to your children, and take It yourself
It
when you feel a cold coming on.
checks and cures coughs and colds
and
bronchitis
and croup
prevents
and pneumonia. For sale by all

T. A. GU RULE,
Of Albuquerque, Member of tha House from Bernalillo County.
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If committeemen at Chicago la to await ten million dollar! without exhausting
What the Republicans will do at their the mluerul resources for some centuries to come; Says the Geological
National Convention; that If the
publicans nominated Taft to nomln-hi.v- e Dureau In Its resume;
of gold and silver
ate a progressive to oiiose him, ana In "The production
New Mexico In 1911 showed' a very
lt ()e Rpnui,iirans nominate Roose-n.!ncyavent (o nomn.lte a standpatter like henvy increase, chiefly from thecounno abld- - nide plants at Slogollofi, Socorro

853 votes out of more than 60.000 votera had changed their mind, the
would
representation
been cut. exactly in half; and
their
If 4,510 voters had changed
not a singlo Democrat would
lower
the
to
have been elected
House. Surely, this is proot tnai jew
Mexico la Republican- to the cole. A
curiouB fact of the above figure Is
lth.it O. T. Toombs, Remlgio Lopes
ana rrescmaiw
.
actly the same number of votes, IM-jin the Senate the same
W lie
obtrud e .hemso!v
12.50 el
1.00 Evans and Thomas J. Mabry

U

t

Harmon, There seems to be
lng nrlnc,)lo umong the Democratic
)PadrB excct )t be "Anything to
win." A party of opportunism, of ex- pcdjelK,yi of p(,amlt politics. It Is a
party governc( Dy bosses who do not
hfl pub0 lnt0 contl.
(() )ake
dpn ce, tor a moton to throw the Darn
bIl0i
t0 th(
ocralc
the Republicans have done nation- -

ty, but also from increased shipments
ol gold and silver bearing siliceous
and copper ores from the Lordsburg
and Central districts, Grant county,
(lold bullion was produced at White
at Jicarilla,
Oaks, Lincoln county;
Lincoln county; nnd In the Las. An!
Sierra
mas and Hcrmosa
districts.
cuinty; Ellzabethtown, Jicarilla and

A RASH FATHER.
The "old man" appears to be speedily and surely taking a back seat In
favor of Young America.
At Sedalla, the other day, a
old boy shot his father with a shotgun,
killing him instantly, and was exon-- 1
crated by a coroner's Jury on the
self-deground that be had acted in
tense.
It appears that the father had been
out unusually late the nigm ueiore,
and when he did not get up at the reg
ular time In the morning, the young
hopeful of the household audibly confided to his mother the oplulo.i that
"the old fool should be up and at
work."
The "old fool" happened to be
awake, and leaping from bed, he demanded an apology from his son, even
threatening the latter with corporal
punishment if the apology were not
forthcoming.
Whereupon the son seized a shotgun and put "the old fool" permanently out of the way.
Other fathers in Sedalla will doubt
less take heed of the fate of one, of
their number, who had the temerity
to cross Young America. It is popular, Just now, to breed thousands of
Tmg scalawags whos disrespect to
ward their parents is only part and
parcel with their general ' worthless-nesIf coroner's Juries anywhere
are to Justify the shooting of parents
who undertake to put a check upon
disrespect, we may speedily reach a
point where the old men of the com
munlty will no longer need reminding
of their places.

lnter

In

the season by ncr mother.

E. J. Karnes, Jr., who has a farm on'
the Arroyo Hondo, has returned from
a visit with his father at Chicago, 111,
S. B, Davis, United States
district
attorney, departed for his home in
Las Vegas after spending several days
tn the capital,
Gi M worley, a ranchman from the
upper Pecos, arrived In Santa Fa yes
Ho will visit frlendB In the
ctJn fop t)le next few ,jayB
Mrs.
and daughter of Davenport, Iowa, are late arrivals at the
St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
They will
spend the winter in Santa Fe.
Donn D. Clark, agent for the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph
Company nrrlved In Santa Fe last
night from his home In Denver,
George Williams, a ranchman from
In
Stanley, Estancla valley, arrived
Santa Fe yesterday and will remain
in the capital for the inauguration.
n
Colonel R, E, Twltchell, the
historian, left the city yesterday afternoon for his home In Las Vegas after spending several days in
the capital.
Carl Coats of the Capital Pharmacy,
will return to Santa Fe next Friday.-Hlias been absent In Raton where
he was present at the marriage of
his sister.
Zacarlas Romero, a business man
of Lumberton, Rio Arriba county, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday and will
remain In the city until after the in
auguration.
Frank Murry, of Hyer, southern
Santa Fe county, a Ivell known stockman, dTove a fine herd of cattle into
the city yesterday which was sold in
the local market.
The Rev. Mr. Harbaugh, of the Holiness Church of Denver, left the city
lest night for his home. He was here
looking for a location for a Holiness
Church in Santa Fe.
John S. Clark, state senator-elec- t
from San Miguel county, departed for
his home in Las Vegas last evening.
He has been In the city attending a
conference of Republican leaders.
o
Dr. J. G. Molr, the well known
of Demlng, a member ot the
state board of health and medical examiners, departed for his home after
attending the sessions of the board

ty,

Hlllsboroe, Sierra county; Orogrande,
Otero county; Los Cerrlllos and Gold
resolution was en, Snnta Fe county; and Pinos Altos,
a
Instead,
0eAyKasel.i
celvtl 1 m. and A. C. Abeytia. Repub-- ; adopted to publish a enrefu l y expur- - Grant county, yielded some placer
'
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
account oi pu..uv ac.
gold in 1911.
lican, who received 1,575 votes, were'Eatco
caucus.
"Development of the copper depos
defeated. The members of the State, in
Thi New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent
The bane of the Democratic party its in the Burro mountain, district,
In accordance with the
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation Senate ranged
from Grant county, continued on a large
vote given them, line up as follows, has been the boss who pperatcs
ol
the
Bouinwesc.
InteJUsent
and
the
people
progressive
among
cannot be
it being noticeable that of the seven behind the throne; who of the vot-si- x scale. The Chlno Copper Company,
whose mining property at Santa Rita
who received more than 8,000 votes, touched by the Just wrath
lrre-slv- e
Is to be worked by steam shovel, con
were Republicans, one a Progres- - er; whose leadership Is wholly
'Demo-Interferences
tinued drilling and stripping and stor
sponsible, and whose
Republican, and not one a
are an impertinence. He is the force ing ore, while building at Hurley, 10
cat.
a
and
for
miles from the mine, a mill of three
4,572 that has made
corruption
Juan Navarro
And when the blossom dies a little
TOO MANY HOLIDAYS.
every sections, each of 1,000 tons capnclty,
4,3M perverted ballot In almost
Joseph P. Sulzer
One section was In operation before
4,191 American commonwealth.
The public schools are closed Just green boll appears.
Louis C. llfeld
Before they
4,040
now for fifteen days.
The rapidly Increasing and quite the end of the year and the other
"There in the heart of that dark Charles J. Laughren
4.033 natural
closed In December, they were dismis green sphere is the substance to which William M. McCoy
tendency to place all political two should be in operation within two
..3,169 leadership under a ban is clearly det- months. Two additional sections are
sed several times for one reason or 141,000,000 spindles must look. There, E B. Gallegos
3,149 rimental to the best interest of the pub- in prospect.
another, and ever since they resumed shut out from light and air, it lingers John S. Clark
2.901 lic
camp
"Production in the lead-zinwork after the summer vacation, the and listens to Uie shuttle's song. What Iraac Barth
There must be political leaderhoi!
by
sessions have been interrupted
iW" ship, It the power of the ballot is to at Kelly, Socorro county, in the form
U that glorious substance? It is the E. A. Mlera
,
andtconcen-tratesThis
and
ore
of
zinc
both
lead
and
1,993
frequently.
be coherent and helpful. There is,
days persistently
prince of American products the Thomas D. Burns
was confined ohlefly to the
1.84J however, no place in the honest plans
may be a good thing and it may not, product that brings to America the J. F. Hlnkle
1.817 of men for the political boss, who mines of the
but the United States Bureau of Edu- balance of trade, that blessed
Smelting and
fiber E. C. Crampton
1.783 works In the dark, whose motives are Refining Company, and the Ozark
cation has Just issued a bulletin tak that must ultimately clothe the world. Boleslo Romero
al1.74S never
B F. Pankey
ing a stand against too many and too (Applause.)
The New Mexican has thus far pub
,
known, and who relies upon Smelting and Refining Company,
1,632
Abelino Romero
long holidays in the school year. emto do the work which he is though there was also considerable lished the pictures and biographies
catspaws
fair
deal
for
in
conclusion
a
"I
plead
1.422 too
One of the great complaints of
development of and prospecting for of the majority of the members of
Fred F. Doepp
cunning to do directly.
for those who produce it; for an open
zinc ore bodies. The
plant the first state legislature.
1,399
ployers of men these days, is that
Jchn M. Bowman
By the
eswhere
buying
competitive
market,
of
are
while there
applicants
1.346
plenty
yields lead concentrates by wet con- time that the legislature meets, It ex
William B. Walton
THE BEETLE IN THE TIMBER.
a
not
where
tablishes
and
the
price,
stick
and
will
who
zinc
those
the
and
for every Job
1,336
separates
Herbert B. Holt
billion centration
pects to have had the honor of intro
Last year seven and one-hal- f
1
to a Job are comparatively few; those band of gamblers in New York can Squire Hartt, Jr......
magnetic separation. Experi- ducing every one of the lawmakers to
feet of timber on government lands iron bywere
flotawith
the
continued
ments
who are willing to work day In and beat down the price of this great
1,049
C. H. Alldredge
the readers of the paper. To dis- was seriously and permanently damworth so much to our country Thomas J. Mabry
781
tion process at the Ozark mill. The nttnsA a few harofn? critics, tht New
day out and seek to adjust their holi
1b no authority
There
by
tire.
aged
the Mexican reiterateB that these are not
738
J. Evans
days and vacations to the convenience end of so much importance to those
or greater part of both the zinc andcame
of law for the sale of
lead production of New Mexico
of their employers, are fewer still. who produce it"
46
The New Mexican
Gregory Pago
"paid" write-ups- .
on
timber
government
s
shlftlesB-nesHeflln
May not the seed for this
If 2.036 voters had changed their lands except in the national forest re from this camp. With one exception, knows of several legislators who are
Exactly what Congressman
In
school
days proposes to do about It does not ap mind, not a single Democratic candl
the mines of Dona Ana county, for clipping these cuts and biographies
have been planted
timber is burn
of considerable lead, for their legislative scrapbooks and
when every week saw Its two holi- pear from the text of the lengthy date for the State Senate would have serves. Shortly after
to de- merly producers
lt
or
ed
begins
damaged
greatly
month
and
extra
holidays
were not active. There were some who will for that reason come to San
every
If 513 had
days
changed
speech which preceded his eloquent been elected.
becomes
and the summer and great holidays peroration. He gave some interesting their mind four of the seven would teriorate, and after a time it
shipments of lead ore from Luna ta Fe well acquainted with their felmeant long vacations? It does seem statistics concerning the way In which have gone up Salt River. As it Is, utterly valueless, even for fuel,
county and also from Grant county,
low members. The New Mexican has
house
lower
bill
in
Is
the
A
pending
a waste of buildings, of equipment, of the price of cotton had been manipula"No smelters were in operation in written every legislator to furn'sh it here.
10J40 votes elected the whole bunch
of
sale
for
the
to
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, treasurer
ot
provide
New Mexico In 1911, but the old Con with a photograph and an outline of
time, to teach the children to loaf ted and forced down on the cotton ex- of seven, while the first three Repub- of Congress
timber on any and all solidated lead amelter and mines at
the board of health and medical exwhen they should be busy with les- changes of New York and New Or- licans on the list received 13,144 votes.
edited
are
which
facts
biographical
lohaB
lands
to
been
the
who
when
aminers,
attending
Los Cerrillos were purchased by the and
they ought
sons; to "soldier"
This same comparison . may be government lands, Including
leans by reprehensible speculators.
expanded in the editorial office,
be preparing for the battle of life. But he did not suggest any measure carried over to the district attor cated for homesteads where the home-steade- d Sunset Company, which shipped lead- - but, if perchance any legislator has meetings of the board for the last two
to
not
returned
last
are
has
and
Is
patent.
vacations
land
days,
and
1911.
Lead
passed
night to his home
necessary
copper not received this personal request, he
copper ore in
Play
by which the arm of Uncle Sam could neys. The two who received the high
The debate on this bill disclosed the ores and concentrates and siliceous should consider this an Invitation to n Helen.
good In their season but they fhould reach the collars, or the pedoneum est vote are Republicans. A vote of
Dr. J. F. Pearce, president of the
not break up the school year Into too of Uncle Sam could be projected 1.867, elected James R. Waddill, Dem- singular fact that in Colorado the de- ore are shipped to El Paso, Texas; to Join the procession, which in some re
Is due more to Omaha, Nebraska; and to the Copper
many fragments.
will be a historical one and will board of health and medical examin
ocrat, while a vote of 2,850 defeated molition of forests
terminals
the
of
spects
the
spinal
against
Says the Bureau of Education In outlaws who combine to
less beetles than to fires. As soon as a Queen, Shannon, and Calumet and often be referred to by future histo- ers, who has been in the city for the
put "the A A. Sedillo, Republican. If their
Its recent Bulletin;
tree becomes' well stricken in years Arizona smelters, Arizona. Zinc ores rians and biographers of the new past three dayB attending the meetdark-greedown than 2,400 voters had changed
of
the
heart
spheres"
ings of me board, returned to his
"In Rome, in the time of the Re- to 10 cents a pouna when 20 cents mind, not one of the three of the and Bhows signs of disintegration the are shipped to the middle western state.
home In Albuquerque last evening.
public. 64 days in every year were would be much more satisfactory ex- - Democratic district attorneys would cowardly and rapacious beetles at slates. All copper and lead ores conl
tributed as usual to the precious-metadevoted to public festivals recognized)
Malaquias Martinez, coal oil Inhave been elected. The vote for the tack and kill it
The New Mexican Is pleased to note
his vengeance the output.
spector, left the capital this morning
Having
follows:
as
entire
by law. The American Republic has
glutted
ranged
has
come
eight
of
another
that
newspaperman
cot(on goodgweayer8
"According to preliminary figures into his own. Frank Newklrk has for his 'home in Taos. He will be
not reached such a number of holidays
C. W. G. Ward
5,776 beetle does not remain to eat the reInsectivorous c.impiled by the director of the mint been
5.391 mains of his victim.
but its schools surpassed it long
present when the new county officers
George E. Remley
appointed postmaster at Artesia, of Taos take their
THE APPORTIONMENT.
K. K. Scott
positions, and will
5,039 marauding and not a search for food New Mexico produced In 1911 $639,897
ago. The summer vacation, the SatD.
to
succeed
his
father,
Eddy county,
Here and there In the Democratic J. E. Griffith
return to the city for the inaugurat4,308 appears to be the object of his at In gold and 1,142,235 fine ounces of L.
urday holiday, short sessions, or no
because of
who
Newklrk,
resigned
against
sessions on stormy days, or circus press, naturally, fault is found with M U. Vigil
ion.
...4,179 tack. He moves to another old tree, silver, valued at $628,284,
fine ounc illness. The father was the editor of
A. Q. Woodford, Mrs. Woodford and
3,991 disregards the
days, teachers' institutes, visiting the legislative apportionment, forget- - Alexander Read
plea, "Beetle, spare $477,200 in gold and 779,000
was
News
he
Pecos
when
the
Valley
in
their son A, O. Woodford, Jr., were
3,894 that tree," and proceeds with his work es of Bilver, valued at $420,600,
days, sundry legal holidays, and days- (ul of the fact, that in the constltu- H. B. Hamilton
hlB
suc
son,
and
Frank,
appointed,
1D10."
after James R. Waddill
Democrat
visitors from Denver yesterday. They
special observance have so hssen- tlonal convention,
1,867 of devastation,
ceeded him as editor. Both men have
ed the actual school time that scarce- - Democrat arose to praise the appor-l-v This even holds out in the returns
have traveled widely, but say that
law by which the gov
no
There
is
of Ardone
much
for
the
upbuilding
to
In
and
as
them
tlonment
fair
LAST.
AT
the
the
more than half
very
days
Santa Fe is one ot the most interest
fcr district Judges, the highest vote ernment can sell the
of a beetlecorpse
and
both
have
stood
loyally
Howto
tesia,
Mexico
by
in
is
all
it.
New
all
are
to
to
a
as
rule
regular withdrawing
opposition
Tonight,
given
year
being cast for a Republican, the low -slain
ing cities they have yet vlBlted. They
tree.-- , If It could make such tents
and purposes a sovereign state Republican principles in a county are at the Palace.
This Is a fact so uni- - ever, this is part of the official rec- - est for a Democrat The vote on the
school work.
'
sale lt would Increase the public rev- of the Union. The work, hopes and where Republicans are such from
. f0nowa
versal that it rarely, excites comment: iord. An apportionment is difficult to tnAr.
A letter from Walter G. Turley of
enues and decrease the number of prayers of more than sixty
years principle and not because of the Velarde, who has been
5,720
yet it was not known in the earlier make where It must follow the hard pavid j. Leahy
passing the
beetles.
loaves and fishes. The bandwagon In
ana last Dounaanes oi counues ana Thomas D. Lieb
have come to full fruition.
davs.
5,332
winter with his wife at Fulford, Flori
e
some contiguity must be
a mere that section has room only for Dem
from
where
The
transformation
the last session of Congress the
At
thereabouts,1
or
5,082
T.
McClure
Jchn
ago,
states
"Seventy years
that Mrs. Turley has been
da,
Senate was induced to take cogniz- territory and colony to statehood ocrats. Delegate W. H. Andrews has
4,322
schools of Buffalo were in session served In forming floating districts;
Merritt C. Mechem
far from well, but ' ' now convales
'
dem-lyn- ,
political been very partial to newspapermen In
E C. Abbott
4,257 ance that bugs other than firebugs means much In civil and
all the year around; those of Brook- -' A study of the election figures
and
cent,
expect to return to
11 onetrates that all inequality is not due Herbert F. Raynolds
and lt rights; ought to mean much In prog making political
recommendations, New Mexicothey
4,077 are the enemies of forests,
Baltimore and Cincinnati,
In February.
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the
D.
rule,
ress
to
but
and
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a
latter
the
and
both
and
L.
been
Chito
a
apportionment
prosperity,
Frank,
bill'
Edward L. Medler
provide for selling
months- New York. 49 weeks;
3,551 passed
C. H. Noel of Alamosa,
Who has
251 took more votes to elect a Republi-days- ; Colin Neblett
2,031 trees that had been assassinated
by pends more upon the efforts of the recommended by him for the postmas- cago, 48 weeks; Philadelphia,
spent the last month in the southern
did to
con
to
than
can
than
it
the
any
political
legislature
upon
to
people
refused
beetles.
the
tershlp.
House
All
But
259
the Democrats among the above
Detroit,
days; Washington,
counties of New Mexico, arrived to
238 days; Boston, 224 days, etc. The elect a Democrat. S. J. Smith of
together received only 12,44"B votes pass the bill, not because lt was dition.
In Santa Fe on his way
to his
The New Mexican thought when it day
has come about so gradually, ry county, a Democrat, for ins.ance, and a change of less than 2,000 votes friendly to beetles but becauso the New Mexico proved its worthiness
home in Colorado. Mr. Noel Is In the
owes his legislative seat to 535 citl- - would have left the Democrats with bill originated Jn the Senate. Legis again and again of the boon conferred was the first to
official
the
that It has scarcely been noticed.
publish
new state
for a location and
"The most recent movement that zeus woo vmeu ior mm, wuuo wu out a Judge while if less than 300 lative etiquette came to the aid of the today. It was no longer a question election figures for the candidates on has decidedlooking
to go into business in
of fitness but of expediency that kept the state
voters had changed their mind, two ravaging Insects,
effects the situation in (his regard is W. Wilson of Albuquerque, who
ticket, that it had performed
which he describes as a
for the adoption of Columbus ceived more than four times as many of the
three Democratic district
The bill now pending in the House the commonwealth from its promised its duty and satisfied the public de Roswell,
town.
Nine votes, or to be exact 2,155 votes, was Judges would have been defeated.
authorizes the sale of injured timber statehood privilege, privilege that had mand, but there Is an Insistent in thriving
Day as a public holiday.
C. D. Miller engineer of New Mexi
cannot on government lands, whether Injured been guaranteed in the treaty that quiry for the vote on all other candi
states, namely, Delaware, Indiana, defeated. J. AscensionvotesRael,
Certainly, the Democrats
a part and parcel dates and this will be
co, left Santa Fe last night for Roswis
Maine, Nebraska, Oklahoma, though he received 3127
complain that they did not get the by fire, by winds, or by beetles, and made New Mexico
published
well where he will be absent for a few
of the United States,
Texas, and Vermont, have feated, although Duncan McGilllvray
space permits. To some it is no doubt
equare deal at the last election.
whether the land Is on a forest rereceived only 476 votes was elect-tobIt must be remembered that It was an uninteresting serial, but to others days on official business.
or other reserve, or is not reduring the past year designated Oc- - who
serve,
Mr, and Mrs. Cleofes
Romero and
convention it appears to be of Intense Interest,
a Republican
national
12 as a legal holiday to cele- ed to a seat in the legislature,
served at all.
GOOD ADVICE.
The only six members of the legis- left this afternoon for Santa Fe.
brate the discovery of America.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
The bill proposed that In the case that pledged the present adminis hew intense, may be Judged from the Bin,
andi
Mr.
received
who
3,000
Houe.
Romero, warden of the state penito statehood, a Republican fact that at the recent performance of
"But signs of reaction have begun'
today Joins the New Mexican in an of lauds on which homestead entries tration
In Las Vegas on busieditorial denouncing the practice of have been made but not completed House and Senate that passed the "Paid in Full,' on the evening that tentiary, was
to appear. The Denagrl law of Call- J
list
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ness
and to visit his ranch south of
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legislators
Presi the official returns for the state can
- Enabling Act, and a Republican
and
the
fornia reduces the number of school following
will
th
the
upon
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pistol
calling
government
edamagtoting
here. Las Vegas Optic.
in the order of the vote cast for
authorities to be more energetic and ed timber, put the money in a fund dent who signed the Act as well as didates were first published, a wellholidays to Saturdays, Sundays, Janu
H, Martinez, who formerly conduct
proves this point:
severe In enforcing the law against and out of that fund will pay the approved the Constitution formulated known local politician made a nuls
ary 1, May 30, July 4, December 25, tlicm,
51. P. Manzanares
4,141
ance of himself by studying the elec ed a grocery store in Alamosa, but
the
and Thanksgiving Day. All other
of the
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homesteader
deadly
promiscuous
carrying
nroportion
3,679
Tranqulllno Labadle
rtricnrla aa tha lontrth nf hlo rout ventlon and signed today the Procla- tion figures In the New Mexican dur- who removed with his family to this
legal holidays must be observed Jose Lobato
3,217 weapons.
formal ing the entire performance, holding city a few weeks ago, returned to Al
by appropriate exercises, but not by W. E. Blanchard
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same
editorial
the
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page,
3,196
Similar action
hv step that adds the new star to the the paer so high in front of him amosa where lie will ipend a few days
vo.o
(
closing the schools.
Journal
for
legislasuggests
subjects
3,191
W.
Tripp
flag.
that those in back of him bad dim settling up his affairs.
in the Legislature of Mich George
homestead law.
fas taken
Fianclsco Qulntana
....3,129 tion, which the New Mexican also has the
Mr,
merchant
Ortiz, a prominent
Of course, Democrats were Jjst as cutty to see tne stage. There la no
That Is to say, the government will
igan, but in that State Labor Rafael Garcia
mged and has given its hearty ap2,908
tastes hence the off- ot Ortiz, Colorado, returned to his
Day is classed as a holiday."
that it was be required by law to make such pay- heartily In favor of statehood as the accounting for
proval, remembering
2.865
iTomas A. Gurule
home
after placing his two daughters
ment. But experience
has demon- Republicans; they worked Just r.i pat- icial election figures two months after
John Baron Burg
,2,839 Delegate W. H. Andrews, who among
n the Lorettd academy here. Mr. Or
con- the election.
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senatorial candidates was first urged strated that between a legal right to riotically and diligently and tbo
A D Varga
tiz
ambisays the schools here are much
statehood
i nS3 an advisory vote on the U. S. Sanator-ship- s get ovt of Uncle Sam's grip money summation today of
In these days of the passing of the .
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plant. He said:
tents and purposes a state since Sat- aminers, returned to his home In East
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"Among the needful laws which first that as in the case of the French
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"Mr. Speaker, have you ever observ- Conrad N. Hilton
,as Vegas last night.
1:36 o'clock, as Is
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Prizes Are Offered to School Children
" for Best
Essays Letters to
Be 500 Words,

Thomas R. Duran 19.15.
County clerk Arthur E. Walker
Sill 2; Thomug K. D. Maddison 1881;
Ted H. Hangs 70.
Sheriff Jesus Romero 2700; Thomas McMlllIn 2073; Earl Gray t5r
Assessor Fred B. Heyn 3037; Jaco- bo Yrlsarri 1840; H. 8. Sanborn 70.
M.- Mandull
Treasurer
2841; L. C.
Bennett 2031 ; C. E. Herman 70.
Superintendent of Schools A. Mon
tnya 2707; J. K. McCullom 2180; Cus
ter Brewer 52.
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When the big Agricultural Demon-stmtlotrain arrives here on January Statehood Vacated Offices of
'
'
'f.
.
lCth at 4:20 p. m., the school boys
a
'
r.
:
United States
and girls will have an opportunity to
enter into a very Interesting contest
with a substantial reward attached.
The New Mexico Bureau of ImmigraOgle 2119.
tion, Dr. W, 12, Garrison, president of NEW STATE SUPREME COURT
ChaveB county
County commission
the Agricultural College, and J. D.
ers, first district, T. D. White 1402;
Tlnsley of the Santa Fe ralirond have
Ed. S. Mundy 1119; W. D. Smllh 278.
offered three prizes for the best let- - Judges Will Take Oath of Office Second
district, W. M. Atkinson 1727;
ler ui uuu woius ur less un uiv b inject
A. D. Garrett 851; J.
V. Coffee 299.
This Evening at
"WHAT I LEARNED FROM THE AGThird district, B H. Wlxom l,:i6; T.
Capitol
DEMONSTRATION
RICULTURAL
A. Stancliff 808; J. D. Wranosky 292.
TRAIN." The first prize Is ten doProbate Judge J. D. Mell 1754;
llars, the second, five dollars and tho
The federal land offices In New It. C. NIsbet. 851; G. D. Shipley 25.
third, three dollars. The contest Is Mexico have been notified that with
County clerk R. F. Ballard 1897;
open to every school boy and girl un- - the admission of New Mexico as a Prrrv UTvnim 711- - Pnnl f? U'llsmi 9!1
der 15 years of age, and Is governed state, the offices of United States! Sheriff C. R. Young 1847; C. H.
Commissioners and of United States Tompkins 708: J. V. Marshall 2i9.
by the following rules:
Assessor G. H. Herbert 1641; Fred
First The contest is open to all court commissioners have been vacat-school children under IB years who ed and that affidavits taken by them Miller 987; Charles E. Holt 270.
Treasurer G. A. Davisgon 1533; A.
visit the train. No entry will be con- since Saturday are void.
sidered from a contestant over 15
It Is held by the Register and He. " Macy 1011; J. H. McPherson 346.
of schools C. C.
Siliwrintendcnt
ceiver that final Drool's. hnm.Snllrf
years old.
'
.
. ,
'TH1I IC.T. A
.
n nilo CO. EVai) Xfll
Second
The letter must not exceed an(I aert- laria applications executed
u ...u....
cetore sucn commissinnnrs. mthKA. ,vl
t
Surveyor W. R. Eccles 181 G. V.
,
,,,
, nuent
.
!
to January 6. 1912. the date of
.,
w,
iy uu nuinj .nn:i, uoiug uire niuo ui
A'ex- Mcllree 290.
will not be valid.
Unllll lllaliter
paper only. Contestant's name and statehood,
Collax county County commission-shoul- d
all
business!
land
notice
further
office
address must be written plainly at top
be done before the local land m Flrst district, George Woodbouse
of letter.
seeona
:
office, or before Judges and clerks of lm- - "imicK Baldwin 175b.
i
.
;
JOHN M. BOWMAN,
.
1
- i
"
1
Third All letters must be address courts of record.
'
"district, H. M. Shields 1785; Elijah
Who Will Represent Otero and Lincoln Counties In tho State Senate. ed to the New Mexico Bureau of Im
1769.
Littrell
Amado
Third
district,
REV. J. W. CAMPBELL,
The following is the
migration, Albuquerque, N. M., and General Land Office, telegram:
Jiontoya 1840; Henry Livran 1711.
Of Tucumcarl, Who Will Represent Quay County In the House.
Washington, D. Probate Judge Celso
marked on face of envelope "DEMONChavez
J.
C, Jan. , 1912.
1752.
SXSSXXXXXXXXXSXS
ishlng In the Presbyterian College at STRATION TRAIN CONTEST."
United States Land Office, Santa Fe, 1805; Miguel Archuleta
Age 41 yearB.
He located at
Fourth 'All letters must be submit
Jamestown, N. D.
County clerk John L. Boyle, 1948;
the legislature before statehood.
N. M.
Native of Pennsylvania.
X Washington, Iowa, where for fifteen ted on or before February 10th. No
V. G. Brown 1614.
X
Rev. J. W. Campbell, who was- elected
Age 51 years.
It 1b held that admission of New Sheriff Abe
Attended public schools.
X j years he conducted a mercantile es-- letters received after that date will
1906;
Hlxenbaugh
and
to
Born
educated
In
the legislature by the Democrats
VlrglMexico to the Union vacated offices of yVade Brackett 1G49.
Graduated from
'
lauusnineut tnat employed from fit- - be ' considered.
X ot Quay county, is not only a success- nla.
United
States
and
commissioners
W.
College at Jamestown, N. D. X teen to twenty clerks. Moving to New
Assessor George
Gillespie 1911;
Immediately after the close of the
ful newspaperman but also an ordaln- Merchant.
commissioners. W J. Llnwood 1639.
Located at Washington, Iowa.
Mexico and locating at Alamogordo he contest all letters will be submitted United States court
J
ed minister of the Methodist cnurch.
Moved to West Virginia In
For 'Jitteen years a mer- - X was elected Probate clerk on the Re. to a committee of three Judges to be Yeur office will be governed by this Treasurer Thomas H.
McBrlde X 1900, to Oklahoma in 1902, to
H Is a native of Virginia, where he
chant.
1923; Pat. Simons 1640.
and holding.
selected by President Garrison
publican ticket, 1908.
Tucumcarl lu 1906.
was born on July 16, 1860, and where
of . schools Josle
Mounted Policeman Appointed.
Probate clerk.
Superintendent
'John M. Bowman Is one of the Mr. Tlnsley. The result will be anof the
Ordained minister
he al60 received his schooling. He
Ben B. de Ci'evecouer.
was this Lockard 2112; Jessie O'Chaffee 1426.
most popular men In' the county. He nounced and the prizes awarded es
Methodist church.
in the mercantile business in
mounted
Surveyor Price W rigley 1837; Flor-encl- o
is always ready to accomodate any soon as the Judges have made known morning commissioned a
of
Tucumcarl
Secretary
Virginia in which he continued when
J.
policeman by Governor William
Trujlllo 1737.
The following brief sketch of the one. He Is conservative, level headed their decisions.
X he moved
X Chamber of Commerce.
to West Virginia in 1905,
life of State Senator-Elec- t
Curry county County commissionJohn M. and on th square with everybody,
V
A feature of the work of the agri Mills.
Editor and manager of the
and to Oklahoma in 1902. In 1906 he
Claim
H.
W.
Mineral
Contest.
ers, first district,
Doughtou 899;
Bowman Is from the Oteru County
"While at the Las Vegas Republi cultural demonstration train will be
V cr.me to Tucumcarl and took an active
Tucumcarl Sun.
George W. Oxendlne of Albuquer- 0. E. Lewis 315; James A. Wallace
can convention he was nominated as the encouraging of boys' and
vertlser:
in,
Married.
part in building up the young city.
girls'
214.
S.
Second
Elder
a
filed
the
in
has
General
district,
Ray
protest
"Was horn In Pennsylvania 41 years a candidate for state senator to rep- dustrial olubs, end it is hoped that all que,
served as secretary of the Tucum-I- t
D.
O.
R.
Robert
Arnold
Office
T.
892;
4!4;
Land
a
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of
against
issuing
He was educated in the publlj resent the Eighteenth District, Otero the school children will visit the train
ago.
may be unusual for a Metbodlst carl Chamber of Commerce and Is at
Third
135.
Ben
Mlckelson
district,
to
the
by
the
patent
government
schools of his native state, later fin. and Lincoln counties.
minister to lt In the New Mexico present editor and manager of the
while It stops here. The contest Is
Mining Company for "The Crawford 930; W. H. Music 372; Rob- legislature but the clergy has been Tucumcarl Sun.
aimed to encourage the school chilert L. Klethley 132.
Combination
Great
Lode
and
Great
dren to get all possible benefit from
Probate Judge W. D. McBee 941:
combination Mill Site, a mineral loca
bourses In the various hospitals of the train.
QUIETLY MARRIED AT
In his pro- - R. F. Rowella 352; J. Oliver 124; F. SCANDAL IN HIGH LIFE
Mr.
states
tion.
Oxendlne
PRESBYTERIAN MANSE. New York City. She la highly edu
gether," and as he said this Mrs.
Lively Interest Is being shown m test that he has an Interest in
AT AMARILLO, TEXAS. Snead threw her arms around Boyce's
the;B Payne 1
Attorney J. H. Crist and Mrs. C, H. cated and an experienced nurse and the demonstration train all over the
A.
L.
Await
clerk
910;
County
neck and said she wouldn't return to
deems nursing the noblest calling of state, and the indications are that it property for which he is now suing
C. F. Doughton 385; Sam C. Skldmore
Mayne were married last evening by
in the district court.
all for women.
Wealthy Cattleman to be Brought her husband.
will be welcomed by e large crowd at
W. D. McBee 1.
Rev. B. Z. McCullough at the Presby138;
Snead says he still loves his wife.
Back From Denver to be Tried
Incorporation.
Mr. ana Mrs. urist will occupy every
train
The
stopping place.
Sheriff D. L. Maye 8G5; Ed. T
terian Manse, shortly after the arrival rooms
The Rodeo Cooperative Company
For Abducting.
adjoining the Jaw offices of Mr. starts from the Mesilla Valley Thurs
B- - Harvc'
110'
charlea
463:
0' Mrs. Mayno from Denver.
flled;11888
of
G.
Paradise, Arizona, yesterday
PRESIDENT TAFT SENDS
Fort Worta, Texas, Jan. 2. A.
Crist In the Capital City Bank build
day, January 11th and wilit be on the tbeir charter with the secretary
Assessor Ambrose Ivy 86G; J. M.
of
SPECIAL MESSAGE.
Mr. Crist, is a wellknown lawyer of ing.
road fifteen days. It is In effect an New Mexico Nathan Jaffa in their Holland 447; Edwin F. Bookster 119. Boyce, Jr., and Mrs. J. B. Snead of
In
counthis Judicial district high
the
will be brought back
Texas,
Amarlllo,
on
Re
wheels.
F.
H
John
Treasurer
agricultural College
Taylor 818;
netitlnn nakine nnrmlaslnn tn eatah.
cils of the Democratic party of the EIGHT
be This Government Will Refuse to AdWORKINGMEN MEET
member the date and hour of arrival lish their business in New Mexico the w- - Crawford 407; Willis M. Echols to Fort Worth, where the man will
tried for abduction and Mrs. Snead
state, at one time district attorney and
mit Free Wood Pulp From
Fthe
8.
HORRIBLE DEATH
at
station
Ebe
and
the
when
Booker
here,
ccmpnny asserts that they wish to do
a member of the Constitutional Con
which
Foreign Countries.
L. placed In a sanitarium from
train arrives.
a general mercantile business; that Superintendent of schools-- C.
ventlon. Mrs. Crist, nee Mayne, Is Eleven Others
Snead
and
she
Mrs.
escaped. Boyce
"In my" opinion one of the biggest they are capitalized at 10,000 divided Mersfelder 968; J. H. Kelso 1j9; A
Injured
By
Seriously
the daughter of the late Sir Richard
were arrested ln Winnipeg.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. In a
Bursting of Gun Mould at
things to be accomplished by the ag- Into 10.000 shares worth il npr K'harniB. Stroup l.
Francis Burton, the eminent explorer
Requisition papers have been sworn message to the House of RepresentaA. Cooke 972.
J.
Angouleme, France.
ricultural demonstration train Is the and that a store will be established!
Surveyor
and author, and fa a niece of Chief
Dona Ana county County commis out here and forwarded to Governor tives today President Taft announced
France, Jan. 9.
official classifying of New Mexico as at Rodeo, Grant county.
This store
Is to that this government would refuse to
In Austin. A deputy
Justice Sir William Meredith of. Can- Eight steel moulders met a horrible an
said Professor j will be In the charge of their author- - sioners, first district, J. C. McXary Colquit,
agricultural
state,"
ada.
She was the widow of Major O. death and eleven others were Sii'lousleave for Winnipeg tonight with the admit free wood pulp and paper from
T. Tlnsley yesterday.
Professor
offl 1383: Humboldt Casad 1295. Second
,ed agent, .A."E. Branham.
The
H. Mayne of the British army who was ly injured today by the
will return with the elop- any nation other than Canada until
bursting of a
Is busy with preparations for cers of the concern are: M. C. Tomp- - district, A. F. Barncastle 1344; J. D. papers and
the proper courts have decided the
killed In action at the battle of Suion gun mould at the government naval Tlnsley
ers.
the start of the tour from the Agricul- kins, president; A. E. Branham, sec- Isaacs 1335. Third district, John F.
question raised by several European
Kop to the Boer War. Mrs. Mayne arsenal near Angouleme.
Will Prosecute Boyce.
tural College this week and Is quite retary and treasurer. Besides the of- Findlay 1366; David Apodaca 1303.
the favored naand other- officers' wives were nursing
Probate Judge D. E. Rodriguez
Mrs.
Snead's husband, a million governments under
ficers named, who are also directors,
as to the success of the
tion clauses of their treaties. After
in the army at the time, and after 'If your children are subject to at optimistic
1332.'
Manuel
Ama
aire
of
1340;
Lopez
cattleman
banker
and
E.
M.
W.
A.
Stewart,
George Coryell,
of the Canadian reciproher husband's death she took up nur- tacks ot croup, watch for the first
County clerk C. 0. Bennett 3362; rlllo, is here superintending the ef- the passage
"All other western states recogniz Gilbert, J. D. Jordan and A. E. Vest
bill by which wood pulp and paIsidore Armljo 1314.
sing as a profession, graduating after symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber ed as farming states have had these are named as the directors.
forts to bring back the pair. He says city
per from Canada were admitted free
Sheriff Felipe Lucero 1465; Agus-ti- he will prosecute
three year course from Guy's Hos- lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the demonstration trains," said Professor Georje W. Armljo for Corporation
Boyce. Snead into the United States, six European
After coming to Can- child becomes hoarse and the attack
F. Lopez 1209.
Noln
pital, London.
here
wife
his
Commission
Clerk.
early
brought
in
been
found
have
Tlnsley. "They
countries demanded that their wood
ada, some years ago, Mrs. Mayne at may be warded off. For sale by all variably successful. New Mexico has
The New Mexican was in error Assessor D. V. Peacock 1354; Will- vember and placed her ln a sanitarand print paper also be admitted
pulp
1318.
lem
JacobB
F.
dealers.
ium In an effort to break off her ac f l ee.
never had one uo to this time: and when it stated that former Probate
W.
W.
Cox
Treasurer
1374;
Hugh
quaintance with Boyce, whose father
the fact that the Santa Fe Railroad CJcrK ueorge w. Armljo nao wunAccompanying the message the
Ama- for the chief clerk-sendin- Clary 1302.
ownB the Capital ranch near
President Rent, to the House letters
company Is going to the expense of drawn as candidate
of
schools
Fran
Superintendent
In
of
Commission.
of
one
the Corporation
the largest ranches
rillo,
such a train through this sec-- i 8hP
from Secrftary of State Knox and
Mr- - ATmll
had Keen a "",d'd"te tor H. Haynes 1391; Bliss Freeman 12S9, the world. Mr
Snead is beautiful secretary nf the Treasury MacVeaeh.
Uon will demonstrate to the West that
C. L. Post 1411; George
Surveyor
maae
nao
aad
while
commissioner
and
husband
is
her
40,
30,
considers New Mexico a farming corporation
containing information as to the coun1270.
have a son about 12.
"""""B"' Pnrls
tries Interested and as to the amount
state.
This stamp is put on New
commission they
Eddy county County
who
followed
her
is
here,
35,
'
of wood pulp and paper imported InBoyce,
Mexico by a railroad which has taken
,,.
, ers, first district, W. H. Woodwell
Mm.1f
It
is
said.
to
since last July when
.
the lead In the industrial development: .
m5. i a Beamn 438. Second dis Mrs. Snead, accompanied by a nurse thethis country bill
was passed.
.
...
reciprocity
of the West and Southwest. It Places
'trie,, whUe Wright 1660. Third dis- went down town
h
The President says that the quesshopping on Novemus on a par with other western farm- -' , t. mo1nrltv f )ho
Charles
W.
C.
Beeman
1245;
trict,
Cmtr,
ber 4. She met Boyce, and, evading tions of law now raised can be better
Ing states. Many regard New Mexico Commltteei There can be n0 d0llbt 0( faruue
an Inter-urba- n considered In a court of law than by
Probate Judge J. W. Armstrong the nurse, they boarded
sim as
great gratm aismci aau Mg abmty tQ fl tne pa(,e acoei,tably,
.
car for Dallas, where they took executive construction.
1613.
Inlng region, and there is no doubt
New State Supreme Court Tonight.
the train to SL Louis. Boyce had
that the mere fact that this train Is
County clerk A. R. O'QuInn 1634
This evening at 8 o'clock, the terriSheriff M. C. Stewart 1417; H diawn $1,000,000 out of his bank, and KNICKERBOCKER EXPRESS
operated will do wonders toward ad- torial supreme court will meet for the
Mr. Snead traced the
pair to New
JOLTED IN STORM.
vertising our farming resources."
last time. The session will be mere- Wright 432.
York and there lost the trail. He then
Professor Tlnsley emphasizes again
a formal one at which little If any Assessor John W. Price 1006; H. V, started,
ly
worlda
through detectives,
the importance of the livestock fea- - hnclnaa will he transacted exepnt Wright 1.
Dunkirk, N. Y., Jan. 9. Passmgers
of
on the Lake Shore railroad's "Knickture of the train. Two flfty.feet uto-- j to BdJourn sme dle. immediately
Treasurer W. H. Merchant 1393 wide search, offering a reward where-obputs
to
as
Information
their
for
C. F. Erb 452.
erbocker Special" eastbound, receivmobile cars will be loaded with dairy tnereaKeI. tn9
judgeg o tne n;w
and J5.U00 for their arrest.
ed a severe shaking up, but escaped
cows and hogs and chickens, and the , .
Superintendent of schools A. E.
,nreme court will take the oath
New
Love.
Wife
733.
Wood
Hugs
Injury today when in a blinding snow
experts will point out to the farmers of offlM whlch wl be admiBtered by Ilalley 1147; Mrs. E. T.
When first arrested Boyce claimed storm, the express crashed Into two
Surveyor B. A. Nymeyer 161.).
'
nimai, ana snow now tne raising ot
,nhn R. Mf,p.e. th(,
mistaken Identity, but finally admit-- j freight engines running light near
mese animals ana tne mtiening oi court judgeS.eieCt
being: Clarence J. SHORTAGE OF POTATO CROP
ted the elopment
hcre. The engines were demolished
hogs and growing of fowls is the most Robert8 and FrallU parker, who
"Mrs. Snead loves me," he declared, and three members of their crews
TEACHES AN OLD LESSON
factor in the future solid ed
the t,rrltorIa. supreme court,
'and we
will see this through to- were slightly hurt.
development of the dry land farming j and Rohard H. HnBna. The BfW comti
Should Learn to Eat Rice De
areas Of the State.
aAlppt n snnrnnin cnnrt nlprk- who People
clares F. N. Barrett of the
Is likely to be the present clerk, Jose
American Grocer.
french cabinet threatened D. Sena. The three Judges, according
with Disruption. t.T the constitution, will classify themNew York, Jan, 9. The shortage of
selves bv lot. so that one of them shall
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Resigns nId offlce for flve ye,ir8i one fol. the potato crop should teaca the
Because of Differences With
seven years and one for nine years, American people to ent rice, is the
well known
Premier Caillaux,
i
and the certificate of this classifica- opinion of F. N. Barrett, a
of the American
tion shall be filed with the secretary expert and editor
EDWIN
FORREST COARD,
Paris, Jan. 9. M. de Solves, minis- - of state. The Justice who draws the Grocer.
Efficient Assistant Secretary of the Territory,
of
Mr. Barrett says. "One pound
ter of foreign affairs in the Cabinet shortest term Blinll be chief Justice,
of Premier Caillaux, resigned today The snla,.y of the supreme court rice costs 10 cents at retail. It con
tains as much nourishment as several
:
Mr. Coard's public service fell dur- because of a difference with the pre-- j,dg,8 )8 c,000 a year payable quar-mier- .
Another resignation or a cab- - te,rv. TtlB oremonv tonlEht is nub- - pecks of potatoes. American grown
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X
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Born at Table Rock, Nebras- and Texas, Is the best in the world
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and the supply is Immense."
of Justice
stated that administrator
Scotch-IrisAssistant Secretary of State.
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X
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Provincetown, Mass., Jan. 9. The
ANOTHER TEN POINTS. that lie will for the present retain the
X
Cub Reporter on Qulncy Her-- X Rock, Nebraska, but while he was
X quite small his parents took him with
other clerical help in the secretary's New York steamer Wilhelmlna, bound
X
aid.
Now York, N. Y., Jan. 9. The Stan- - office. The selection, of Mr. Frank from Weymouth, Mass., to Newport
X
Sporting editor and Special X them to Qulncy; Illinois, whore he atthick
X tended the public schools and carried HnriT Oil Pnmnnnv frwlnv a n nnnnnJ Tllimln to ntiA that miiat crvn mitoli News. Va.. stranded during
X
Writer.
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he has finis and several well known authors In. E. Fisher, Washington, Kns., says:
ON COUNTY OFFICIALS. HOPE HELD OUT FOR
Bccaune of tho fact thnt
STARVING CATTLE.
Bernalillo county County conmils.
made good as assistant territorial hnve gone forth. It was on April 1, "I was troubled with a severe attack
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A friend advised Foley's Honey mijo 3009; (5. Sanchez 1811;
Dalhnrt, Texas, Jan. 9. Hope for
J. F,
sant Willi corporation matters which territorial secretary by iSecrelury
and Tar Compound and I got relief Scliroeder 72. Second district. Man- the lives of thousands of starving cat- ,.
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Personal Mention.

He refused to make any tatement or
answer any questions on the plea ot
not being out on business merely
pleasure.
General Manager H. A. Coomer of
the New Mexico Central, was a uouttabound passenger yesterday. Mr. and
Mrs. L. C, llanlon came in from San
ta Fe yesterday where they have been
spending the holidays. Miss Maude
Hancock left last evening for Santa
Fe to resume her duties as teacher In
the public schools. Charles Meyer
went to Santa Fe yesterday to resume
his studies at St. Michael's college, after having spent the holidays at
home. Augus McGlllivray came in
yesterday from Simla Fe. Estancia
News.
Dr. George L. Cole, the noted lectur
er and archaeologist, with headquar
ters In Chicago, and a resident of
Sunta Fe some ten years ago, stopped
over between trains, on business and
to renew acquaintances among friends
in this city. Dr. Cole is en route to
northeastern Arizona where he will
excavations
make some additional
and explorations of the pre historic
ruins located there, and also take
some photos for use on the lecture
platform. Dr. Cole's lectures are In
gieat demand by Chautauqua assemblies and colleges, and with the lectures he exhibits relics taken from
the Pajarito, Los Fiijoles, Puye and
other cliff dwelling ruins near Santa

of Miss Julia Jaffa and Miss
Dorllska Crandall.
The large round table with Ms proThe Chefa Favorite
fusion of flowers, smllux and ferns
F.ditoro
Hill,
Mn.JanetMcKenzir
fit
was a beautiful sight Covers wore
tht Boston Cooking U liool Marine
laid for fourteen. The guests were;
Some folks think that only "colored
Mfsses Julia Jaffa and Crandall, Mrs.
mammies' can cook chicken, but atrial John W. Marsh, Misses Ruth Laugh-lln- ,
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves
Eslella Bergere, Anita Bergere,
that assertion. Kvery member of the
Mny Spitz, Florence Spitz, Jessie
family will thoroughly eujoy it.
March, Mrs. Carlos Creamer, Misses
Marian Bishop and Atony WIttman.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls gave a dinner Wednesday evening In honor of
their guests, Mrs. A. R. Kingsmill, of
Chatham, Ontario, Canada, the stater
ot Mrs. Rolls, at their home on east
Paluce avenue. Mrs. Kingsmill will
be a guest of I)r and Mrs. Rolls until
K C Cbickeo Pot Hm. Baked Dumplin
spring when she will return to her
""
One fowl cut in joints;
fl"r home. The decorations for the oc- X teasooHftsaH; blm-- Mfr-- Jeiils cttflton were in red. Fourteen guests
flour- - J
kstoo,,iuls A C hiking
'mrtfrr, )i teasfioonjiil salt; 'A cP
The Misses Spitz entertained
or m am.
milt
shortening;
afternoon at their home on
the fowl with boning water and terdayPalace
Last
Avenue, in honor of
letsii!imi.ruutiltr!i.U'r,tlienremovetoa
lukinsf dish. Mix the
cup flour, salt Miss Julia Jaffa. Six tables of five
a
to
water
cold
nud black pepper with
hundred were played after which the
smooth paste and use to iiiKKcu
gUeBt8 gat down to dainty refresh
broth. Remove the fat from the top or ments. The first prize was won by
the broth if necessary before aildingthe Miss
Mary McFie and the guest's prizo
the
thickening. Pour this gravy over
re-rwas awarded to Miss Jaffa, The
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and to- Sift
serve
rest
to
tli
apart.
drawing and dining ro ms were pret- '
gether the flour, bakiui; powder and salt,- ily decorated In red Covers were
three times; into tnis worn iuc.iiu.icu- aldMr.torandtwenty.jour.
ami use cream or......mov ...
mi?
Mrs. J. Bond Francisco,
,.
.1 .?.
KiiiiU. Put
,:tt
of Mr. and
this by spoonfuls over the fowl in the who have been the guests
Mrs. N. B. Laughlln, of Don Gasnar
ji.t. .i,i.-- it ahnLii.l rest upon and
35 avenue, during the holidays left for
completely cover. Let bake about
their home In Los Angeles last night.
VTItm youne, tMirtf r ehlrkptm nre wnrM, this While in Santa Fe. the Los Angeles
of
tiresenls H moat satisfactory wny of serving old visitors have been the recipients
n
(Wis. Vr.il or Inmb prepared in tlm ni.mi.tr
much special attention and their leavmore RPiietiiins than wlu-- wrvol as n stew.
recipes In
Is regretted by their many
Try this and tlx B9 other d. lkiom
may be ing the city
the K C Cook's Book, a copy of which
friends here.
cured free by sendinsr the colored certiticale
They plan to come
PowC
K
can of
Baking
packet In the
again next summer however, when
der to the Jauukii MFC Co., Chicago.
Mr. Francisco will place some of Santa Fe's scenery on canvas.
the construction of Agua Frla road
"Coffee Euchre."
and La Ilajada Hill section of the Al- Mrs. Arthur Seligman, wife of Ma-hnniiprnnn mart
M L Dorr special Inspector for the yor aeugman, gave a aeugiiuut unparty at her home on
united States Indian Bureau, is ex- Avenue Thursday in honor of
Pa'ae
from
afternoon
arrive
to
this
pected
n p Mr Dorr comes to Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, wife of the Terri- The affair marked
torial secretary.
complete his work among the Indian
Fe 8001,11 dolnf 8
new enocn in
pueblos of this section.
Miss Betty Maesie, who makes her ana was cnaracteriseu u, mo o.,b..m.
home with her brother Dr. J. A. Mas- - a'ly ana gooa tasxe mr wjiu
have
sit and sister Miss Massie, here, left Seligman's dinners and parties
noted.
Santa Fe yesterday for an extended become "coffe-euchrThe
began at 12:20
trin tr. ntem. noint and her old
1. m. when an elaborate luncheon was
home at Toronto, Canada.
served at five small tables, with covCowden,
B. P. Cowdcn and John
ers for twenty. In the center of each
prominent cattlemen of Midland, Tex., table was placed a brass basket filled
and subscribers to the New Mexican, with violets and
pink snapdragon, and
spent the day In the capital. They lavender bows served as handles. On
are much Interested in legislation that
the tables were also brass candlewill come up before the first state leg
sticks with pink candles shedding a
islature.
from under a pink hood.
B.
W.
and
Webster, soft glow
E. B. McCrone
The place cards were In harmony
CoMonte
of
dealers
stock
Vista,
live
with the decoration scheme. They
lorado, are guests at the Montezuma. were
d
showing a brass
Mr. McCrone and Mr. Webstar bought
basket and violets and were tied with
tills
in
of
head
vicinity
20,000
sheep
pink ribbon. The names were in large
yesterday which they will ship to letters. Th Indian room and the din
their home.
room served as the setting for this
G. H. Donart, of El Paso, traveling ing
the former decorated with
and passenger agent for tne party;
j
the price-an8m" and ferns besides
A., T. & S. F. railroad for Mexico
souvenirs of gorgeous
Arizona, arrived last night In.'88
as well as the
Santa Fe and registered at tha Pal- - olr " tn wall,
"
h
ace. He wbb formerly station agent piuuub
eA ftrtlsts presented a most striking
at Santa Fe
The dining room was a
The Ladle's' Aid Society of the First appearance.
bower of beauty, the electric light
Pri.vferin church at its annual dome
being completely enveloped in
meotinir nt the home of Mrs. Frank
Andrews on Capitol Hill yesterday af-- smilax; masses of pink roses added
ternnon. elected Mrs. Walter, presi- - to the beauty of the scene,
dent; Mrs. E. C. Abbott, vice presi- The luncheon lased about two hours
dent; Mtb. Rolls, secretary, and Mrs. and ended with coffee. Then the euchre began. It was of the progres
Woodruff, treasurer.
Las Vegans who returned home yes- - sive kind and was thoroughly enjoyed
terday after a visit to the Capital jirs, Jaffa received the guest's prize;
were: U. S. District Attorney David Mrg Ervien won the first prize, and
elected district Mrs, waiter, the second. Those present
J. Leahy, recently
Judge; Sheriff Se'cundino Romero, who were: Mrs. Walter, Renehan, J. Sellg-Is a candidate for U. S. marshal; and raan Hou8 Kingsmill, (Ottawa, Can.),
Attorney A. A. Jones, state chairman paien Spitz, MoultoiL Hughes, Ber- of the Democratic party.
.
gere Brookes, FIske, Cartwright, Er- On Saturday
evening last Judge vierii Laughlin,
Franclcco (of Los
at
entertained
and Mrs. Parker
and
California). Abbott
Angeles.
for
laid
were
Covers
dinner.
large
Wright.
sixteen. The table decorations were
Miss Edith C. Marmon of Johnson
unusually pretty, holly and red satin
An street, Is reported quite ill with la
nrnfuuilv.

Chicken Pot Pie
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A Poor Weak Woman

ia termed, will endure bravely and patiently
l!iinies which a strong man would give way under.
foot ia women are more patient than they ou(ht

As she
The

to

be under auoh troubles.
Every woman auilht to know that the may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge
and in absolute confidence and privuoy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Fieroe, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y, Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
N. Y., for
Hotel and Surelcal Institute, of Buff-Imany years and has had a wider prnoticul experience
than
in the treatment of women's diseases
any other physician ia this country ,'
s
for their astonishing cflicaoy.
His medicines are
Tho most perfoet remedy ever devised for weak end delicate women ia Dr Pioroo's Favorite Prescription
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
'
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (KKI8 pages), a newly
will he mailed free on
Edition of which, cloth-bounrevised and
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
receipt of 31 one-ce-
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few weeks on the Valley Ranch on
JAiMUmRY 4, 1912.
THURSDAY,
of the Pecos, returned to Chicago this
Fellclauo Lobato, a merchant
Lamy, Is in the city buying supplies.. evening. His wife nd daughter will
M. A. OU-rhas return- remain on the ranch until April.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 1912
ed from a business trip to AlbuqiHJr-que- .
Miss Victorlana Ortega of AlbuquerS.
que, is a visitor in the city.
Corporation Commlslsoner M.
N. S. P. Gray of Pecos, is a late ar
Groves of CarlBbad, is a visitor in the
rival at the St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
capital.
P. A. Flntlley, of Cimarron, a de- Probate Clerk E. A. Walker of Albus
querque, was an arrival on last even-lug'- scendent of Kit Carson, is a guest at
the Palace.
train.
E. Jlron, newly elected county com
Tomas Gonaaleg, the sheep raiser
from Abiqulti, Rio Arriba county, is a missioner from Pojoaque, is a guest
at the Coronado.
visitor in Santa Fe.
T. O. Snyder of Pueblo, Colorado, an
Epimenlo Romero, a ranchman near
local
one
on
Nambe, brought alfalfa to the
insurance man, is in Santa re
market yesterday.
ot hl periodical visits.
'M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las
Hemereglldo Roybal and Vicente
Vegas Optic, left Santa Fe last even- Qulntnna of Jacona are in the city
transacting business.
ing after transacting business here.
G. A. Gutches, of the United States
George W. Armijo clerk ot the probate court, left th ctty this morning Indian service, registered last even- for Espanola. He will return tonight, ing at the Montezuma.
Rafael Pettlne, completed a contract
jr. c. de Baca, the attorney of Las
for work on the Catholic church of Vegas, is a visitor In the city and a
here
home
Fe- gnest at the Coronado.
Taos, and returned to his
mm
Ramon, TruJIUo, e. ranchman of Potoday.
.
Hewett-WoodC. S. Lovern, who conducts a garage joaque. is In town disposing of hay
In Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Feand grain to the local merchants.
At six o'clock p. m. on Saturday,
H. S. Arnold returned from a busi December 39, at the residence of the
last evening and registered at the
ness trip to Hodges. He will leave for bride's uncle, Mr. M. E. Fisher In Red
Montezuma.
Rafael Granlto, a merchant of
his ranch on the Pecos this afternoon. Oaks, Iowa, Mr. Edgar L. Hewett Di
the rector of the School of American Ar
who has been visiting friends
George V. Armijo, clerk of
to
last night chaeology in Santa Fe, and Mrs. Don!- here for the past week, returned
probate court, returned
his home yesterday.
from a short business trip to tapa- - zetta A. Wood, until recently Librar
Donaciano Angel, a prominent andnoi.
ian in the School, were married. Mr.
south-- .
H g Arnold, the well known cattle and Mrs. Hewett started at once via.
progressive citizen of Galisteo,
ern Santa Fe county, Is a business niseT 0f the Pecos, is in the cliy on Washington Cit" for Guatemala where
J business. He is
visitor In the capital.
stopping at the Coro the winter work of the School is in
Mrs. J. F. Hubbel, who conducts n(ido
They will return In a few
progress.
the general store at Pajarito, HernaMlsg Maud Hancock, a teacher in weeks to make their home in Santa
Fe
lillo county, is a visitor In Santa
public schools here, returned last Fe.
and a guest at the Palace.
evening from her homestead near Es- Judge H. D. Terrell, an attorney at
of
A.
JIann,
Albu., tanea.
Judge Edward
Clovis, arrived In Santa Fe this after
in
been
the
has
who
city
Coionei g. W. Dobson, the attorney noon and registered at the Montezuma.
querque,
transacting legal business, left Santa'; AbuqUerque, returned to his home
O. L. Owen, who was a candidate
Fe last night for his nome.
last evenlng after transacting
for corporation commissioner, arrived
F. W". Harden, deputy United States huftlnR we.
this afternoon in the capital from his
marshal, arrived last nlsht in Santa
H p Warner, a government engln- He is a guest at the
Fe from his home in Albuquerque. He eer with headquarters in Albuquerque home in Clovis.
Montezuma.
is stopping at the Montezuma.
In
the
returning
city,
yesterady
spent
W. J. Stehle, the representative of
The Rev. J. T. Ortega, pastor of to his home last night
the Cudahy Packing Company, is a
th Presbyterian churches at Quema-d- o
Mrs. Valdez of Las Vegas, returned
visitor to e city and r guest at the
Cuchillo and Chimayo, northern
her home last evening. She was in
Mr. Stehle's headquartSanta Fe county is In the city on busi- - g!inta Fe t0 attend the funeral of her Montezuma,
ers are in Albuquerque.
father, Manuel Sandoval.
W. F. Reed, agent for an Insurance
Chief Justice William H. Pope left
V. Quintana and Jose Qulntana, of
He will Pojoaque arrived this morning, with company, arrived today from Albuthis afternoon for Roswell.
vireturn for the inauguration with Mrs. four large loads of alfalfa which querque on one of his periodical
sits to Santa Fe.
Pope and her two sisters, the Misses they sold in the local market
Peter Lienau, deputy territorial in- Hull.
J. A. Armstrong, the adjuster of InA. M. Ber
John Robinson, a cattle raiser from d
,.hose headquarters are in eurance superintendent and
busiWlllard, Torrance county, drove a AiDUquerque, left the city last night gere returned today from a short
ness visit to Denver.
line herd of cattle m'o uie cuj yea - after transacting business here.
DemoSATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1912.
A. A. Jones, the prominent
terday and disposed of It in the local
J. Porter Jones returned to his
market
cratic leader of Las Vegas, returned
Judge C. J. Roberts, of the territo- to his home last evening. He has home yesterday afternoon.
State Senator Louis C. Ilfeld rerial supreme bench, left for his home been in the capital Beveral days.
in Raton last night. He has been atCoal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar- gistered at the Palace yesterday.
B. M. Llngenfelter, of Albuquerque,
tending the sessions ot the supreme tinez of Taos, who came within 736
court here.
votes of being elected lieutenant gov- was one of last evening's arrivals.
W. H. Chrlsman, elected representa- ernor, U a visitor in the capital.
A. S. Fowler of Chama, Rio Arriba
tive to the Houes of the first state legA. D. Graham, district manager of county, Was an arrival last evening.
arrivislature from San Juan county,
W. H. Brackett, of the United States
the Mountain States Telephone and
ed in Santa Fe last evening and regis- Telegraph Company, left the city last Indian service, is a guest at the Montered at the Palace.
In
Albuquerque.
tezuma.
night for his home
B. M. Barndollar, a traveling sales
Judge David J. Leahy, United States
Henry Rivera, clerk of the school
district attorney, left the city for his district of Glorieta is iD the city on man of Denver, is a visitor in the
home in Las Vegas last night. He has business
with the county public capital.
been in the capital several days trans- superintendent, John V. Con- - ' District Attorney Alexander Read
war
'acting legal business.
left yesterday forenoon for his home
Jose Antonio Montano of Golden,
c I!fed the attorney of Las at Tierra Amarllla.
dlsthe
southern
road supervisor for
from
and state senator-elec- t
Vegag
E. W. Deul of Alamosa, division
trict of Santa Fe county, was In the gan Migue, COUnty, arrived in Santa
of the Denver end
superintendent
on
with
business
city yesterday
thejp, a9t nlgnt He ,g looking for quar. Rio Grande, is in town.
Doaro. or county commissioners.
ters for nlmseIf and family
Cards are being sent out b7 Mrs.
Miss uamara unavez leu lor suma
Cadet Bergere returned
yesterday
afterFe yesterday morning to attend the afternoon from Santa Fe where he Walter for a tea on Thursday
Loretto academy in that city. Miss has been for the past holiday season noon In honor of Mrs. Jaffa.
Mrs. A. C. Mangraln, of Burbnnk,
Chavez spent the Christmas holidays visiting his parents and other relaOkla., is here visiting a sick relative
in this city with her parents. Albu- tives. Roswell Daily Record.
at the St. Vincent's sanitarium.
querque Journal.
Alexander Read, distric attorney- Charles A. Spiess, 'he prominent
Tomas Trujillo, who has been do- elect, left the
last night for his
city
Republican leader of Las Vegas, reing assessment work for Albuquerque home in Tierra Amarllla.
Yesterday turned
to his home last evening.
Interests in the San Pedro gold and Mr Doail niirphagoH o hMiu nnrl 'nHl
is home from the
Mlsa McFie
copper mining district, southern San.!rem0Ve here with his family in a few
Una liAlni, ,.aA
Bush Conservatory, Chicago, where
ia je couniy, compieieu ujb lu&o. wuujayB
menu was served, after
elaborate
she holds a position as Instructor.
Cruces
F. J. Bates, advance agent for "The
L. Stenhouse, representing Edward which bridge was played. Las
Jose Qulntana, formerly of Pojoa.
the Mouse
Company, a Polk and Company, In the interest of Democrat.
que, but who as .prt the last Hv.
As it is likely that Company H will
of "ep' on,aliV raeflt
a state directory, Is a guest at the
yeans In Alamosa, Colorado, arrived
ho .iirt .,nn
to o fn Knnta. Fe on
12,
at
the
January
Mr.
week.
Palace.
Fe
last
in Santa
Quintana
15 to participate in tho cere- arrived in Santa Fe last night. He Is
R. E. Williams of the United Sta- January
will reside here In the future and Is
monies Incident to the Inauguration
stopping at the Montezuma.
tes Indian service whose headquart- of
looking for a business opportunity.
the first state governor of New
Loyd T. Walpole, an attorney of ers ore at
is a guest at the
dinner
A sumptuous New Year's
Espanola
have announced
MoTiro tho nfner
tor the Mountain
was served at the home of Mrs. D. Denver, acting
Montezuma.
nn especially Important drill to be
States Telephone and Telegraph ComC. Stevens, 251 Agua Fria street In
C. Esplnosa of Albuquerque, who
J.
in the armory.
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday,
conducted the comml3sary held Monday evening
honor of her sister, Miss Grace Plow- pany,
afternoon and registered at the Pal- formerly
Vegas Optic.
Is a guest at the
store
at
man, who Is here at present from CalBuckman,
ace. He departed for his home this
Governor and Mrs. Mills entertain- ifornia visiting friends and relatives.
Montezuma.
ed Informally at dinner
Thursday
evening.
of
to
San
her
Miss Plowman expects
return to
Dr. B. B. De Crevecoeur
Chief Justice William H. Pope did
at the Executive Mansion.
home at Pasadena, California, on Jan not
California, arrived in San-t- a evening
Bernardino,
Mrs.
bad
as
be
and
last
were Judge
evening
Those
get away
Fe last night and registered at the N. B. present
uary 15,
and Mrs. R. J.
: ,1
planned but will leave tonight for
Major
n
rt
Laughlln,
f
' r
Unomcll nrnclnv thoi-tninnrriiw nr. Montezuma.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs.
A. Paul Slegel, the editor and at- Palen,
ternoon.
He will return with Mrs.
v"
A R. Kingsmill of Chatham, Ontario,
of
county,
Visa,
Nara
Quay
torney
and Mr, and Mrs. J. Bond
lbg some time on the Valley Ranch
arrived in Santa Fe last evening and Canada,
,o
Francisco of Los Angeles.
on the Pecos, returned to his home January
Palace.
at
the
Manuel B. Baca, who was census registered
Last evening at the Presbvlerian
this evening. The construction com- Mrs. James Seligman will entertain
laBt year, and his family
B. Z. McCollough, united In
pany which Mr. Daniels represents is enumerator
next Thursday afternoon In Manse,
cards
at
arriveu irum mm hush anu honor of Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, at her n.ai.t.1.1 rn ltffla T nra MtlV Hi. 'H .1 fft.in
now engaged in extending the subway, Eav
of Denver, Colo., and Frank H. Catlin
will live In Santa Fe In the future,
system of New York City.
home on Hillside Avenue.
of New York City. Mr. Catlin Is con- Mr. Baca having taken a position with
W. H. Chrlsman of
DUbert CHIhero, Oscar Daniels and
Representative
In
K.
the 0.
E. H. Baca
nected with the Denver Gas and Elec- his
brother
Miller's
ranch
has
who
J. F. Miller of
Valley
spent trie Comnanv but it is the intention of
Artec, San Juan county,
Barber Shop.
in
In
this
will
Santa
Santa
arrived
Fe
Pecos
on the
the past few days
Fe,
the young people eventually to make
J. A. Hardy, special factory repre- leave on a business trip to Omaha.
afternoon to Mr. Miller's motor car.
their homo In New York City.
comL. J. Brewster, linotype operator of
The trip was a quick one and no acci- sentative for the Reo motor car
The Joy Club entertained at cards
pany, with headquarters at Dallas, tho New Mexican, who had been at
dents occurred on the road.
Inst Saturday night at the home ot
C. S. Lovern, agent for
Denver visiting his parents ovt-- r the Morton
Delbert CHthro, en attorney of Chi- Texas, and
Seligman on Hillside nvenue
the same company, who conducts a
holidays, has returned to Santa Fe.
cago, wh has been spending the last
in honor of Miss Catherine Chaves of
gr.rage in Albuquerque, returned to
Onlld
formerly of Pueblo, arA'bnnuernue,
their respective homes last night.
rived In Santa Fe last night. He will
Miss Ilildred Soper left Santa, Fe
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
Dean D. Clark and J. H. Graham, open a new dry goods store in the!
as
cannot
for ber home In Mcintosh, Es- by local applications,
they
today
the
States
for
Mountain
agents
city. He is it guest at the Monte- tnnela valley. Miss Soper has been
reach the diseased portion of the ear. special
and Telegraph
Company,
Telephone
zuma.
the Misses Gallahor on John- There is only one way to cure deaf- whose
headquarters are In E! Paso,
of the eon street for the
F. V. Qulnby,
past week.
ness, and that is by constitutional ai rived in Santa Fe last night nn busi- lirunswIck-llulUe
billiard
company,
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an ness In connection with the local
Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. J. A, Rolls
to
returned
rornn
bar
and
supplies,
Inflamed condition of the mucous linentertained a small number of guests
telephone plant. They will be In the his home In Denver after transacting
on
al, a luncheon nt her residence
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When city several weeks.
business
here.
rumthis tube is Inflamed you have a
I'.'ilaco avenue in honor of Mrs. Wll- slcnlfled
from
have
Roswell
of
Twenty
Las
Miss
Coors,
Vegas,
or
Mary
tlr.m J. Mills.
imperfect hearing, and
The decorations were
bling sound
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness Is their Intention of going to the inaugu- daughter of !I!nry 0, Coors Is exin red
in red. Red carrnUons
the result, and unless the inflamma- ral services at Santa Fe next month. pected to arrive in Santa Fe soon.
tflble
off tho luncheon
set
should
to
wish
who
go
She will remain In the city until after
tion can be taken out and this tube Any others
was lighted by candles shaded
once.
M.
S.
at
Murray
the inauguration.
restored to Us normal condition, hear- notify Captain
a special rate Hallett Raynolds, a banker of Las In red. lied bows completed the color
Fe is
The
ing will be destroyed forever; nine of Santa one-fift- giving
scheme.
reone
and
fare
with
good
cases out ot ten are caused by Catarrh
Vegas, passed through the city last
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state
News.
turn
Roswell
dates.
Morning
an
conInflamed
which Is nothing but
night on his way home from Taos elect, haB' returned as Instructor In
most
one
of
Roswell
the
mucous
surfaces.
of
Miller,
the
dition
the
where he has been organizing
at the Las Vegas high rchnn!
We will give One Hundred Dollars widely known railroad men In the new Taos Valley Hank.
where he has been teaching wllh sue- for any case of Deafness (caused by United States, and chairman of the
S. H. Barrack, formerly of
Fort cess for several years. It Is under- catarrh) that cannot be cured by executive board of the Chicago Mil- Smith, Arkansas, arrived In Simla Fe ftood that he will offer bis resigns- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for clrcu waukee and St. Paul
railroad, ac- lust night. Mr. Barrack will open a tion Boon to the Normal University,
lars, free.
companied by his family passed pool hall here In the near future. He where he has had charge of the de- F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, 0.
through Lamy yesterday afternon en is stopping at the Montezuma.
parlment of Spanish for some time.
route from Los Angeles to New York.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
F. D. Paxton, territorial roads en- Las Vegas Optic.
Pills
for
Mr. MlHer and his party traveled
Take Hall's Family
In gineer Is ft visitor In the city from
Mlssea Mary and Amelia McFie en- the magnificent private car Saint Patfl. Truchaa. Mr, Paxtou la engaged lu tertaiued at luncheon on Thursday in

jj,

honor

8!

JohnBon street.
L. A. Gillette.

Tho prize was W'on by
After playing cards,
the fourteen guests present sat down
to dainty refreshments.
General and Mrs. Albert S. Brookes
gave a dinner last night In honor of
Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills
and Territorial Secretary and Mrs.
Nathan Jaffa at their home on Grant
avenue. Besides those mentioned, cov
ers were laid for Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
Rolls, Mrs. Kingsmill and Mr. and
The dining
M,rs. Arthur Seligman.
room was decorated in yellow snap
dragons.
Mrs, S, G, Cartwright entertained
the Saturday Card Club this afternoon
at her home on De Vargas street. A
number of guests were invited to assist the olub in Its celebration of the
birthday anniversary of Mrs. S. Spitz.
Besides the club members, the following were present: Mrs. Palen, Mrs.
Kingsmill, Mrs. Rolls and Mrs. Welt-meDr. Shoemaker, specialist on tuber-culoslof
formerly of the faculty
the Carlisle institute, but who is now
doing special work for the United
States Indian Bureau, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday. He Is accompanied
by his wife and daughter, and Mr.
Singleton, a photographer. Last night
Dr. Shoemaker delivered an Illustrated lecture at the U. S. Indian Industrial school on the subject of tuberculosis. The illustrations which accompanied the lecture showed Indian
life in the west and how tuberculosis
was Induced by the methods of Indian
life especially among the Pueblos. Mr.
Shoemaker has spent two years In the
work and Is especially well fitted to
speak on the subject. It has been suggested that a lecture might be arranged to be delivered at the high school.
MONDAY,. JANUARY 8, 1912.
Mrs. Schumann will not be at home

public school of Pojoaque, was a visitor with friends here Suturday and
Sunday Inst.
J. L. Hubbell, the well known
Btockman, Indian trader and Republican leader ot Ganado, Arizona, is a
vlBitor In the city.
Mrs. Ben Hill, wife ot the newly
elected county surveyor, left Madrid
Saturday for an extended stay on tor
homestead near Stanley.
J. A. Isreal of Denver, tax agent of
the Colorado and Southern railroad,
in in the capitnl to attend the meeting of the board of equalization.
John S. Clark, state senator-elec- t
from San Miguel county, arrived in
the capital from Las Vegas last evening and registered at the Palace.
Esqulpula Ribera, a ranchman of
San Isidro, Sandoval county, is in the
city on business connected with the
territorial mounted police office.
Attorney Reed Holloinan of Tucum-car- l,
who was a candidate for district
J'.dge, arrived In Santa Fe last evening and is a guest at the Palace.
Walter Birchfleld of Hachita, Grant
county, a prominent stockman, is in
the capital to attend the meeting of
the territorial board of equalisation.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
the Las Vegas lumberman and Republican leader, arrived In the capital
lust night and registered at the Palace.
Theodore Espe, special agent for
the general land office, left the city
last night for Raton on official business. He will retuin In about :i
week.
H. Lutz, a prominent citizen of Lincoln county, and member of the territorial board of equalization, is in
the Capital attending a meeting of the
board.
Harry Franklin, agent In the local
land office, left the city this morning
for Lawton, Okla., where he will
n.pke an extended visit
smraj
friends.
Dr. C. C. Parrish of Demlng, Is s
visitor to the capital and a guest at
the Palace. He came to attend the
meeting of the territorial board of
health.
Attorney R. E. Twitchell, the well
known historian of New Mexico, arrived In Santa Fe last evening from
his home in Las Vegas. He is stopping at the Palace.
Frutoao Serna and Celestlno Garcia,
formerly of Durango, are In the city
looking for a location suitable for a
grain and feed store which they expect to open soon.
The C. N. Cotton family who have
made Gallup their home for many
years, left this city Wednesday and
will make their future home in Los
McKinley ReAngeles, California
publican.
W. H. Morgan, who formerly owned the Morgan livery barn here, left
the city this morning for an overland
trip to Artesia, Eddy county. Mr.
Morgan will conduct an ice plant In

tomorrow. '
Judge and Mrs. R. H. Hanna went
to Albuquerque on Saturday.
Cirllo Romero, a ranchman of
is In the city purchasing supplies.
Judge A. B. Fall came up from
Three Rivers, Otero county, on Saturday evening.
Dr. W. E. Knser of Las Vegas, Is
here to attend the meeting of the
territorial board ot health.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward, of
Las Vegas, arrived In the city yesterday. He la a guest at the Palace.
Judge H. L. Waldo of Las Vegas,
solicitor for the A., T. & S. F. railroad,
arrived in Santa Fe last evening.
M, 8. Groves, of Carlsbad, corporaarrived last
tion commissioner-elect- ,
night and registered at the Palace.
R. T. Hynd, superintendent of the
ccal mines at Madrid, southern Santa
Fu county, is a visitor In Santa Fe.
Miss Enrlqueta D'Aguero, a teacher In the public school at Canonclto,
was a visitor In the city Saturday.
Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr., of Las
Vegas, was a late arrival laBt even- that place.
ing. He Is stopping at the Palace.
F. R. Buchanan, representing a Chischool
Miss
Ella Schafranka),
book firm, Is in the city on busiteacher at Rlnconado, Taos county, cago
suwas an arrival on Saturday evening. ness with John V, Conway, county
schools.
Mr. Buchaot
perintendent
SriPPe- of
a
ranchman
E, Salazar,
Pojoaque,
Is visiting the schools at Madrid,
Miss Beulah Riddle will enlertaln brought in a quantity of alfalfa last nan
the j0r cluB toni15ht at her home on Saturday which he sold in the local Cerrlllos and Lamy today.
Percy Thomas, who has been workmarket.
Jonnson street.
W. D. Shea ot the D. 4 K. u. return- Attorney Charles A. Spiess ot Las ing on the First National Bank builded this morning from a business trip Vegas, Is a guest at the Palace hav ing here, and who has been critically
io me nan uns vuuey, oio.auu.
ing arrived In the capital yesterday ill with pneumonia for the past week
at the St. Vlncent'B sanitarium, Is rei
..,u .l .6u.. afternoon.
win
mra.
meeting today at tne uome oi
Harry Wheeler, of upper Manhattan ported out of danger this morning.
111
No
were
present.
guests
McGllvary.
recently,
street, who has been very
Sergeant J. W. Collier of the
s
.Eugene Harvey ana uororny nay-La- has so far recovered that he 1b able Mounted Police, returned yesterday
wnra sre tno newly elected president to be about.
from Santa Fe where he has been
ana treasurer respectively, oi tne juj
Miss Louisa Alarid, teacher In the on official business. Estancia News.
Club.
Chief Justice W. H. Pope will make
a third effort In three days to get
EACH TO WM
IVAIiTED-AMD- ER
away from Santa Fe for his home at
district. to
Roswell.
ample Latest Model "RnnaQT" bicycle furnished by ui. Our aents everywhere ar
Writ
fast.
left
C.
Mechem
for
M.
shcial
full particulars and
making money
offer nt one.
Judge and Mrs.
wm. .vu mcivc dimi mruve your acjiie, wewitn
v
to anyone,wtju
for their home at Socorro after a very
anywhere in ihcU. a. without a cent deostt in advance,
freight anJ
TAIN 1AS ft'UKE TRIAL during which time you mayfrefoy
ride the bicycle and
lllovy
at
weeks
several
of
pleasant visit
put ft to any test you wish. If you are tlieh not perfectly satisfied or do not wuh ta
to us at our expense andyauwiU net bi out on cent.
hick
tho
it
keep
bicycle
snip
Fe.
Santa
Brme uu.yc.ee h is
to make)
FflLTTDHY PHICFS at one
""",0",
small profit above actual factory cost.possible
Mrs. W. H. Brown will entertain at
You save i
to $z middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's euar.
Mrs.
In
Jaffa,
Nathan
of
honor
cards
antee behind your bicycle. DO iOT
a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyon
at arty jnct until you receive our catalogues and leant our unheard of factor
next Wednesday afternoon at her
frices and remarkaolt special offers to rliior agvnt,
cataiiww and
T1 you recclv2 ourJ
BE
home on urani avenue.
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The Young Men's Club gave a dance
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si.oo profit above iactorv costJ
any
laiiory,
at the Woman's Board of Trado Library
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last night. Twenty-liv- e
t
Arri knnJ it
iv...
U.VX'i'ltsm IIANH ltli:Vr;l.li:H. We tin tint Mirtilarlv hatpin
.5
nanallv h.ive a nuniher an hand t.iken In trade hv our Chir.icn mt.iil tj,rf.
T !,.. f"
present chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs.
7
fitr.nir.ilu nt nriroa miifiiiir frnm H:t to WH or IK O. rWrinriv
;..A
J. D. Sena.
whouls. Im ported roller elmfna and pedal, parts, rtua'ira anJ
"'Kl
CQASTtH-DHAAtkinds
all
at
of
usual
half
th
retail
equipment
firm.
The Thirteen Club entertained at
curds this afternoon at the home of
KEDGETHCUM PUNCTURE Mrs. William Prince on Palace avenue
Max
SELF-HEALINThe guests present were Mrs.
G
TIRES
Front, Mrs. William G, Sargent umd
77m regular retail Arias of these tint it
Mrs. Clyde Earl lily,
JW..V7 per pair, out to tntronure we writ
Farmer Governor Herbert J. linger-visitin- tell you a sample pair tor .oukcosh wimoracrnMu
TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
Mrs.
MORE
NO
his
mother,
man, accompanied by
NAII.fl. Tank or OltiH will lint lot tho
arrived on last night's
'.w.'Miv.,J,rNv
j j Hagerman,
out. Sixty thousand palm Hold last yenr.
air
delayed number 8 from the Pacific Over two hundred thousand pairs now In use.
UTIfCl?IPr0Madflnnllfl(rc(i. It ! lively
,.olmtt where thoy have been spending
llst monlh. Albuquerque Journal. aaii(ltusviUlin,vciydiinil)leaiidliiiffliiiHi(lewli'l
Hpmul qiinlitv of rubber,
m;98 Uorolhy Hnyward of Johnson
hbor troanf
gireet, entertained last Tuesday eve-til- l uiiiiwu.iicisiiix h ",t"",i7'ntwV7."'r
!). alHO rim
Tfff
and
in
no
i
nrKHicenrtw cci law
icucAKon, nevwtMKnnoinori;iiiHii
jr
ririg with a ehuflrig dish party in
" "rL"
' ?
n , ordinary tiie.llicni.ncturercatBtliiKqunlltieHheinff Riven J fl J '"V.
or 0f aUbs Catherine Chaves of
LAk'Ka ?i
l2oFT
by Mverariayera of thin, specially prepared rubric on the
muiNO
querque. After disposing of the welsh trend. TliercKularprlceohhcHCtireHisJW.perpair.butfor
rarebit the sixteen gucslB
present the rider of only fc.Ho per pair. All orders shipped same day letter Is recelvtJrl, We ihlp C. O. I), on
approval. You do not pay aceut until you hr.ve examined and found tltem strictly us represented.
played cards.
We will allow a mnh dlaoount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price M4.AS per pair) If yoiV
Mr, and Mis. Charles Catron gave end FULL tUAHH WITH OUOKll and enclose Mill adveiusenie.it. You run no risk lt,
ending til an order as the Urea may be returned at Oil It expense If for any reason they ar
a birthday party last Wednesday
not satisfactory 011 examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent toualsasiufeaa in
noon In celebration of the fourth an-- , batik.
If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faater.t
better, last lotiffrr and look fi tier than any the you have ever used or aeon at any price. W
nlvorunry of their daughter, Suzanne. Vwear
now that you will lie ao well plensed that wheu you watita bicycle you will give us your order.
little guests present We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence thla remarkable tire offer,
The twenty-eigh- t
don't buy any kind at any price until you send for a pair of
wcTe regaled with all varieties of aw IfJU !ADftfrn TfOrO
tires on approval and trial aL
fflC.O Hedge thorn Puncture-Proo- f
sweet meats and received unique sou- - the dpecial introductory price quoted above; or write for ourhalfbig Tire and Sundry Catalogue whkJi, .
the usual pricea.
descrihei and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about
vtnlrs of the occasion.
write us a postal today, DO NOT THINK OC BUYING a blcycli'
arsir- - WwS8 1 orbuta pair
nA IVC
of tires from anyone until you know the new and wouderfti
Last Thursday evening the MIsseB VU
costa a postal to learn everything. Write It NOW.
Gallahor entertained at cards in hon- - oil en we are making. It only
or of Miss Hlldred Soper of Mclntosn,
L. MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Estancia valley, at their home on
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MORE OFFICIAL
RETURNS GIVEN
The Vote Cast for District
Judges and for District

A. Garcia y Sanchez
Francisco Lucero y Montoya. .
Fourth District.
Roman L, Baca
Charles C. Catron
Samuel O. Cartwrlght
J. S. Candelarlo
, ...
Fifth District.
Jose P. Lucero
Julian Trujlllo
Jose G. Borrego

1981
1873

Surveyor H. V. B. Smith 1111;
George Fryman 941; Manuel B. Baca
2.

1754
1724
1441

1305
1983
1910
1230
1205

SUPREME

COURT

E

Lincoln County County Commissioners, First District. , Rumaldo A.
Duran 762; Modesto Chaves 674; J.
E. West 51; Porflrio Chavez 1; William Ferguson 1.
Second District.
Melvln Franks 812; Samuel Wells
45.
Third
J.
Beaver
District. W. Will Convene Again on Jan' Territorial Engineer Charles
653;
M. Ferguson 798; George W. Coe 679;
D. Miller Has Approved
uary to Close Up for
J. M. Harkey 38.
Good .
Probate Judge Doroteo
Lucero
Application
723; A. H; Norton 719; M. B. Foreman 36; Miles B. Foreman 2.
FOR IT
County Clerk Albert H. Harvey KENNEDY CASE IS AFFIRMED ALSO CLEARED
750; D. W. Roberts 726; C. B. Lane,

I

fund, $237.50; Charles D. Miller, territorial engineer, on account of hydro-graphi- c
survey fund, $245.90.
I
Manzano Forest.
Word has
been received cf the
limit set by the secretary of agricul- '
ture on the amount of stock which can
be graced on the Manzano forest and
of other Improvements approvtd for
th

m)n

,

ti,:

m h

J

J,

. Ine United States Prisoner

maximum of 46,500 sheep, 2,800 cat- Burned Up Two Non
' Attorneys
tie and horses and 500 hogs allowed:
8ixth District.
Eiiential Books
011 the forest
during the grazing sea
3217
Jose Lobato
son. A fee of 30 cents for cattle, 35
3191
FOR MEMBERS
cents for horses, 10 cents for sheep
LEGISLATURE George W. Tripp
Francisco Quintana
3129
and 20 cents for hogs will permit one NO MONEY HAS BEEN STOLEN
Pablo Herrera
1938
animal of that description to feed on
I
1931 40
Also
An aHHfHnnal
tHi fnraat tnf tha vna
the Official of Grant, J.r. L.E. Zimmerman
Must
Accused
Million
Unless
Sheriff
Porflro
Be
Chavez
Robert
1871
Dollars
to
682;
Hang
Valdez.,
Expended fall grazing season Is provided for Convict Had Worried About the
Owen
Guadalupe and Lincoln
Rufus
424;
114;
Cnoate,
8eventh District.
B.ady
Governor Commute! His
In Reclaiming Large
Condition in which He Kent
hogs, when the oak mast is ripe. Thel
Bias Sanchez
1446 74.
Counties.
Sentence.
fee for this is 12 cents per hog. The
Tract.
Accounts.
1346'
AseesBpr Henry Corn 784; Watt
Remiglo Lopez
forest Is now divided Into two dint-- 1
1320 Gilmore 692; W. J. Keller 31
Marcellno Martinez
subdivid
north
and
and
First District
south,
tricts,
The
territorial supreme court this Some time ago the Department of
Treasurer T. M. Watson 748 J. M,
Pnblo V. Lobato
1255
J- - B.
Fewkes, a United States prls.
Edmund C. Abbott
4257
forenoon after disposing of a number Territorial Engineer approved the ap- ed into 13 divisions. A ranger Is In
Penfleld 717; E. F. Jone- - 45.
Eighth District
d
E. S. Whitehead
of each district, and a forest oner confined In the New Mexico
3282
charge
of
to
of
W.
Mrs.
10,
motions, adjourned
Schools'
Manuel C. Martinez..
1900
Superintendent
plication of Furman and Burke, No.
January
or patrolman of each division, tentiary and who has been for several .
Second District.
when
the
L
under
state
E.
the
for
Giiram
706.
J.
D.
of
Koome
the
150,
777;
Kimball
Animas river. Plans for
H.
waters
constitution,
1704
Herbert T. Raynolda
preserva- - mcnths
the
4077 H. D. Kimball
1704
Surveyor Frank Theurer 757! B. supreme court is to convene, providing This proposition calls for 750 sec. ft. tion of all
employed In the office of
M. E. Hlckoy
springs are being made.
2969
the statehood proclamation has been for the irrigation of 80,000 acres on
Manuel C. Pacheco
1617 R. Robinson 727; W. Beatty 1.
tnat institution aB office clerk and as- scheme
the
service
The
for
Is
forest
Third District.
issued by that date.
the west side of the Animas, which to
Ninth District.
Edward L. Medler
3551
supply wire and timber neceBsary slstant bookkeeper in charge of the
Thn rnA nf the
va Van.
ManueJ Cordoba
. ., 1288
" can be used also for power purposes and for the cattlemen to
COMMITTEES FOR THE IN- John Y. Hewitt
supply labor books relating to convicts
3522 Luis R.
personal
and domestic use. The cost Is esti1266
Montoya
to build fences around the funds
AUGURATION
ARE NAMED. ,entenced
1
, ,
Scattering
8uch
,hat
by Judge Frank W. Parker mated at one million dollars; the di- necessaryso
Forfhio Abreu
1075
' a8
that the cattle and sheep a convlct
Fourth District
to be hanged. It is understood that version dams of masonry, concrete, Bprlngs
have- - an1 howln
953
Antonio F. Joseph
uch
Honors Go to Those Who Have Pur Governor
not trample and spoil tbem. The
David J. Leahy
may
5720
will
Mills
commute
sen
etc.
the
of
the water is led outside the fence
Height of dam in one
Tenth District.
to orders thereon as the convicts may
chased Tickets or Made
Wm. G. Haydon
4129 Marcos C.
tence
to
life
Imprisonment.
is
70
reservoirs
859
feet.
storage
de Baca
troughs from which the stock may nilV B've". yesterday evening in the
Fifth District.
The following two opinions
404
were
Emillano Sandoval
This application has been approved drink.
presence of Secundino Romero, R. C.
John T. McChire
6082
handed
down
the
last
be
the
to
some
for
by
time and no appeal has been Financial Condition of the Counties. Garrett, W. A. Bayer, A. B. Renehsu
Eleventh District.
The following are the committees
O. O. Askern
1744
Territorial
an4
Supreme
Cour,
taken
Stella V. Canny, stenographer
within
the
time
O
1346 having in charge the preparation, tor
T. Toombs
prescribed by
A statement issued yesterday from
8lxth District.
law making .the approval conclusive. the Territorial traveling auditor's of- - 8110 notary public, made a complete
D. Casado
1332 the inauguration
exercises. The reColin Neblett
2031 Juan
1331 ception committee is not yet complete, donlan Coal Company, appellant, vs. To forestall
P. O'Dell
protests against the flee an4 signed by John Joerns, head confession that he had burned the two
1523 J.
Fercy Wilson
1305 as those who purchase tickets or make Rocky Cliff Coal Mining Company, granting of this application the terri nf that derailment Ahnwfl thA flnan. uuukb 01 me Kina mentioned, on sun- Junies Llnisen
Seventh District.
tcrial engineer had a meeting In San
afternoon last, shortly after Ave
141
C. Thompson
f th
r.t th offiri
Merritt C. Mechera
tii,i
subscriptions, will be given places on from ,he district court1 of
4322 S
bur-ti141'
,nTn? where
McKinley ta Fe some months ago In which par-',-,,
S. Pankan
' Sc
'
this committee, except
1 A
treasurers at the clone of bust o'clock- - He assumed the entire
they county.
attdringI
liable to protest signed a contract
Twelfth District,
have been placed on other commit
November 30ti' have been as deD of 1,16 act' and claimed that It was
nsg
Eighth District
!
tlle
This case grew out of an aibltra- which eliminated the possibilities
873 tees.
re8u" ' a somewhat sudden lm- f followsW. Chaves
The date of the inauguration
Thoe. D. Leib
5332 James
736 will
piiioe, aunuugu oe naa peen ior
Keed Holloman
be announced tomorrow after tlon contract under which appellee protest and appeal
6283 A. J. Green.
county heads the list with t!m6 vorriei auout tne condulon lnt0
86
claimed that the appellant paid for This project is ready for construc
J. S. Smith
noon:
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
tne ,,00ll8 ge, lQ
217 acres out of the south half of sec- tion work by the applicants holding a balance for the month Just closed vbich be nad
Thirteenth District.
Executive.
First District.
tion flpven that bv an understAndlne the rights at the present time, name- of $119,984.85; receipts for the month tl,,B institution as well as in others
1058
Alexander Read
3991 J. J. Clancy
disburseGovernor
amo-jnteWilliam
to
and
J. Mills, Honorary )tn,.on ih. p.nrH rnmnn
58,078.28
h ly the Capital Securities Company of
s,
aame kjnj throughout the
0
999
M R. Baker
J. H. Crist
3516
Chairman; Mayor Arthur
$0,981.07. Valencia comes next ed states, the convicts are permitted
Sellgman, apeilantf ,t waa agreed that south Santa Fe, and one year is given In
Fourteenth District.
Second District.
uuveruor
balance
of
1.
with
a
$105,094.41;
receipts to earn a little money for themselves
wai,
viiuirumu;
wag a crooked one
tnat be. which to commence construction
A. Young
493
Manuel U. Vigil
4179 John
m. a. utero; u tween
$3,021.72. by making hair goods, bead work and
476 mormon; oovernor
Duncan McGIUlvray
lnat ,. and what wou,d have work. The construction work, build $22,256.15; disbursements
A. A. Eedillo
2850
A. Hughes; Charles F. Easley, Bron- follow
order the like. Fewkes acted for the
In
the
counties
other
IlnH
The
th
nnd
so,.,n
Bhali
hwn
be ddne under
377
ing dams, etc.,
Herbert H. Hill
,tinll
Third District.
son M. Cutting; N. B. Laughlin; Paul n
above: Socorro, balance $82.- - vlcts In disposing of some of this
a
Bquarej tnere were 103 acre8 the immediate supervision of the state
IT B. Hamilton
3894 T. P. Talle
A F. Walter; S. G. Cartwrlght; Dr. J., - mm, ih.
tnr engineer and plans and specifications 920.98; receipts $29,329.42; Grant, bal- - workmanship and collected thepro- nnn.it rtirt .
Fifteenth District.
M. 0. Llewellyn
3165
A. Mnssie; George W. Armljo.
but he
and that the coal mined by appellee formulated shall receive the approval ance, $72,242.41; receipts, $48,213.25; ceeds through the malls,
1367
W. H. H. Llewellyn
Fourth District.
Finance.
was taken from the area of 103 acres. of the state.
disbursements, $29,727.49; San Miguel claims that at first by Inadvertence
1346
Moreno
Chas. W. G. Ward
5776 Piesclllano
M.
A.
Arthur
Sellgman, Chairman;
The court found that appellee had
This project is of Immense value balance, C4,189.74; receipt $37,069.- h allowed one V. C. Musgrave to
1323
N. C. Frenger
Geo. H. Hunker
40'
J. H. Vaughn; mined and converted to their own use to the citizens of San Juan county and 87; disbursements, $19,227.12; Chaves, make orders on his account, when
1320 Otero,
W. S. Gilliam
Fifth District.
H. F. Stephens; James B. Read; John
the
$21,824.- - there was not sufficient to meet
28,789 tons of coal, for which appel- if it is possible that the present water balance, $53,191.67; receipts,
Sixteenth District.
K. K. Scott
6039
Pflueger; J. W. Mayes; N. Salmon; lant is entitled to recover on the right holders can secure money for 89; disbursements, - $7,979.55;
Santa orders, and afterwards allowed him to
790 Fiank Nudlng.
1777 James V. Tully
Q. A. Kaune
in
make
the
one-halorders
that
of
a
f
will
one
construction it
cents
basis of twelve and
larger
hope
develop
Fe, balance $53,207.02; receipts, $36,678
Sixth District
Scfcplo Salazar
ton royalty. To this extent the former the finest fruit sections in the United 407.97;
Arrangements.
$36,007.09; sooner or later the discrepancy could
disbursements,
64
Jas. R. Waddlll
1867 Henry F. Jones
Robert P. Ervlcn, Chairman; Jacob opinion of the court is modified and States. The application which was Quay, balance, $50,216.62; receipts, be made up. These books he Juggled
R. F. Hamilton
1686
Seventeenth District.
H. Crist,
Marcellno the Judgment of the court below was filed April 4, 1908, was held pending $29,173.80; disbursements, $18,585.86; and falsified in order to conceal the
614
Seventh District.
Chas. P. Downs
The opinion Is by M. C. for a long time on account of the ap Otero, balance, $17,699.27;
Garcia; A. B. Renehan; W. O. Con- - affirmed.
receipts, shortage, and finally realizing that
4308 Byron Sherry
John E. Griffith
650 nor,
14.166.63: he was under suspicion and that a new
995.50: disbursements.
Jr.; Adolph P. Hill; S. G. Cart- - Mechem, associate justice, Chief Jus- - peal on the Jay Turley proposition,
3
208
A
R.
Carlisle
.
Scattering
wright; Frank Delgado; Frank Owen; tice W. H. Pope, John R. McFie, as-R- which diverted water from the Animas Luna, balance, $47,132.33; receipts, arrangement for handling the debit
Eighth District.
Eighteenth District.
Celso Lopez;
Fred soclate Justice, and E. R. Wright, as In Colorado. The Supreme Court of
credit slips which are given to the
C. Garrett;
t10.G22.Z4:
917 74. disbursements
5.191 W. E. Rogers
Geo. E. Remley
1813
the Territory held that the territorial Lincoln, balance, $44,000.25; receipts, convicts bad been made, he became
Fornoff; j W. Akers; Dr. F. E. Mera. sociate Justice concurring.
1761
6193 J. W. Mullens
Ed. F. Saxon
when he knew that
Decoration.
Case No. 1457, lerritory of New engineer had no Jurisdiction in ap $1,271.00;
$0,849.90; panic stricken,
disbursements,
1723
J. T. Evans
the books were to be checked up at
SENATORS.
vs.
ap- - proving the proposition aB the intake Colfax, balance, $43,641.74;
Jessie
Mexico,
Mrs.
Nathan
Mrs.
Tudor,
receipts,
appellee,
Jaffa,
Chairman;
S52
Will Robinson
the end of December, and knowing no
without the state. This allows $27,006.88; disbursements,
First District.
af
Mrs. pellant, from Grant county, was
;
$9,550.16;
826 J. L. Sellgman.
R. Tanner
the approval of the Furman and Rio Arriba, balance $43,392.09; re- other way to dispose of the evidence
3149 O.
John S. Clark
747 R. P. Ervlen; MrB. E. C. Abbott; Mrs. firmed.
Manuel
Paredes
of his manipulation of the books, he
Burke application which was done af1919
Elmer S. Veeder
Preston Beck Grant.
$6,111.42; disbursements,
Massie; Mrs.
293 L. A. Hughes; Miss
F. M. Murchlson
them. Musgrave denies
ter possible litigants were on lecord ceipts, Dona
destroyed
Second District.
Mrs. M. T. Dunlavy;
Case No. 1288, George Wr. Stoneroad,
Ana, balance $39,623.73; Fewkes'
292 Frank Lavan;
Frank
Frost
story in toto. No money has
in form of an agreement.
4572
Juan Navarro
Mrs Lola
et als, appellees, vs. William P. Beck,
285 Mrs. A. B. Renehan;
receipts, $3,403.17; disbursements
A. Williams. .
T.
been
lost
by the transactions so far
3196
K W. Brown
Mrs. A. M. Bergere; Mrs. C. A. et alB. The St. Louis Land and CatNotary Public AppointedGuadalupe, balance, $39,678.- - as can be discovered except that he
Nineteenth District.
Third District
Mrs.
G.
Mrs.
S.
of
William
E.
dlsbursemenU
tle Company, Intervenor, appellant.
Portales, 03; receipts. $22,170.80;
Cartwrlght;
Faggard,
1536 Haynes;
M. Gage
gMfted deWt8 an(, credltB from one
4191 Hugh
Louis C. Ilfeld
a $b,60Z.i7; May, Daiance,
1550 G. V. Howard; Mrs. Anita Chapman; Appeal from the district court of San Roosevelt county, was appointed
j8,i.i--- : ccnvlct.B account
Florence Love
another's, and
2931
Filadelfo Baca
M.
A.
C.
Mrs.
C.
Mrs.
William
Mills,
Leeson;
J.
by
Catron;
disbursement.
public
Miguel
notary
481
county.
O H. Greene
receipts, $26,148.96;
thuB hid the gnortageBi n0 actual casi,
Miss
of
Mrs.
Fourth District.
the
Mugler.
McGllltvray,
yesterday.
governor
Angus
territory,
$36,891.01;
37
$7,571.52; Union, balance,
This suit was originally commenced
E. F. Dunaway
belng handled. In the end. It will
Decoration Men's Committee.
Treasurer's Receipts.
1992
disbursements, probably be found that one convict
Thomas D. Burns
Twentieth District.
receipts, $21,067.76;
by certain claimants of an interest In
H. H. the Preston Beck Grant for the purA. M. Bergere, Chairman;
The following sums of money were $2,849.43;' Mora, balance, $31,609.26; nas more on tne books to his credit
1169 P. E. Carter
796
J R. Ball
; Jose D. Se
'.
279 Dorman,
Fifth District.
disbursements, 'ti,an he ought to have, and vice versa.
O W. SkorkowBky
pose of determining the title of the received yesterday in the office of the receipts, $20,626.58;
4381 Fred M. Smith
274 na; J. A. Davis; R. F. Asplud; Carl A. various
Joseph F. Sulzer
persons claiming interest treasurer of the territory, R. J. Palen: $5,691.22; McKinley, balance, $30,270.- - ar.other convict will have less, so that
C.
treasurer
of
A. Browning,
Curry 56; receipts, $20,008.87; disbursement
3020
Jose L. Perea
Bishop; A. J. Griffin; F. T. Blandy; therein, and obtaining partition of it
Twenty-Firs- t
District.
the entire sum of money will be
Thomas
McBrlde,
E. L. Hewett; T. A. in the
81 S. J. Smith
535 A. J. Fischer;
Kentz Oleson
Sandoval, balance, $30,127.- - tact, but the title to the different pro- year 1903 A. A. Jones was ap- county, $3711.80;
Colfax
of
treasurer
$9623.48;
L.
J.
county,
343 Hayden;
Sellgman.
Sixth District.
pointed receiver of the grant and Im
R. H. Case
99; receipts, $9,870.86; disbursements,
portions will be obscured.
wardpress.
2346 E. Lindauer
E. A. Mlera
74
mediately entered into possession of Thomas P. Gable, game and fish
$1,540.58; Taos, balance, $29,326.31; j FewkeB nad gam Burke, the prison
on
of
account
M.
en,
game
protection
unaries
1967
of
cnairman;
M.
stauner,
a large portion
Twenty-Seconit.
District
J
Lopez
disbursements, porter carry out and throw away
receipts, $4,370.45;
n
;
Jacob,
The Preston grant in the southeast fund, $132.
1528 Karl Green,
Seventh District.
Robt. H. Boulware
$1,452.10; Sierra, balance, $26,677.25; the remnant of one of the books
Homestead Entries.
2961 A
1446 Weltmer; F. C. Wilson, E. P. Davies,eriy (,uarter. conflicts with the Perea
Jfcaac Baa-tb- .
S. Goodell
$9,329.82; disbursements, $2,-- !
that is to say, an Iron bound or
The following homestead entries 820.04; Curry, balance, $28,092.64; edl
1904 J T. McCabe
G. A. Kaseman
1157 John K. Stauffer, J. S. Harris.
grant to the extent of several thou
riechanism used in loose-lea- f
Music.
the local land office
sand acres. The receiver of the Pres- - were recorded
1156
disbursements
Frank Vesely
Eighth District
$15,631.34;
umes, and later, on Sunday evening
James L. Sellgman, Chairman; M. ton grant took possession of that por- - yesterday: A. Gurule, Lumberton; $3,607.94; Roosevelt, balance, $24,- - tcld
1
1817 W. B. Walton
Edwin C. Crampton
Burke what he had done. Burke
M. A.,tlcn which conflicted with the Perea Hugo Seaburg, Raton;
T. Dunlavy,
1741
Tafoya, 843.04;
H. L. Blckley
- claims
Twenty-Thir- d
ts
disburseDistrict
$10,049.49;
that he did not notify the
receipts,
Dr.
J.
P.
M.
Thomas
Delgado;
Corbett, Mountainnair;
564 Stanton;
Cubero; J.
Ninth District.
grant.
Geo. H. Tucker
balance on officials because he had been
Torrance,
$3,253.68;
A.
M.
L.
W.
Robert
Bayer;
Anselmo
3169
Diaz; Henry Alarid;
Chaves, Galisteo;
616
Thereafter the St. Louis Land and
H. Bucher
Fugenlo B. Gallegos..
receipts, $11,451.99; dls- - ped Into doing a wrong unknowingly.
R. J. Crichton.
3036
John C. Slack
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II VI I
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obtained a Judgment against
Again Devoted to Arguments
plaintiff
City,
of
Logan,
12
northeatt
Quay
miles
pit,
he has rendered no verdict, southwest, died at the home of his buquerque. Efforts to save the con- and that therefore the said amend Badaracco, upon the purchase of cer
on Legal Points.
though
county, has been leased for a long expresses the opinion that death was Hnuehtnr. Mrs. E. V. Fulghum at tents were In vain.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. A determined
ment to Article XIX of the proposed tuin merchandise, on which it was alterm to uolese Brothers and Co., of
probably caused by acute alcoholism. Raton. He was born near Hastings, Trouble In Fruit Growers' Association constitution of the State of New Mex- leged no settlement bad been made. effort to have excluded from the reca
on
is
to
be
end
operated
Chicago,
Election Certificates.
identi- The Roswell Fruit Growers' Asso- ico, which Is as follows,
The Judgment W'as for $31,93. The ' ord all documentary evid-encEngland, In 1833.
s
A number of the newly elected counlarger scale than ever before. Bulld-lr.gciation is about to engage In a fight
suit was for $300. The report of the f.ed by Witnees Jerome H. Prati, and
Dispute Over State Boundary.
'"Article XIX.
are going up for housiDg big a ty officers of Bernalillo county reinvolving several letters alleged to
board of appraisers In the condemnaSuit was filed at El Paso by Chas that will probably split the organiza'"Amendment.
and crushers that will turn out ceived their certificates of election E. Brayn et al. against L. M. Craw tion. Manager
W. N. Baldwin has
'"Section 1. Any amendment or tion proceedings in the case of the ' contain pencil notations by J. Ogden
are
ballast for railroad beds.
signThe
commissions
re
to
yesterday.
been asked to resign but claims1 he amendments to this constitution may city of Albuquerque against Antonio Armour, Arthur Meeker and- Thomas
ford, et al., for an Injuactlon
.1. Conners, was made by counsel for
Between twenty and thirty car ed by Governor W. J. Mills, Secretary strain the defendants from fencing has three years contract at a salary be
In either house of the Garcia et al., in connection with the
M.
are Nathan Jaffa, and Chief Justice
Canutillo
loads of material and machinery
In
the
of
land
of $12,000. It is brought out too, that
2 000 acres
session Birelas Contra Accquia matter was the defense when the trial of ten Chiat
regular
any
legislature
the certificates tract in the Mesilla valley. The suit of four hundred car-- of apples shippackers was resumed today.
already on the ground and a good! Pope. The wording of
thereof; and if a majority of all the confirmed, but T. J Apodaca one of cago
The motion was made at the openforce of men is hustling things tnta is somewhat out of the ordinary since Involves the location of the Texas- - ped! only three hundred were sold, members elected to each of the two the defendants excepted to the ruling
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are
state and territory
the markets being glutted with i.pples houses voting separately shall vote In of the court, and will likely appeal. ing of court and came at a moment
New Mexico boundary line.
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an
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with the big plant about February 1. used. The paper certifies that at
and that the proceeds from the 300 favor thereof, such proposed amend The suit of J. A. Skinner against Jose when District
Attorney
Gates In the Penitentiary.
of
In
New
held
the Territory
Two nine-tocrushers, heaviest steam election
ment or amendments shall be entered A. Montoya and Nicolas Ortega upon was preparing to read1 to the Jury a
John Gates, who escaped from the cars sold are not satisfactory.
elected
was
official
the
elect,
Mexico
Mrs. Matilda M. Chrlsta.
shovels, holsters and loading machiJail the night of election, and
on their respective Journals with the a promissory note for $100 was dis- number' of the documentary exhibits.
office in the State of New Doming
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Kates of Albumissed it having been settled out of The Jury waB excused and the entire
two of
nery are among the neoessary machi- to a certain
yeas and nays thereon.
sealed who was in the fight when
are
commissions
The
Mexico.
teleA Judgment of $228.59 was morning session was taken up with
were killed, querque, yesterday received a
nery, which shows that plans are
"'The Secretary of State shall court.
of the territory, Sheriff Stephen's deputies
seal
with
the
great
Rochin
was arrested in El Paso last month, gram announcing the death
being made to operate these gravel
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dated
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of
N.
mother, ments to be published In at least one dry Company against H. L. Lunham ject.
Y.,
and stone pita for a long time.
extradited by Sheriff Stephens ester,
Heyn, and
Clerk Walker, Assessor Fred
and taken to Santa Fe, and lodged in Mrs. Matilda Moser Chrlsta at the newspaper In every county of tho and G. E. Jone. This suit was upon
Sues for Divorce.
Treasurer Mike Mendell, Judge Rayfrom
78.
of
resulted
pneu- state, where a newspaper Is publish- a promissory note for $182.05 togethDeath
age
Antonla Delgadille de Guzman, of nolds, .of the district, and Judge Staab the penitentiary for safe keeping.
RUPTURE CURE.
monia. Mrs. Kates last visited her ed, once a week, for four consecutive er with interest.
The note la the
Burned.
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Fatally
all
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a
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by
when
and
August
given
trict court of McKinlcy county for ab- certificates
Spanish
weeks', in English
Atollnar Gomez, a 3 year old child
External Application
yesterday. The officers
solute divorce from her husband Jose will be sworn in following the issuing was fatally burned at El Paso In the Rochester. In addition to MrB. Kates newspapers In both of said languages the defendants who are business men
othNo Inconvenience.
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was filed on No-- !
,
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family,
suit
youngest
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In
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smelter.
are published
addition the
Guzman, asking
of the President's
proclamation and home of his parents, near the
er children survive, one having died last publication to be not more than vcmber 20 last F. E. Dunlavy ob- It works while you sleep. Send
tody of the minor child,
Rudolpho, the Inauguration of Governor McDon The child was playing around a stove
The various sons 'and two weeks prior to the election at tained a Judgment by default against
your orders now
and a judgment of $800. In her peti aid
In the room, when his clothing caught years ago.
one which
or Belden Bros., for $895.69. The suit DR. NELSON MEDICINE CO., UTICA, N Y
time said amendment
tion the plaintiff sets out that the
Before assistance could reach dnughterB are widely scattered,
fire.
JANUARY 6, 1912.
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SATURDAY,
and
on
four
residing in Spokane. Wash.,
amendments shall be submitted to the was filed on May 28, 1909,
couple were married In Los Angeles
him, the child's clothing had been in
Boy Takes Own Life.
Ithaca, N Y., with the remaining electors of the state for their approval notes upon which the suit was based
on October 8, 1905, and that from that
burned from, him and he had been
he feared ho was to be
Bix
Because
will
1905.
burial
Rochester.
The
Trinidad1
In
In
at
were
executed
said
amendment
or rejection; and the
time forth until August 10, 1910, she
burned. The little one was
a grade In school when it brdly
did all In her power to make the home dropped
where tnke place at Rochester.
or amendments shall be voted upon Each note was for $127.50, the Inter
Christmas recess, taken to the smelter hospital, fatal.
1912.
following
JANUARY
10,
opened
held In est making the balance of the note.
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election
next
at the
was said that his bums are
comfortable, comport herself with due
regular
Harold E. Hubbard, a
pupil it
Drunken Man Freezes to Death.
said state after the adjournment of
regard to the duties and responsibiliof
Time.
Kind
One
school
Only
Jose PalomareB was found dead on the legislature proposing such amend
Twenty Days for Drunk.
ties of a wife. In spite of this, how- at the Amherst, Mass., high
The people who like Bleep nights, the O'Keefe
tcok his life by chloroform.
Encarnaclon Gutierrez was arrested
premises at El Paso ment or amendments, or at such
ever, ber husband it is alleged, conwere
it
Is,
what
matter
glad
no
night
InebriAgainst
English.
where he had wandered in an
Heavy Judgment
special election to be held not less at Las Vegas by Officer Kelly on the
stantly upbraided her and told her on
The State National bank of Albu- Sunday night that the Southern ated condition, and, had frozen to than
and when
six months after the adjourn charge of drunkenness
numerous occasions that he enterta Judgment of Pacific had changed its time so that death during the snow storm.
obtained
mieraue
ment of Baidj legislature, at such time brought before Judge D. R. Murray
ained no affection for her. Finally,
H. English upon It run on the same time as the town.
$t,901.08
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Old
to
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against
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sentenced
Death
and
law
pro pleaded guilty
lie made her life so miserable that she
ai such legislature may by
a note, the Judgment carrying wun Heretofore when the new year came,
Salcldo Chaves, agerJ 73 years, a vide.
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whistles
town
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clock,
the
it the proviso that only 4,455.53 of the by
lifelong resident of Lincoln and Cha- majority of the electors voting there
uge in the home of her parents at Gal
guns have been turned loose, and ves counties, died at Roswell leaving on
amount should bear Interest.
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Sleep Fails to Cure Staley.
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Matron Dies Suddenly,
Sleep has not cured Daniel H. Staley Southern Pacilic
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years, by
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ney Pills, I procured a box and to mv navments.
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extinguished the flaming clothing. of the members elected to eacn
tate against the unknown heirs, the ander
Marriage License.
fixed me up In good dress for our beautiful H. T. cata
soon
of
member
they
wellknown
delight,
a
Two Arrested at Tularoea.
A marriage license was issued
at Solvation Army, which is a legatee, the cityKnapp,
house, shall deem It necessary to call
I have since naa no neea 01
police force, was shot and faTwo men who came to Tularoea In a convention to revise or amend this suape. medicine."
free.
nriie
Albuquerque by Probate Clerk Walk and all others having an Interest In
who
F.
o
wounded
J.
Watson,
by
an auto and put up at the Montana constitution, they shall submit the k.dney
er to Ramon M. Garcia and Lorentica the property. The property involved tally
sale by all dealers. Price 60
for
seems Knapp arrested hotel were taken Into
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drunk.
Montano.
custody upon ouestlon of calling such convention rentai
Is 50 feet of the east end of lots 17,
Foster-MIlbur- n
Co,, Butraio, White
Watson and the latter, reaching in his request of the sheriff at Alamogordo
Sewing Machine Co.
18. 19 and 20 of block 50 of the Hill-sit- e
to the electors at the next general New York, sole agents for the United
Assets $75.
his
overcoat
gun,
discharged
pocket,
Sherwere
and
taken there by Deputy
and If a majority of all the States.
addition to Las Vegas. Judge AbEdward Frances O'Connor filed suit
election,
the bullet piercing Knapp's pericardi iff Stevenson and Fab Briscoe. The
1460 Market Street,
electors voting on such question at
for voluntary bankruptcy in the Unit- bott ordered that the property be sold um.
Remember the name Doan's and
After the firing of tne snot, men, It
claimed, had tried to sell said election In the state shall vote in take no other.
ed States court here yesterday.
California
The for fifty dollars in cash and a trust
Francisco,
Jan
Watson engaged in a life the auto and were about to leave on
Of the
$10 Knapp and
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accompanying the deed for the balance.
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to
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will
at
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be
pay
suit says that he has liabilities
legislature shall,
choked into Insensibility. He Is under
Arrested for Taking Barb Wire.
provide by law for calling the same.
amounting to $2,332.10 with only $75 property.
arrest.
and- Julio
Antonio
Escontrlas
Such convention shall consist of at,
Firs at Las Cruces The store of
assets, including wearing apparel.
Fire Alarm Delays Wedding.
were arraigned before Jus- least as many delegates as there are
Roswoll News.
the Adair Company at Las Cruces
to
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Miss
bride
be,
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tice H. F. Stacey at El Paso and their members of the house of representaLeaving
was destroyed
yesterday. The loss trude Lee, and the wedding party bond for a
Shoes Are Clues,
preliminary hearing on a tives.
The constitution adopted by
$10,000.
Juan Gallardo was arrested by PoBurnawe
stricken,
Henry
standing
charge of theft Bet at $300 each. It such convention shall have no validity
liceman Perez at El Paso. A pile of
Bound Ovir Frank McCabe was hum, acting captain of RoswelPs fire 1b charged that the men took some
submitted to and
shoes on the sidewalk in front at- bound over at Albuquerque In $250 department, ran out of the wedding bcrbed wire which H. M. Maple and until it has been
of
Gov
the people.
ratified
by
a
ball
tracted the policeman's attention and
on the charge of stealing sad room and leaped Into a guests buggy V. S. de Berry had Bent to Montoya,
3.
If this constitution
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N.
he found the window ' of Uie house dle and harness from J. A, Wilson.
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ernor
M.,
15, 1912
Fe,
to answer the call of the shrill Biren Texas, 11 miles cast of El Paso. It is be In any way so amended as to albroken. Inside he found Gallardo,
We Can Design that gown to:' you. fire whistle. In but a few minutes alleged that the Escontiiases claim
low laws to be enacted by direct vote
whom he took to the police station The W. H. Goebel ro.
the other fire the land and that they would not per- of the electors the laws which may
Burnham was with
Kana a City Man Dies at Albuquer lnddks at the residence of Mrs. C. C. mit fences to be placed thereon.
and charged him with burglary.
The City of Santa Fe will make this occasion a memorable one.
be so enacted shall be only such as
que. John C. Horton of Kansas City, Cnmp, endeavoring to save It from
Took a Drink Together.
A good chance to visit the Capital of the Sunshine State.
be enacted by the legislature
Measly Cold at El Paso,
might
Tlburclo Ramirez a laborer, report under the provisions of the
For 40 days past there have been died suddenly yesterday at Albuquer- embers. This they did. The marriage
an Elk and is ceremony was performed at the resi- ed to the
Horton
was
Mr.
que.
he
had
that
El
at
Paso
in
which
police
only eight
freezing temperaONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
dence of (he bride's mother, on South been robbed of $10, American money,
RATE
ture was tint recorded In El Paso. lie survived by his wife and a daughter.
'"Section 4. When the United
Zimmerman
Van and $10 Mexican money, by a man
Makes
Rev.
Assignment-Jo- hn Pennsylvania
by
avenue,
In
back
shall consent thereto, the legison
ginning
States
November,
the 24,
L. Zimmerman, formerly of San Vulkenburg, about two o'clock Satur- who represented himself to be a
to ba exact, there has been ice every,
a majority vote of the memlature,
STATIONS ON THE RIO GRANDE
ta Fe and county surveyor has made day afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Burn-.ha- policeman and who gave his name as bers ofbyeach house, may submit to
day 'except eight. El Paso has never
ComBunk
to
the
of
El
to
ai assignment
will reside with the groom's Juan Garcia. Ramirez came
of
amending
ifr Its history according to old
the
the
question
people
timers, merce of his claims
ALAMOSA, ESPANOLA And All Intermediate Points.
FARMINGTON,
against Bernalillo mother until further pinna are made. Paso from Colorado,
where ho had any provision of Article XXI of this
backed up by weather records,
had
county. A communication was read
been working on a Bection gang. In constitution on compmet with Ithe
Essay Prize Contest,
such a protracted cold encll as this.
to the board of county commlKsloners
To a girl of Amarlllo, Texas, goes Juarez he met a friend who escorted United States to the extent allowed
E! Paso Herald.
asking for leniency, as Mrs. Zimmer- the first prize In the essay contest, him to El Paso and tried to sell him by the act of congress permitting the
SELLING DATES
Sued By Oil Company,
man has mortgaged her property to In which the demonstration train run a pocketkntfe for the
price of a drink. same, and if a majority of the qualiSuit was filed yesterduy in the dis- assist her husband In
From Stations Antonito and South : 12th,
meeting his obli- over the Santa Fe system several Ramirez suggested that they take a fied electors who vote upon any such
trict court at Albuquerque by the Con- gations as the survey
progressed, Bays months ago. The name of the Ama-rill- drink together. This they did and amendment shall vote in favor thereof
13th, 14th and 15th.
tinental Oil Company, a corporation, the Albuquerque Journal.
thereby
girl Is Lora Roberts, Ciarlce then visited several other Baloons.
the said article shall ba
From Station Antonito to Alamoga : 12th,
against E. H. High of Roosevelt counThe Woman Thou Gavest Me,
amended accordingly.
Brady of W'atrous, N. M., received the
13th and 14th
ty for $179.31 balance due upon an
Four-fifth- s
of the stilts for divorce ninth out of 18
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
' "Section 6. The provisions of secprizes. June Wright
account of goods, wares and merchan- brought In the Denver courts are InFrom Station Antonito to Durango: 12 th
of La Lande, N. M., received honor- always give ..atlsfacilon because they tion one of this article shall not be
de- stituted by women.
dise, sold and delivered to tha
and 13th.
able mention along with a dozen other always do the work. J. T, Shelnut, changed, altered or abrogated in any
fendant by the plaintiff company. The
El Paso Man Kills Himself.
There were written for Bremen, Ga., Bays: "I have used Foley njanner except through a general conFrom Stations Durangoto Farmington: 12th
amount was contracted for during the A. B. Carroll, Jr., aged 44 years, an youngsters.
this contest 6,102
essays, in 372 Kidney Pills with great satisfaction vention called to revisa this constituand 15th.
Intervening time between February 8 El Paso businessman, committed sui- schools.
As every school determined and found more relief from their use tion as herein provided," ' has been
and May 4 of last year.
cide by the poison route according to Its local contest,
only 372 essays were thun from any other kidney medicine, adopted and is a part of the constitu
the death certificate Issued by Dr. C. submitted to the
Magazine Agent Bound Over.
Judges. This la re- and I've tried almost all kinds. I can tion of the proposed State of New
, J. B. Duohner, the magazine agent P. Brown.
as
the greatest essay writing cheerfully recommend them to all Mexico.
garded
who has been working Albuquerque
Charged Wit hHelnoue Crime.
contest on record. President Ripley sufferers for kidney and bladder trou- Done at the Executive Office this
(or past six months and who has been Ezra Miller was arrested at Mog- - authorized a prize of $00 for the best ble." For
sale by all druggist'
the 30th day of December, A. D. 1911.
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